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About This Guide 

This document provides the information needed to understand the core concepts underlying the 
operation of the Mobility Services Platform (MSP) software product version 3.3.1  In particular, 
this document explains how to think about MSP from the point of view of the enterprise it will 
manage and how the various entities within MSP map to and interact with that enterprise.  Newer 
versions of this document may be available for download from the following link: 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do. 

Related Documents 
 MSP 3.3.1 Release Notes, p/n 72E-100160 

 Using Mobility Services Platform 3.3.1, p/n 72E-128802 

 MSP 3.3.1 Software Installation Guide, p/n 72E-100159 

 MSP Client Software Guide, p/n 72E-128805 

 Using the MSP 3.3.1 Administration Program, p/n 72E-128775 

 Using the Motorola Remote Control Solution, p/n 72E-127347 

 Using the Athena Remote Control Solution, p/n 72E-127346 

 Using the Motorola Data Collection Solution, p/n 72E-139416 

 Using the Athena Data Collection Solution, p/n 72E-139417 

 AirBEAM Package Builder Product Reference Guide, p/n 72E-55769 

 AirBEAM Package Builder Version 2.X Addendum 

Help text is available from the MSP Console UI via hovering the mouse pointer over certain input 
fields of the screen and by clicking Help in the upper-right corner of each screen (see below 

 
 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do
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Service Information 
If you have a problem with your software, contact Motorola Enterprise Mobility support for your 
region. Contact information is available at: http://www.symbol.com/contactsupport.  

When contacting Enterprise Mobility support, please have the following information available: 

 Serial number of the software 

 Model number or product name 

 Software type and version number 

 Software license information 

Motorola responds to calls by email, telephone or fax within the time limits set forth in support 
agreements.   

If you purchased your Enterprise Mobility business product from a Motorola business partner, 
contact that business partner for support. 
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Chapter 1 – Understanding MSP 

What is MSP? 
The Motorola Mobility Services Platform (MSP) is a scalable software solution that provides a 
single point of control for managing large numbers of devices within your Enterprise. 

MSP Functionality 
At a high-level, MSP provides the following functionality: 

 Staging 

In MSP, the initial deployment of configuration and software to devices is called Staging.  
Staging is an activity wherein a Device User manually initiates deployment based on a 
Staging Profile that has been previously defined using the MSP Console UI.  Full Staging 
functionality is available with MSP Stage Edition, MSP Provision Edition, or MSP Control 
Edition. 

 Provisioning 

In MSP, the deployment of configuration and software to devices while they are in-service is 
called Provisioning.  Provisioning is a process whereby Provisioning Policies defined via the 
MSP Console UI cause Jobs to be automatically delivered and/or cause Jobs to be pushed 
on request to perform deployment.  Full Provisioning functionality is available with MSP 
Provision Edition or MSP Control Edition. 

 Asset Management 

In MSP, keeping track of the devices in your Enterprise, and a variety of information about 
them, is called Asset Management.  Asset Management is really a set of MSP features used 
together to discover and track devices and to maintain information about their status, 
configuration, and the deployed software.  Partial Asset Management functionality is available 
in MSP Provision Edition, but full Asset Management functionality is available only in MSP 
Control Edition.  
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 Data Collection, Long Term Analysis, and Short Term Troubleshooting 

In MSP, you can monitor the behavior and performance of devices and analyze and 
troubleshoot device operation based on collected data. Data Collection is the process 
whereby data to be collected from a device is defined via the MSP Console UI, after which 
the requested data is collected by the devices, transmitted to the MSP Server via a Relay 
Server, and stored in the MSP Database for later use.  Long Term Analysis and Short Term 
Troubleshooting provide the means to evaluate Collected Data to identify trends and uncover 
root causes.  Data Collection, Long Term Analysis, and Short Term Troubleshooting 
functionality is available only in MSP Control Edition. 

 Actions 

In MSP, activities initiated remotely on devices from the MSP Console UI are called Actions.   
Actions allow you to select individual devices or sets of devices and to reconfigure them, to 
install or uninstall software on them, to reboot them, or to perform other maintenance and 
management tasks.  Actions are available only in MSP Control Edition. 

MSP Editions 
MSP is available in three editions: MSP Stage Edition, MSP Provision Edition, and MSP Control 
Edition.  MSP Provision Edition includes all the functionality of MSP Stage Edition.  MSP Control 
Edition includes all the functionality of MSP Provision Edition and MSP Stage Edition. 

Stage Edition 
MSP Stage Edition includes Staging functionality only. 

Staging is the configuration and installation of software onto devices in accordance with pre-
defined Staging Profiles initiated by manual request of the Device User.  Staging allows devices 
to be quickly and efficiently prepared for use within your Enterprise by configuring Settings to 
enable network connectivity and then using that connectivity to perform additional configuration 
and software installation. Staging is most commonly performed before initial use when devices 
are fresh-out-of-the-box. 

Provision Edition 
MSP Provision Edition includes Staging and Provisioning functionality, Remote Control 
functionality, and partial Asset Management functionality. 

Provisioning is the deployment of configuration and software to device from the MSP Server 
based on Provisioning Policies created by the User.  Provisioning is a powerful method to ensure 
that all devices always have the appropriate configuration and software to perform their assigned 
tasks.  Provisioning Policies can determine the configuration and software that is appropriate for 
various devices and can define when and how deployment should be performed. 

Control Edition 
MSP Control Edition includes Staging and Provisioning functionality, Remote Control 
functionality, full Asset Management functionality, Action functionality, Data Collection 
functionality, Long Term Analysis functionality, and Short Term Troubleshooting functionality. 

Asset Management provides the ability to keep track of devices in your Enterprise by location, 
name, and model. MSP also provides the ability to detect devices that might have gone “Missing” 
and to take action (automatically or manually) to protect the Enterprise from unauthorized actions 
on these devices.  Actions allow defined deployments and/or activities to be executed on request 
on one or more selected devices. 
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Data Collection provides the ability to periodically collect information from devices and store it in 
the MSP Collection Database.  Long Term Analysis allows Collected Data to be analyzed and 
presented in a format that makes it easy to spot Long Term trends.  Short Term Troubleshooting 
helps to track down the root causes of issues or to identify key best practices to be leveraged.  
Collectively, these features can be invaluable for making business decisions affecting the 
Enterprise, including detecting and correcting problems and analyzing device usage and work 
flow. 

MSP System Components 
An MSP System is made up of a set of components that all work together to implement a scalable 
software solution.  An MSP System is typically comprised of some or all of the following: 

MSP Server 
The MSP Server consists of Motorola-supplied software running on one or more customer-
supplied Servers running supported Microsoft Server Operating System(s). 

For information on the Installation of the MSP Server, refer to the MSP 3.3.1 Install Guide. 

For information on the Administration of MSP, refer to Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

Relay Servers 
MSP relies on intermediate Servers, called Relay Servers, to server as interconnection points 
between the MSP Server and managed devices.  At least one Relay Server must be defined in 
order for MSP to be used. 

For more information on Relay Servers, refer to Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

MSP Client Software 
The MSP Client Software is a set of software components that run locally on a managed device 
to implement the management interface between that managed device and the MSP Server.  A 
device that is managed by MSP via the MSP Client Software is called a Directly Managed device.  
There can be many varieties of MSP Client Software to meet the needs of the various types of 
devices that need to be Directly Managed by MSP. 

For information on the MSP Client Software, refer to the MSP Client Software Guide. 

Proxies 
A Proxy is a software component that acts on behalf of otherwise unmanageable devices to allow 
them to be managed by MSP.  A device that is managed by MSP via a Proxy is called an 
Indirectly Managed device. 

For more information on Proxies, see Chapter 11 – Understanding Device Classes and Proxies. 

For information on a specific Proxy, refer to the document that accompanies that Proxy. 

Packages 
Packages are the basic unit of deployment Content in MSP.  Simple Packages can be created 
from the Build tab within the MSP Console UI, while more complex Packages require the use of 
the stand-alone MSP Package Builder Program. 
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MSP Console UI 
The MSP Console UI is the interface used to to administer an MSP Server and to perform 
management operations on devices using an MSP Server .  The MSP Console UI is accessed via 
a Web Browser. 

For more information on supported Web Browsers, see Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

Architecture for Scheduled Management 
MSP is primarily designed to provide a robust, scalable Scheduled Management Solution that is 
capable of efficiently managing hundreds of thousands of devices from a single central server 
while controlling the impact on an Enterprise network.  To accomplish this, the design of MSP is 
optimized to perform in a scheduled manner, which will tend to spread out the management load. 

Three-Tier Distribution Model 
Scheduled Management in MSP is based on a Three-Tier Distribution Model.  The MSP Server 
typically resides at a central location, such as a Network Operations Center (NOC).  Devices to 
be managed are located at the locations within the Enterprise where they will be used.  Between 
the MSP Server and the devices are Relay Servers that act as communication relays between the 
MSP Server and the devices. 

Contactability 
A key advantage of the Three-Tier Distribution Model is the fact that devices need not be 
contactable from the MSP Server and that the MSP Server need not be contactable from devices.  
It is commonplace for devices to be located at a Site where they are behind a NAT or Firewall to 
protect them from unauthorized access.  It is also commonplace for the MSP Server to be located 
in a Network Operations Center where it is behind a NAT or Firewall to protect it from 
unauthorized access. 

The Three-Tier Distribution Model allows devices and the MSP Server to be protected in such 
ways without impacting Scheduled Management, so long as devices can contact their assigned 
Relay Servers and the MSP Server can contact those same Relay Servers.  The Relay Servers 
can be distributed as needed to meet Enterprise requirements and to scale to support a variety of 
Enterprises, from very small to very large. 

Scalability 
If MSP relied on direct communications between the MSP Server and managed devices, required 
scalability goals would be difficult to meet.  This is especially true in situations where many 
managed devices might attempt to communicate with the central Server at once. 

By using the Three-Tier Distribution model, an MSP system can be scaled as needed and can be 
easily adapted to suit the needs of a variety of network topologies, bandwidths, security policies, 
etc.  Devices can communicate to their assigned Relay Servers whenever necessary.  MSP can 
communicate to individual Relay Servers based on its own schedule and the availability of 
resources on the MSP Server. 
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Scheduled Operation 
As a result of the MSP Three-Tier Distribution Model, significant delays are often unavoidable.  
MSP is thus generally considered to provide Non-Real-Time Operation, such as: 

 Delayed Information 

MSP displays information about devices.  This information could be out of date.  MSP 
operates on a “last reported” basis, meaning that it displays the information that was last 
provided by a device.  This information could hours, days, or weeks old.  To help deal with 
such situations, MSP also displays the date and time when displayed information was 
acquired. 

 Delayed Provisioning and Actions 

MSP sends Jobs to a Relay Server as needed to enforce Provisioning Policies and as 
requested to execute Actions.  Such Jobs may not be immediately executed by the device.  
To deal with this, MSP displays information about when Jobs were sent and enables tracking 
of Job progress to success or failure. 

For example, if a command to reboot 1000 devices is issued, some devices may reboot quickly 
and others may take days or even weeks to reboot, depending on circumstances.  While this may 
not be ideal behavior from a management point of view, in most cases the devices and the 
network are not primarily intended to support management.  Instead, MSP is designed to provide 
“best effort” management of a large number of devices while impacting the devices and network 
as little as possible. 

Low Device Impact 
Since MSP is a management system that focuses on providing Strategic Management of large 
fleets of devices, the MSP Three-Tier Distribution Model is designed to be friendly to the needs of 
managing large fleets of devices.  The characteristics of devices that drive the MSP Three-Tier 
Distribution Model include: 

 Battery Operation 

Devices are often operated from battery power.  As such, they are often configured to 
suspend when not in use, thereby increasing their effective battery life.  When it is 
suspended, a device generally will not be manageable.  An effective management model for 
such a device therefore needs to be device-centric so it can perform management activities 
whenever the device becomes active. 

 Wireless Operation 

Devices are frequently operated over wireless networks.  As such, the availability of 
connectivity may be intermittent.  When no connectivity is available, a device generally will 
not be manageable.  An effective management model for such a device therefore needs to be 
device-centric so it can exploit connectivity when it is available. 

 Mission Critical Operation 

Devices frequently have limited resources, and yet are expected to perform mission-critical 
functions.  As such, management activities are, at best, considered a secondary priority.  
When an application is performing mission critical functions, management activities may need 
to be Deferred.  An effective management model for such a device therefore needs to be 
device-centric so it can minimize the impact of management on more important device 
functions. 

To achieve these goals, MSP relies for most of its functionality on the MSP Agent functionality of 
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the MSP Client Software that is resident on Directly Managed devices.  The MSP Client Software 
is aware of when a device is active and suspended, when connectivity is available, and what the 
device is doing.  This allows it to make intelligent choices about when to perform management 
functionality on the device. 

Unlike other network management system models, such as those based on Simple Network 
Management Protocol (SNMP), MSP cannot assume that it will know when it would be 
appropriate to contact a device.  Instead, MSP relies on the device to initiate communications 
when it determines it is appropriate.  Such decisions, while made by devices, are based on 
configuration supplied by MSP, thus enabling customization to suit different situations or devices. 

Low Network Impact 
Frequently, the network on which devices are being used is itself considered a mission critical 
resource.  Unnecessary traffic introduced due to management is generally viewed negatively.  To 
alleviate such concerns, it is generally preferable for a management system to be able to limit the 
traffic it generates and/or to control when that traffic occurs. 

This becomes even more important as the number of devices to be managed increases.  A 
classic network management system based on SNMP, for example, becomes a major problem as 
it scales up to thousands or hundreds of thousands of devices.  While few networks would have 
that many fixed network stations, it is not uncommon for the number of devices at the edge of the 
network to reach such scales. 

The MSP Three-Tier Distribution Model is designed to minimize traffic and allow traffic to be 
constrained as to when and over what connections it is performed.  This is generally mandatory 
when scaling to meet the needs of large-scale deployments. 
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Typical MSP Three-Tier Deployment 
Figure 1 below depicts a typical MSP Three-Tier deployment to support Scheduled Management 
and illustrates the various components in such an MSP System. 

 

Figure 1 - Typical Enterprise Network Running MSP 
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Chapter 2 - Understanding Objects 

Introduction 
Objects are created and managed via the MSP Console UI and are used to define and configure 
how MSP will operate within an Enterprise. 

Object Naming 
Every Object in MSP must have a name.  The character set used in Object Names is limited to 
Letters, Digits, underscores, and dots.  Both upper and lower case letters can be used in Object 
Names when creating an Object and will be stored and displayed as part of the Object created. 

Every Object of the same Object Type must have a name that is unique amongst all the Objects 
of that Object Type.  Objects Names can be reused for Objects of different Object Types.  When 
comparing Object Names, all comparisons are case insensitive.  This means that if a Site Object 
exists with a name of “mysite” then another Site Object cannot be created with the name 
“MySite”.  Those two Object Names are considered identical. 

Having the same Object Names assigned to Objects of different Object Types may be especially 
desirable if the Objects are interrelated.  For example, a Bundle Object might have the name 
“Deploy.MyApplication” and a Provisioning Policy Object that references that Bundle might have 
the same name.  By using such an approach, it may be easier to see that the Objects, although of 
different Object Types, are closely related and are used together to achieve a single purpose. 

Objects Names in MSP cannot be changed once an Object is created.  This is because Objects 
referencing each other by name.  System instability could result if the name of an Object were 
changed without also changing all references to that named Object. 
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If it is necessary to change the name of an Object, there are two possible approaches that can be 
taken: 

 Delete the Object and create it again with a new name 

This approach will work if the Object to be deleted is not referenced by any other Objects.  If 
the Object to be deleted is referenced by other Objects, then it cannot be deleted until the 
referencing Objects (and any Objects that reference them, etc.) are deleted or until the 
referencing Objects are edited to no longer reference the Object to be deleted.  This 
approach causes the definition of the Object being deleted to be lost, and hence requires all 
the information for that Object to be re-entered when the Object is re-created with a new 
name. 

 Copy the Object to a new Object with a new name 

The Copy link on the Related Tasks area of the Detail page for any Object can be used to 
make a copy of an existing Object and save it as a new Object with a new name.  This avoids 
the need to re-enter (and avoids a typing mistake) the information when creating a new 
Object that is similar to an existing Object. 

Once the new Object is created, it is entirely independent of the original Object.  Any Objects 
that referenced the original Object are unchanged and will continue to reference the original 
Object unless they are explicitly edited to reference the new Object.  The original Object can 
be deleted, if desired, without impacting the new Object, but only once any references to the 
original Object by other Objects are eliminated. 

Due to the potential complexity of changing Object Names, careful consideration should be 
considered when initially assigning names to important Objects, especially Objects that will be 
referenced by other Objects. 

Hierarchies 
When dots are used in Objects Names, they are generally assumed to indicate a hierarchy 
amongst the Objects of a given Object Type.  While dots can be used to establish a logical Object 
Hierarchy for Objects of any Object Type, the MSP Console UI provides the ability to visually 
display Object Hierarchies only for certain Object Types, including Sites and Relay Servers. 

When displaying lists of such Objects, you can choose to View as Grid or View as Tree.  View 
as Grid is the default and causes MSP to ignore (flatten) any Hierarchy established by the dots in 
the names, resulting in the presentation of a simple List View.  View as Tree can optionally be 
selected which will visually depict the Hierarchy established by the dots in the names. 

Regions 
Using dots in the names of many Objects indicates that MSP should interpret those Objects as 
being organized into a Hierarchy.  For example, if Sites were named “USA.West.CA.SJ” and 
“USA.West.CA.SF”, then the existence of the following intermediate levels in the Hierarchy would 
be inferred: “US”, “USA.West”, and “USA.West.CA”. 

Beginning in MSP 3.3.1, intermediate levels in the Hierarchy for Site Objects and Relay Server 
Objects are called Regions and have a special meaning within the MSP Console UI.  When the 
Device Tree View is displayed, Regions will be treated as nodes within the Device Tree.  For 
more information on the Device Tree View, see Using MSP 3.3.1 – Using Asset Management. 
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Devices can only be directly associated with Sites and Relay Servers, not with Regions.  But 
MSP will automatically infer the association of devices to multiple Regions by “rolling up” the 
associations of devices to the Sites or Relay Servers that are “logically contained” within Regions.  
For example, the Region “US” will be inferred to contain all devices that are associated to Sites or 
Relay Servers whose names start with “US.” and the Region “US.West” will be inferred to contain 
all devices that are associated to Sites or Relay Servers whose names start with “US.West.”. 

Regions are an especially useful and important concept in MSP Control Edition and they add 
significant value by facilitating and simplifying the act of browsing and acting upon devices within 
sub-domains of an Enterprise.  Using Regions, it becomes a simple matter to navigate to a List 
View page that shows the devices in a Region.  From the List View page for any Region, a 
single common Action Object can be executed to perform a desired operation on some or all of 
the devices in that Region.  This works because an Action only operates on the devices that are 
selected and because only the devices in a Region can be selected from the List View page for 
that Region. 

Regions can be much simpler than the methods that would have been used prior to MSP 3.3.1 to 
accomplish the same result.  For example, an Action Object could have been defined to operate 
only on devices in the “US.West” Region.  This could have been accomplished by using an 
Applicability Rule of the form [UserAttribute.SiteID] LIKE ‘US.West.%’  Using such an approach at 
scale, however, would have required creating and managing many Action Objects. 

By inferring the association of devices to Regions, MSP does the heavy lifting to make it simple to 
navigate to, view, and operate on the devices at any selected level in the Hierarchy defined by 
the Sites and Relay Servers in an Enterprise. 

Access Scoping 
In addition to establishing Object Hierarchies, as discussed above, dots in names can also be 
useful to restrict the access to Objects by Users.  Each MSP Console UI User can be assigned a 
User Access Prefix for each Object Type to limit the Objects of each Object Type that can be 
accessed by the User.  User Access Prefixes are often used to limit MSP Console UI Users to 
selected parts of defined Object Hierarchies. 

When a User logs into the MSP Console UI, they will be able to view and interact only with 
Objects whose Object Names start with the User Access Prefix assigned to that User for that 
Object Type.  For example, if the Site User Access Prefix for a User were “USA.West.”, then that 
User only would be able to access Sites (and devices assigned to Sites) whose Object Names 
start with US.West.  This would effectively limit the scope for that User based on a geographical 
Site Hierarchy. 

Object Categories 
There are many Object Types supported in MSP.  To make describing the various Objects easier, 
they are organized into categories as defined in the following sections. 

Security Objects 
Security Objects are created and maintained as part of MSP System Administration performed by 
MSP System Administrators. 

For more information on performing MSP System Administration, see Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

Although Security Objects are the purview of MSP System Administrators, these Objects can 
have an impact on other MSP Console UI Users and hence will be briefly discussed in the 
following subsections. 
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Authentication Source Objects 
When an MSP System Administrator configures an MSP Server, they can configure one or more 
Authentication Sources.  Authentication Sources define methods via which MSP Console UI 
Users will be authenticated before being granted access to the MSP Console UI of that MSP 
Server. 

For more information on Authentication Source Objects, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – MSP 
Security Objects. 

User Role Objects 
User Role Objects define classes of MSP Console UI functionality that can be used by various 
MSP Console UI Users.  Each User Role Object defines a specific subset of MSP Console UI 
functionality that will be available to all Users that are assigned that User Role. 

For more information on Authentication Source Objects, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – MSP 
Security Objects. 

Pre-defined User Roles 
The User Roles that are pre-defined within MSP are listed in the following subsections. 

Note: 

All the functionality defined for each User Role, is subject to the Access Scope which limits that 
functionality to be applied only to Objects and devices that are visible to a given User.  So, for 
example, a User might have a given type of functionality because of their assigned User Role, but 
not be able to actually perform that functionality if their Access Scope prevents them from having 
visibility to any Objects of the Object Type related to that functionality. 

Security User Role 
The Security User Role is typically assigned to MSP System Administrators and is further 
explained in Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

Administrator Role 
The Administrator User Role is typically assigned to MSP System Administrators and is further 
explained in Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

Operations Role 
The Operations User Role provides access to all MSP Console UI functionality that is related to 
Device Management (as opposed to Administering MSP).  A User assigned the Operations 
Role is able to perform all of the following activities: 

 Manage Packages, Settings, Settings Families, Bundles, Conditions, Message Sets, and 
Device Saved Filters. 

 Manage Staging Profiles, Staging Batches, SMS Staging Jobs, SMS Devices, and 
Provisioning Policies. 

 Manage Actions, Collection Requests, Collection Metrics, and Collection Categories. 

 Import Objects of the above types. 

 Plus all of the activities defined for the Provisioning, Staging, and Help Desk Roles. 
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Provisioning Role 
The Provisioning User Role provides access to MSP Console UI functionality related to Device 
Provisioning.  A User assigned the Provisioning Role is able to perform all of the following 
activities: 

 View the list of Policies that apply to the devices that are being managed by MSP and the 
Compliance Status of those Policies. 

 Push a Manual Provisioning Policy to all devices to which it applies or to all Non-Compliant 
devices to which it applies. 

 View the list of devices that are being managed by MSP and the details about those devices. 

 Locate specific devices using selected identifying information. 

 View the list of Packages present within MSP and the versions of each Package. 

 View the list of Settings and Settings Families present within MSP. 

 Manage Device Saved Filters. 

 View the list of Sites at which the devices that are being managed by MSP are located, the 
details of each Site, and the list of devices assigned to each Site. 

 View the list of Relay Servers via which the devices that are being managed by MSP are 
communicating, the details of each Relay Server, the status of each Relay Server, and the list 
of devices communicating via each Relay Server. 

Staging Role 
The Staging User Role provides access to MSP Console UI functionality related to Device 
Staging.  A User assigned the Staging Role is able to perform all of the following activities: 

 View the list of Staging Profiles defined within MSP. 

 Print or save Barcode sheet .PDF Files for selected Staging Profiles and scan those Barcode 
sheets to perform Staging. 

 Launch the On-Demand Staging Profile Server to serve up selected Staging Profiles and 
perform electronic Staging. 

 Define SMS Devices and create SMS Staging Jobs to push selected Staging Profiles to 
WWAN-equipped devices using SMS Staging. 

 View the Staging History of devices that have been Staged and the details about those 
devices. 

Help Desk Role 
The Help Desk User Role provides access to MSP Console UI functionality related to Device 
User Support.  A User assigned the Help Desk Role is able to perform all of the following 
activities: 

 View the list of Policies that apply to the devices that are being managed by MSP and the 
Compliance Status of those Policies. 

 View the list of devices that are being managed by MSP and the details about those devices. 

 Locate specific devices using identifying information obtained from the Device User. 
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 Launch Related Tasks items from the Related Tasks area of the Device Detail page of a 
device. 

 View data collected from devices that are being managed by MSP and view the results of 
statistical processing of that collected data. 

 View the list of Packages present within MSP and the versions of each Package. 

 View the list of Settings present within MSP. 

 View the list of Device Attributes known by MSP and the descriptions of each Device 
Attribute. 

 View the list of Sites at which the devices that are being managed by MSP are located, the 
details of each Site, and the list of devices assigned to each Site. 

 View the list of Relay Servers via which the devices that are being managed by MSP are 
communicating, the details of each Relay Server, the status of each Relay Server, and the list 
of devices communicating via each Relay Server. 

Guest Role 
The Guest User Role provides access to minimal MSP Console UI functionality related to High-
Level Device Status.  A User assigned the Guest Role is able to perform the following activities: 

A User with the Guest Role is usually someone that needs to view a high-level overview of what 
MSP is doing and may be expected to perform the following activities: 

 View the list of Policies that apply to the devices that are being managed by MSP and view 
the Compliance Status of those Policies. 

 View the list of devices that are being managed by MSP and the details about those devices. 

 Locate specific devices using selected identifying information. 

Custom User Roles 
An MSP System Administrator may determine that the set of pre-defined User Roles is 
inadequate for the needs of the organization and hence may define additional Custom User Roles 
to provide additional control over access to MSP Console UI functionality.  When Custom User 
Roles are defined and used, MSP Console UI Users will need to coordinate with their MSP 
System Administrator to understand what MSP Console UI functionality is granted by those 
Custom User Roles. 

User Objects 
A User Object will exist for every MSP Console UI User that has successfully authenticated for 
access to the MSP Console UI of an MSP Server.  User Object are primarily the purview MSP 
System Administrators.  However, the following subsections detail ways in which an MSP 
Console UI may need to be aware of the characteristics of their own User Object. 

For more information on Authentication Source Objects, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – MSP 
Security Objects. 
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Assigned User Role 
Each MSP Console UI User will be assigned a User Role, as described earlier.  The User Role 
for a given User directly determines what functionality that User will have access to via the MSP 
Console UI. 

Note: 

The User Role assigned to an MSP Console UI User is not displayed anywhere with the MSP 
Console UI.  Nonetheless, the User Role assigned to an MSP Console UI User will impact the 
functionality presented to that User via the MSP Console UI.  It may therefore be useful for an 
MSP Console UI User to know their assigned User Role in order to understand what functionality 
they can access and to study the use of that functionality in the available documentation. 

Assigned User Access Prefixes 
Each MSP Console UI User will be assigned a User Access Prefix for each of a variety of Object 
Types.  The User Access Prefix defined for a given User defines their Access Scope for a given 
Object Type and thus limits the Objects of that type that will be visible to that User. 

If a the User Role assigned to a given User permits access to functionality that is involves a given 
type of Object, then the set of Objects of that type that will be visible to that User is determined by 
the User Access Prefix defined for that User for that Object Type.  For example, if the User 
Access Prefix for Site Objects for a given User was “US.West.”, then all devices that were 
assigned to Sites whose names begin with that Prefix (e.g. “US.West.CA”, “US.West.OR”, 
“US.West.WA”, etc.) would be visible to that User. 

Note: 

Depending on the User Role assigned to a User, the User may or may not have access to 
functionality that involves a particular Object Type.  For example, Users with a User Role of 
Staging will not have access to any functionality related to Provisioning even if their Access 
Scope might otherwise grant them visibility to Objects related to Provisioning. 

In addition to controlling the visibility of existing Objects, the User Access Prefix defined for a 
given User for a given Object Type controls the Objects of that type that the User can create. 

Note: 

Depending on the User Role assigned to a User, the User may or may not be allowed to create a 
particular type of Object.  For example, Users with a User Role of Provisioning will not be allowed 
to create Provisioning Policy Objects, although they will be able to view them. 

Assuming that a User is allowed to create Objects of a given type, they will only be permitted to 
create Objects that will be visible to them after they are created.  This is done by automatically 
pre-pending the User Access Prefix for that Object Type to the name of every Object of that type 
created by that User. 

User Name and Password 
Each User Object will be assigned a User Name that must be used to authenticate that User with 
the MSP Console UI.  A User Name is tied to a specific Authentication Source.  The appropriate 
Authentication Source must be selected to match the User Name to be entered.  A Password 
must also be entered to complete the Authentication Process. 
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Depending on the Authentication Source used, the User Name and Password required to 
authenticate with the same MSP Server may vary.  An Authentication Source may be internal to 
an MSP Server, in which case Password maintenance can be performed via the MSP Console 
UI.  An Authentication Source could be via an external Authentication Server, in which case 
Password maintenance would be via tools provided by that Authentication Server. 

Administrative Objects 
Administrative Objects are created and maintained as part of MSP System Administration 
performed by MSP System Administrators. 

For more information on performing MSP System Administration, see Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

Although Administrative Objects are the purview of MSP System Administrators, they can have 
an impact on other MSP Console UI User and hence will be briefly discussed in the following 
subsections. 

Relay Server Objects 
Relay Server Objects are created and maintained as part of MSP System Administration 
performed by MSP System Administrators.  Relay Server Objects define the connection between 
the MSP Server and the FTP Servers that will be used to interact with managed devices.  Relay 
Server Objects also provide the information needed to configure devices to reach those Relay 
Servers. 

For more information on Relay Server Objects, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – MSP 
Administrative Objects. 

Network Settings Objects 
Network Settings Objects are a special case of Settings Objects and hence are, strictly speaking, 
Content Objects not Administrative Objects.  But since Network Settings Objects are commonly 
referenced by Site Objects they may often be defined as part of MSP System Administration 
performed by MSP System Administrators. 

Network Settings Objects are created and edited from the Settings page of the Library tab of the 
MSP Console UI.  A separate Network Settings Object will typically need to be created for each 
unique network that will be used in within the Enterprise managed by an MSP Server. 

Note: 

In some cases, it may be necessary to create multiple Network Settings Objects for a given 
network.  For example, multiple WLAN Network Settings Objects to configure devices that use 
different WLAN Network Stacks onto the same WLAN network. 

For more information on Network Settings Objects, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – MSP 
Administrative Objects. 

Site Objects 
Sites are an optional but valuable feature of MSP.  If Site Objects are used, they are created and 
maintained as part of MSP System Administration performed by MSP System Administrators.  
Each Site can optionally reference a Network Settings Object and/or a Relay Server Object.  
Each Site can also optionally reference Additional Setting Objects, where each Additional 
Settings Object can apply for Staging Sites and/or Provisioning Sites. 

For more information on Site Objects, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – MSP Administrative 
Objects. 
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SMS Carrier Objects 
SMS Carrier Objects are an optional feature of MSP.  If SMS Carrier Objects are used, they are 
created and maintained as part of MSP System Administration performed by MSP System 
Administrators.  In order to perform SMS-Based Staging, SMS Carrier Objects must be defined 
for each unique WWAN carrier (e.g., AT&T, Verizon, Sprint, etc.) to provide the information 
needed to deliver SMS messages to devices via that carrier. 

For more information on SMS Carrier Objects, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – MSP 
Administrative Objects. 

Definition Document Objects 
Definition Documents are used to define or update Settings Classes or Condition Classes.  
Definition Document Objects are maintained as part of MSP System Administration performed by 
MSP System Administrators. 

For more information on Definition Document Objects, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – MSP 
Administrative Objects. 

License Key Objects 
License Key Objects are created to keep an MSP Server in compliance with the MSP License 
Agreement.  License Key Objects are maintained as part of MSP System Administration 
performed by MSP System Administrators. 

For more information on License Key Objects, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – MSP 
Administrative Objects. 

Relationship Definition Objects 
Relationship Definition Objects are created to define Relationships that might exist between 
managed devices.  Each Relationship Definition Object specifies a Device Class and criteria that 
define how to determine if that Relationship exists between devices of that Device Class and 
other devices. 

Relationship Definition Objects are maintained as part of MSP System Administration performed 
by MSP System Administrators.  For more information on Relationship Definition Objects, see 
Administering MSP 3.3.1 – MSP Administrative Objects. 

Relationships that exist between a managed device and other devices can be seen from the 
Device Detail page for that managed device.  Relationships that exist between managed devices 
can also be seen from the Device Tree View.  For more information on Device Relationships, 
see Using MSP 3.3.1 – Using Asset Management. 

Content Objects 
Content Objects are used to define the information, called Content, that will be stored in MSP and 
delivered to devices as they are managed by MSP.  Content Objects are available in all MSP 
Editions and are manageable and usable by MSP Console UI Users with a Role of Operations or 
higher and usable by all MSP Console UI Users, subject to any limits imposed by their assigned 
User Role and Access Scope. 

Once an MSP Server has been properly installed and configured to work within an Enterprise, by 
creating appropriate Security and Administrative Objects, Content Objects can be created.  While 
the creation and management of Content Objects may well be intermixed with the creation and 
management of other Objects, Content Objects are often the third category of Objects created. 
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Installing MSP causes a variety of Content Objects to be automatically populated into the MSP 
Object Library.  But this pre-defined Content is related to supporting MSP and, while important, is 
often not the primary reason MSP is used.  A key function of MSP is to deliver Enterprise-specific 
Content to devices.  Until suitable Enterprise-specific Content Objects have been created, there 
may be nothing particularly compelling for MSP to deliver to devices. 

Like all Objects, if a Content Object references another Object, the other Object must be created 
first.  For this reason, Content Objects are generally created in a common order due to the nature 
of the references that typically exist between them and between them and Administrative Objects.  
The descriptions of Content Objects will be presented in the order in which they will most 
commonly be created. 

Figure 2 below illustrates the various types of Content Objects and identifies which Content 
Objects reference other Objects and how and when they are most commonly used. 

 

Figure 2 – Content Objects 

Package Objects 
Package Objects are the smallest physical units of Content in MSP.  Packages define files and 
folders to be delivered to devices and commands to be executed on devices. 

Package Object Creation 
 Package Objects can be created in any of the following ways: 

 Packages can be built and uploaded into the MSP Object Library from the Create page of the 
Build Tab of the MSP Console UI.  Such Packages are referred to as “User-Defined” 
Packages. 
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 Package Files can be created externally, using the MSP Package Builder Program on a 

Workstation PC and then uploaded into the MSP Object Library using the Upload button on 
the Packages page of the Library tab of the MSP Console UI.  Such Packages are referred 
to as “User-Defined” Packages. 

 Package Objects are created automatically by MSP and stored in the MSP Object Library 
when Settings Objects are referenced in Install Package Deployment Steps in Bundle 
Objects.  Such Packages are called Settings Packages and are referred to in the MSP 
Console UI as “Content – Setting”. 

 Package Objects are created automatically by MSP and stored in the MSP Object Library 
when Relay Servers are referenced in Install Package Deployment Steps in Bundle Objects.  
Such Packages are called Relay Server Packages and are referred to in the MSP Console UI 
as “Content – Relay Server”. 

Once Package Objects are in the MSP Object Library, they can be referenced in Bundle Objects 
and can then be deployed to devices via Staging Profiles, Provisioning Policies, or Actions. 

Package Names and Versions 
Every Package Object in the MSP Object Library has both a name and a version. 

Package Names, unlike other Object Names, cannot contain dots.  This is due to the fact that 
Package Names must be used to create files on Relay Servers and dots may not be supported in 
file names on may Relay Servers.  Since dots cannot be used in Package Names, when 
Packages are displayed, the underscore character can be used instead of the dot character to 
establish a Package Hierarchy, if desired. 

The MSP Object Library can contain multiple versions of a given named Package at once.  
Package Versions can be, but are not required to be numeric – they follow the same rules as 
Packages Names. 

Note: 

Package names and Package Versions cannot contain commas. 

In addition to having multiple versions of a given named Package in the MSP Object Library at 
once, MSP can deliver multiple versions of a given named Package to the same Relay Server at 
once.  This is possible because both the Package Name and Package Version are used in the 
folder and file names created on the Relay Server for the Package. 

Note: 

While the MSP Object Library, and any given Relay Server, may have more than one version of 
the same named Package at once, any given device can have at most one version of any given 
named Package at any one time. 

The Packages page of the Library tab of the MSP Console UI displays a list of all Package 
Objects in the MSP Package Library except Settings Packages and Relay Server Packages.  For 
each Package Object, the Package Name, Package Version, Description/Comment, and Date 
Modified will be displayed.  Clicking on a Package Name will display the Package Detail page for 
the selected Package Object. 
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Package Version Management 
Having multiple versions of the same named Package in the MSP Object Library can simplify and 
enable sophisticated deployment scenarios.  New or experimental versions of Packages can be 
uploaded and tested without having to remove prior versions or change Package Names.  When 
a Package is referenced in a Bundle, both the Package Name and Package Version are used.  
This ensures that a Bundle will continue to deploy the same version of the Package, no matter 
how many other versions may exist, unless it is explicitly changed. 

While a Bundle can be manually edited to remove one version of a given Package and add 
another, this can be a tedious and time consuming process, especially if the same Package is 
referenced by many Bundles.  Furthermore, if a Bundle is referenced by one or more active 
Policies, then all such Policies must be deactivated before the Bundle is allowed to be edited.  
This is because changing a Bundle can substantially alter the behavior of those Policies.  Editing 
Bundles to change Package Versions can thus be a time consuming activity. 

It is sometimes desirable to change one or more Bundles to use a different version of a particular 
named Package.  This can be accomplished using the Package Manage feature.  From the 
Package Detail page for a Package, clicking the Manage button will display all the versions of 
the selected named Package that are in the MSP Object Library, along with a list of the Bundles 
that reference each Package Version.  For each Bundle that references any Package Version, it 
is possible to substitute a different version of the same named Package. Simply check the box 
next to the Bundle and select the new Package Version from the Change To drop down list for 
that Bundle.  When the Apply button is clicked, the new Package Versions will be applied to all 
selected Bundles. 

It is important to understand that changing Bundles that are referenced by active Policies can 
have a significant impact, potentially causing hundreds or thousands of Jobs to be cancelled 
and/or delivered via Relay Servers.  By default, all Policies that are impacted by Bundles changed 
using the Package Manage feature are automatically deactivated before the changes are made 
to each Bundle.  These Policies can be reactivated afterwards to cause them to deploy the new 
Package Versions. 

In some cases, however, the impact resulting from one or more Package Version changes is 
acceptable and desirable.  In such cases, the default behavior of deactivating all impacted 
Policies can be overridden.  Before the Bundles are actually modified, a warning will be displayed 
listing the Policies that will be affected by the changes about to be made.  If you wish to keep one 
or more affected Policies active, simply select the check box for each Policy that should “Remain 
Active” and hit the Save button. 

The effect of choosing to have a Policy “Remain Active” is the same as deactivating the Policy, 
making the change, and then reactivating the Policy.  This may cause a significant amount of load 
on MSP and the Enterprise network, but this is what is required to ensure that the new version of 
the Package gets deployed as defined by that Policy. 

Best Practices 
 Minimize dependencies between Packages when practical 

You could place an application and any support files it requires into the same Package, or 
place several executables that are always used and/or changed together into the same 
Package.   Multiple executables in the same Package often makes deployment easier and 
more efficient. 

 Use Package Versions instead of changing Package Names 

Don’t change the name of a Package just because the Package changes – use the Package 
Version to indicate that the Package has changed.  The Package Name should be changed 
only when the purpose of nature of the Package changes in a fundamental way. 
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 Use numeric Package Versions when practical 

While Package Versions can be strings, it is often advisable to use numeric Package 
Versions, with a major and minor part.  For example, the first version of a Package might be 
1.0, followed by 1.1, etc.  When a major change to the Package is made, the version might 
be changed to 2.0. 

 Enter a Comment/Description for every Package 

In addition to naming Packages meaningfully and assigning useful Package Versions, a 
Comment/Description can assist MSP Console UI Users later when selecting the proper 
Packages to use. 

 Define the device models and OSes to which a Package applies 

Specifying the device model(s) and OS(es) to which a Package applies, can assist MSP 
Console UI Users later when choosing from multiple, available Packages 

 Use underscores in Package Names to establish a Package Hierarchy 

In heavily used MSP systems, the number of Packages in the MSP Object Library may 
become quite large, making it difficult for MSP Console UI Users to find and select the proper 
Packages to use.  Adding underscores to the Package Names allows a Package Hierarchy to 
be defined that can be used to more easily organize, browse, and filter Packages. 

Condition Objects 
Condition Objects are used to define device-specific tests that can be evaluated be determine 
when things can or should happen on a device.  Condition Objects are created in accordance 
with Condition Classes and each Condition Object must be of one single defined Condition Class. 

Condition Classes 
A Condition Class defines a type (class) of Condition Objects that have similar characteristics and 
which are used to test for similar or related circumstances on a device.  A Condition Class is 
defined by a Definition Document that describes the nature and options available for Condition 
Objects created according to that Condition Class. 

Each Condition Class shipped with MSP deals with a particular subsystem or set of 
circumstances on a device that may need to be tested.  These Condition Classes provide access 
to the most commonly requested subsystems (e.g., Power, Network Adapters, Time, User 
Confirmation, etc.). 

A specific Condition Object of a given Condition Class is created to identify and test for a specific 
situation on a device.  Multiple Condition Objects of the same or different Condition Classes can 
be used together to implement sophisticated scenarios.  If multiple Condition Objects are used 
together, they are always combined using a logical AND.  This means that all Condition Objects 
must be met for the overall scenario to be met. 

Condition Classes are implemented using a Plug-In architecture.  This makes it possible to 
extend MSP by developing and plugging-in new Condition Classes.  By combining Condition 
Objects developed using Condition Classes shipped with MSP and plugged-in Condition Classes, 
a high degree of extensibility can be supported.  Developing new Condition Classes to Plug-In to 
MSP is an advanced topic that is not covered in this document. 

For more information on extending the functionality of MSP, contact your Motorola or partner 
sales or support representative regarding the availability of the MSP 3.3.1 Programmer 
Development Kit (PDK). 
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Condition Creation 
Condition Objects are created and edited from the Conditions page of the Library tab of the 
MSP Console UI. 

For more information on creating Condition Objects, see the MSP Online Help – Condition 
Create. 

Condition Uses 
Condition Objects can be used to control the circumstances, under which a variety of activities 
are performed on a device.  The various uses of Condition Objects are described in the following 
subsections. 

Readiness Conditions 
Readiness Conditions control when Jobs are downloaded to a device.  Condition Objects can be 
referenced as Readiness Conditions in Provisioning Policy or Action Objects to allow Jobs sent to 
devices to be Deferred (not downloaded) until those Conditions are met on devices. 

Detached Conditions 
Detached Conditions control when Jobs are executed on a device.  Condition Objects can be 
referenced as Detached Conditions in Provisioning Policy and Action Objects to allow Jobs sent 
to devices to be Detached (processed using Cached Execution instead of Synchronous 
Execution). 

Important: 

Detached Conditions are only supported when MSP Client Software with a version of 7.0 or 
higher is used.  So long as no Detached Conditions are included, Jobs created will work fine with 
older versions.  But if the Detached Conditions are included, the Job will fail with a -1013 error 
(Invalid Job error) when used with older versions. 

Check-In Conditions 
Check-In Conditions control when the MSP Agent is allowed to communicate to a Relay Server.  
Condition Objects can be referenced by Settings Objects of the Agent.30 Settings Class. 

If no Check-In Conditions have been applied through an Agent.30 Settings Object, then the MSP 
Client Software will attempt to contact the Relay Server each time it executes.  Any given attempt 
to contact the Relay Server may or may not succeed, depending on connectivity, Relay Server 
availability, etc.  But in the absence of Check-In Conditions, a connection to the Relay Server will 
at least be attempted every time the MSP Client Software executes. 

If one or more Check-In Condition Objects have been applied through an Agent.30 Settings 
Object, then when the MSP Client Software executes, it will only attempt to contact the Relay 
Server if all Check-In Condition are met at that time.  The MSP Client Software will continue to 
execute as scheduled, to perform various functions, but it will not contact the Relay Server unless 
all Check-In Conditions are met. 

Some common cases of Check-In Conditions include: 

 Limiting Relay Server contact based on Network Adapter Class.  For example, it might be 
allowed over WLAN or ActiveSync, but not over WWAN. 

 Limiting Relay Server contact to certain times or days.  For example, it might be allowed on 
the evenings and weekends, but not during the workday. 
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 Limiting Relay Server contact to occur when there is adequate battery power or when the 

device is on the charger. 

LockAndWipe Conditions 
LockAndWipe Conditions control when a device will be Locked, Unlocked, or Wiped.  Condition 
Objects can be referenced by Settings Objects of the Settings Class Control.LockAndWipe to 
configure the LockAndWipe Control.  This enables sophisticated local circumstances to be tested 
and used to trigger these activities. 

Some common cases of LockAndWipe Conditions include: 

 Locking a device automatically when it loses connectivity and/or unlocking it automatically 
when it regains connectivity. 

 Locking a device when it is placed on the charger and unlocking it again when it is removed 
from the charger. 

 Locking a device during selected hours of the day or on the weekends. 

Settings Objects 
A Settings Object is used to define configuration changes to be made to a device.  Settings 
Objects are created in accordance with Settings Classes and each Settings Object must be of 
one single defined Settings Class. 

Settings Classes 
A Settings Class defines a type (class) of Settings Objects that have similar characteristics and 
which are used to adjust the configuration of the same subsystem or component.  A Settings 
Class is defined by a Definition Document that describes the nature and options available for 
Settings Objects created according to that Settings Class. 

Each Settings Class shipped with MSP deals with a particular subsystem on a device that may 
need to be configured.  These Settings Classes provide the ability to configure the most 
commonly requested subsystems. 

Settings Classes are implemented using a Plug-In architecture.  This makes it possible to extend 
MSP by developing and plugging-in new Settings Classes.  This means that it is theoretically 
possible to add any kind of enhanced device configuration that might be desired.  Developing 
new Settings Classes to Plug-In to MSP is an advanced topic that is beyond the scope of this 
document. 

For more information on extending the functionality of MSP, contact your Motorola or partner 
sales or support representative regarding the availability of the MSP 3.3.1 Programmer 
Development Kit (PDK). 

Settings Creation 
Settings Objects are created and edited from the Settings page of the Library tab of the MSP 
Console UI. 

For more information on creating Settings Objects, see the MSP Online Help – Setting Create. 
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Staging Settings 
Settings Objects can be directly applied to devices by referencing them from Staging Profile 
Objects.  Such Settings are called Staging Settings because they are intended to be used during 
Staging and should not be assumed to remain in effect for any specific duration after Staging is 
complete. 

Settings Content 
Settings Objects can also be applied to devices by referencing them from Bundle Objects.  
Settings Objects referenced in Bundle Objects are called Settings Content and cause Settings 
Packages to be stored into devices and to show up in the Package Inventory reported to MSP by 
devices. 

Settings Usage 
When a Settings Object is referenced by one or more other Objects (e.g. Staging Profile Objects, 
Site Objects, or Bundle Objects), any change made to the Settings Object will have a “ripple 
effect” to all Objects that reference it.  If a Settings Object is referenced by many other Objects, it 
can be difficult to understand the potential implications of making such a change. 

Prior to MSP 3.3.1, no method was provided to determine all the Objects that reference a given 
Settings Object.  Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, a new Usage link is provided in the Related Tasks 
area of the Detail page for a Settings Object.  This displays a Settings Usage page that shows 
the other Objects that are Settings Users of that Settings Object because they reference it.  The 
Settings Usage feature can be used to investigate the implications of changing a Settings Object 
before it is changed. 

The Settings Usage feature will only identify and display direct references to a Settings Object 
from another type of Object.  There are two cases where this rule could be somewhat confusing: 

 Install Package Deployment Step in a Bundle Object 

When a Settings Package for a Settings Object is referenced in an Install Package 
Deployment Step in a Bundle Object, it is the Settings Package that is referenced by the 
Bundle, not the Settings Object itself.  As a result, the Settings Usage feature will not 
identify such a Bundle as a Settings User of that Settings Object. 

 Install Setting Deployment Step in a Bundle Object 

When a Settings Object is referenced in an Install Setting Deployment Step in a Bundle 
Object, the Settings Object is directly referenced by the Bundle.  As a result, the Settings 
Usage feature will identify such a Bundle as a Settings User of that Settings Object. 

Important: 

For the reasons stated above, it is highly recommended to use Install Setting Deployment Steps 
rather than Install Package Deployment Steps to include Settings Objects in Bundles.  Doing so 
will make the Settings Usage feature work in the most effective and intuitive manner.  This is in 
addition to the other (e.g. efficiency) benefits of using Install Setting Deployment Steps. 

In addition to identifying and displaying the Settings Users of a Settings Object, the Settings 
Usage page provides a mechanism to replace that Settings Object with another Settings Object 
of the same Settings Class in some or all of those Settings Users.  This is done using the 
Change Settings button. 
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This feature can be very powerful since it allows selective replacement of references to one 
Settings Object by another.  For example, selected references to a Network.WLAN.FusionPublic 
Settings Object could be replaced by another Network.WLAN.FusionPublic Settings Object.  This 
might be very useful when changing passphrases, Certificates, etc., since it allows both the 
original and new Settings Objects to be kept and can thus simplify the tracking of the roll-out of 
new Settings to many devices.  It also makes it easier to “roll back” to the prior Settings Object, 
should the need arise. 

Settings Family Objects 
Settings Family Objects are used to define sets of Settings Objects where at most one Settings 
Object in the same set is to be applied to any one device.  In some cases, there may be multiple 
Settings Classes that are defined to perform similar functions across a variety of devices. 

For example, the Settings Classes Network.WLAN.Legacy, Network.WLAN. ZeroConfig, and 
Network.WLAN.FusionPublic are all designed to do the basically same thing, defined WLAN 
Network Settings.  The difference is that each configures a different type of WLAN Stack.  If a 
variety of device need to be configured to access a common WLAN, it could become necessary 
to create a Settings Object of each Settings Class, all of which contain essentially the same 
information. 

Prior to MSP 3.3.1, while it was possible to create multiple Settings Objects of different Settings 
Classes, it could be quite complicated to ensure that the correct Settings Objects of the correct 
Settings Classes were applied on the appropriate devices.  Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, a Settings 
Family Object can be used to group such Settings Object together so they can be delivered to a 
variety of devices as a set.  Then each device can select the proper Settings Object from 
amongst the provided alternatives. 

Settings Family Creation 
Settings Family Objects are created and edited from the Settings Families page of the Library 
tab of the MSP Console UI. 

Staging Settings Families 
Settings Family Objects can be directly applied to devices by referencing them from Staging 
Profile Objects.  Such Settings Families are called Staging Settings Families because they are 
intended to be used during Staging and should not be assumed to remain in effect for any 
specific duration after Staging is complete. 

Notes: 

When using Barcode-Based Staging for a Staging Profile Object that references a Settings 
Family Object, all of the Settings Objects that are referenced by the Settings Family Object would 
need to be embedded in the Barcodes.  That would allow the same Barcode Sheet to be used to 
Stage a variety of devices that require different Settings Objects.  But it would require each 
device Staged using that Barcode Sheet to scan more Barcodes (possible many more). 

Alternatively, multiple separate Staging Profiles could be created, each of which references a 
single Settings Object.  Such an approach would allow each device to Staged by scanning fewer 
Barcodes.  But it would also rely on the Staging User to scan the right Barcode Sheet for each 
device. 
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Settings Family Content 
Settings Family Objects can also be applied to devices by referencing them from Bundle Objects.  
Settings Family Objects referenced in Bundle Objects are called Settings Family Content and 
cause Settings Family Packages to be stored into devices and to show up in the Package 
Inventory reported to MSP by devices. 

Settings Families and Settings Classes 
Settings Families are currently allowed to be used to aggregate only selected types of Settings 
Objects.  In particular, in MSP 3.3.1, Settings Families are permitted to be created only for 
Network Settings Objects whose Settings Class names begin with either Network.WLAN or 
Network.WWAN. 

When a Settings Family Object is created, a Network Settings Class of Network.WLAN.family or 
Network.WWAN.family must be selected.  Based on the Network Settings Class selected, that 
Settings Family Object will be able to hold Settings Objects whose Settings Class names begin 
with Network.WLAN or Network.WWAN, respectively. 

Settings Families and Settings Objects 
Any one Settings Family Object can reference at most one Settings Object of each sub-class of 
the specified Network Settings Class.  For example, a Settings Family Object of Network Settings 
Class Network.WLAN.family would be able to reference at most one Settings Object of each of 
the following Settings Classes: Network.WLAN.Legacy, Network.WLAN. ZeroConfig, and 
Network.WLAN.FusionPublic. 

It is not necessary that a Settings Family Object reference a Settings Object of every possible 
sub-class of the specified Network Settings Class.  But no Settings Family Object can reference 
more than one Settings Object of the same sub-class. 

Settings Family Objects conform to and exploit the capabilities of MSP Settings Class 
extensibility.  If an additional Settings Class that is a member of the hierarchy defined for a 
Settings Family Class, then Settings Objects created according to that new Settings Class could 
also be referenced by a Settings Family Object created using that Settings Family Class.  For 
example, if a new Settings Class is added whose Settings Class name begins with 
Network.WLAN, then any Settings Family Object with a Network Settings Class of 
Network.WLAN.family would also be able to reference at most one Settings Object of that new 
Settings Class. 

Referencing Settings Families 
Settings Family Objects can be referenced from most of the same Objects from which Settings 
Objects can be referenced.  The only type of Object that can reference a Settings Object that 
cannot reference a Settings Family Object is a Settings Family Object.  In other words, Settings 
Families cannot be nested. 

The following is a partial list of situations where Settings Family Objects can be referenced: 

 As Network Settings from a Staging Profile Object 

 As Additional Settings from a Staging Profile Object 

 As Network Settings from a Site Object 

 As Additional Settings from a Site Object 

 From an Install Package Deployment Step in a Bundle Object 

 From an Install Setting Deployment Step in a Bundle Object 
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Deploying Settings Families to Devices 
When a Settings Family Object is deployed to a device, it is handled in a manner very similar to 
how a Settings Object is deployed to a device.  For a Settings Object, a Settings BLOB that 
contains configuration information is passed to a Settings Plug-In on the device which applies that 
configuration information to that device. 

For a Settings Family Object, multiple Settings BLOBs are embedded into a single Settings 
Family BLOB.  The Settings Family BLOB is passed to a Settings Family Plug-In on the device 
that determines which one of the embedded Settings BLOBs is appropriate for that device.  The 
Settings Family Plug-In then passes the appropriate Settings BLOB to the appropriate Settings 
Plug-In to apply the appropriate configuration information to that device. 

Settings Family Usage 
As described earlier for Settings Objects, Settings Family Objects also support a Usage feature.  
The Settings Family Usage feature is invoked using the Usage link in the Related Tasks area 
of the Settings Family Detail page.   Like the Settings Usage feature, the Settings Family 
Usage feature allows Objects that directly reference a given Settings Family Object to be 
identified and displayed as Settings Family Users. 

Also like the Settings Usage feature, the Settings Family Usage feature allows a Settings 
Family Object to be replaced by a different Settings Family Object of the same Settings Family 
Class in some or all of the Settings Family Users. 

Message Set Objects 
Message Set Objects allow messages to be defined that will be displayed to a Device User during 
Provisioning.  A Message Set Object can optionally be referenced by a Bundle Object.  When 
such a Bundle Object is deployed via Provisioning, the messages will be displayed to the Device 
User. 

Message Set Creation 
Message Set Objects are created and edited from the Message Sets page of the Library tab of 
the MSP Console UI. 

Bundle Objects 
Bundle Objects are the primary unit of deployment in MSP.  Bundle Objects define the 
Deployment Steps to be performed when Content is deployed as part of a Staging Profile, 
Provisioning Policy, or Action. 

Bundle Objects are created, viewed, and edited from the Bundles page of the Library tab of the 
MSP Console UI. 

Bundle Creation 
Bundle Objects can be manually created using the Create button from the Bundles page of the 
Library tab of the MSP Console UI. 

The Content deployed by a Bundle Object is specified via Deployment Steps.  Each Bundle 
Object can specify up to 40 Deployment Steps.  Each Deployment Step in a Bundle can be one of 
the following: 

 Install a Package 

An Install Package Deployment Step causes a specified version of a specified Package to be 
installed on the device. 
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Settings Objects can be deployed to a device via Settings Packages using an Install Package 
Deployment Step by selecting “Content – Setting”. 

Note: 

Because it requires delivery of Settings Packages, when an Install Package 
Deployment Step is used to deploy a Settings Object, by selecting “Content – 
Setting,” only Static Settings Objects can be selected. 

Relay Server Objects can be deployed to a device via Relay Server Packages using an 
Install Package Deployment Step by selecting “Content – Relay Server”. 

If the device already has a different version of the specified Package, then that version will be 
uninstalled and the specified version will be installed. 

By default, if the device already has the specified version of the specific Package, then it will 
not be re-installed on that device.  If the “Force Install” is used, then the version check will be 
skipped and the Package will be uninstalled and then re-installed, just as if the Package 
Versions had been different. 

 Install Settings 

As mentioned earlier, an Install Setting Deployment Step provides an alternate option for 
deploying Settings Objects to devices.  Instead of referencing a Settings Package that is 
created by MSP and delivered to Relay Servers, the Install Setting Deployment Step allows 
the Settings Object to be embedded within the Bundle. This is especially important when 
using Dynamic Settings since it would be impractical to deliver customized Settings 
Packages for each device to each Relay Server. 

Note: 

Because it does not require delivery of Settings Packages, when an Install Setting 
Deployment Step is used to deploy a Settings Object, both Static and Dynamic 
Settings Objects can be selected. 

 Uninstall a Package 

An Uninstall Package Deployment Step causes any installed version of a specified Package 
to be uninstalled from the device.  This will result in no version of the specified Package being 
on the device. 

 Reboot the device 

A Reboot Deployment Step indicates that a Reboot of a specified type (Warm Reboot or Cold 
Reboot) be performed on the device.  For more information on device reboots, see Chapter 5 
- Understanding Persistence. 

Bundle Object Editing 
When a Bundle Object is created manually, it can later be edited manually using the Edit button 
from the Bundles page of the Library tab of the MSP Console UI or using the Edit link of the 
Related Tasks area of the Bundle Detail page of the Library tab of the MSP Console UI.  The 
primary reason for editing a Bundle Object would be to change the Deployment Steps defined for 
that Bundle. 

Prior to MSP 3.3.1, when editing a Bundle Object, new Deployment Steps could be added at the 
end of the list, or existing Deployment Steps could be deleted or moved up or down within the list, 
but existing Deployment Steps could not be edited.  To change a Deployment Step in place, it 
was necessary to delete the existing Deployment Step, add a new Deployment Step to the end of 
the list, then move it to the appropriate place in the list.  This could be quite tedious. 
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Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, the ability to edit an existing Deployment Step in place has been 
added.  In addition, beginning with MSP 3.3.1, the reordering of existing Deployment Steps has 
been made easier by allowing drag and drop of an existing Deployment Step to a desired place 
within the list. 

Production Site Bundle Automatic Creation 
When a Site Object is defined to be a Production Site (i.e. a Site whose Type is “Production” or 
“Both”), then MSP automatically creates a Bundle for  that Site.  Such a Bundle is called a 
Production Site Bundle and it includes any Settings Objects for the Network Settings Object 
and/or Relay Server Object, if any, that are referenced by that Site.  A Production Site Bundle 
also includes any Additional Settings defined for that Site that are marked as applicable for 
Provisioning or Both.  The Production Site Bundle for a Production Site can be used anywhere a 
“User-Defined” Bundle can be used and is referred to in the MSP Console UI as “Content – Site”. 

The deployment of a Production Site Bundle to a device causes the Network Settings Object 
and/or Relay Server Object, if any, referenced by the Site Object for that Site to be applied to the 
device.  It also causes all Additional Settings Objects referenced by that Site Object that are 
marked as applicable for Provisioning or Both to be applied (in the order they are specified) to the 
device.  It also causes the device to be assigned to that Site by setting the Device Attribute 
“UserAttribute.SiteID” for that device to the name of that Site. 

When at least one Settings Object referenced by a Production Site Object is a Dynamic Settings 
Object, then that Site Object is considered a Dynamic Production Site Object.  Special handling is 
required for Production Site Bundles for Dynamic Production Site Objects because rendering of 
the Dynamic Settings Objects is required to customize them for each device.  Dynamic 
Production Site Bundles are rendered as deployed to devices as late as possible to improve the 
efficiency of their deployment. 

Applicability Rules 
Applicability Rules in MSP are not really Objects.  Nonetheless, Applicability Rules are used 
within a variety of MSP Objects and are central to the operation of many MSP features.  As such, 
it is important to understand Applicability Rules in order to understand the use of the Objects that 
employ them and the features enabled by those Objects. 

What is an Applicability Rule? 
In MSP, an Applicability Rule is a means used to identify a subset of managed devices to which 
an Object is Applicable.  A single Applicability Rule is specified within the definition of an Object 
when it is important to limit that Object to being Applicable to only a subset of the devices 
managed by MSP.  In the absence of a defined Applicability Rule, an Object will typically be 
considered Applicable to all managed devices. 

Applicability Rules and Rule Parts 
An Applicability Rule implements a Boolean Expression which must always evaluate to a result of 
True or False.  Each Applicability Rule consists of one or more Rule Parts.  A Rule Part 
implements a Boolean Term that contributes to the result of the overall Boolean Expression.  
Each Rule Part consists of a Device Attribute, an Operator, and a Value or Value Set and must 
always evaluate to a result of True or False. 

Applicability Rule Evaluation 
Applicability Rules and Rule Parts are always evaluated within the context of one managed 
device at a time.  To evaluate a Rule Part, the value of the specified Device Attribute for a specific 
device is extracted and compared to the specified Value or Value Set according to the specified 
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Operator.  The result of the comparison is the result of the Rule Part.  The results of all Rule Parts 
that make up an Applicability Rule are combined based on the Boolean Operators that connect 
them and the Parentheses that group them.  The combined result is the result of the Applicability 
Rule for that device. 

Operators and Values in Rule Parts 
The following Operators are allowed to be used when defining Rule Parts: 

 Equal To 

This Operator performs a comparison for an exact match between the value of the specified 
Device Attribute for a device and the specified Value.  This will result in a value of True if the 
two values are identical.  Otherwise it will result in False. 

The two values are compared as String.  If the device does not have a value for the specified 
Device Attribute, then an empty string value is used for the purposes of the comparison. 

 Not Equal To 

This Operator performs the exact opposite of the comparison performed by the Equal To 
Operator.  This will result in a value of False if the two values are identical.  Otherwise it will 
result in False.  Aside from the reversal of the result, all other behavior is the same as 
described above for the Equal To Operator. 

 Greater Than 

This Operator performs a numeric “greater than (>)” comparison of the specified Device 
Attribute for a device against the specified Value.  This will result in a value of True if the 
Device Attribute value is numerically larger than the specified Value.  Otherwise it will result 
in False. 

The two values are compared as Float and hence both values are converted from String to 
Float before the comparison is made.  If a value cannot be successfully converted from String 
to Float, then that Rule Part will result in False since the comparison can not be successfully 
performed.  If device does not have a value for the specified Device Attribute, then a Float 
value of “0.0” is used for the purposes of the comparison. 

Note: 

When converting a String to a Float, standard numeric conversion rules are 
followed.  Thus, an integral value represented as a String (e.g. “123” or “-94”) will 
successfully convert to a Float value.  Similarly, a floating point value represented as 
a String (e.g. “2187.345” or “-0.56”) will successfully convert to a Float value.  Non-
numeric values will generally not successfully convert to Float values.  This includes 
versions with multiple dots (e.g. “1.2.3.4”) which will fail to convert to Float values. 

 Greater Than or Equal To 

This Operator performs a numeric “greater than or equal to (>=)” comparison of the specified 
Device Attribute for a device against the specified Value.  This will result in a value of True if 
the Device Attribute value is numerically at least as large as the specified Value.  Otherwise it 
will result in False.  Aside from the difference in the actual comparison performed, the two 
values are handled as described above for the Greater Than Operator. 
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 Less Than 

This Operator performs a numeric “less than (<)” comparison of the specified Device Attribute 
for a device against the specified Value.  This will result in True if the Device Attribute value is 
numerically smaller than the specified Value.  Otherwise it will result in False.  Aside from the 
difference in the actual comparison performed, the two values are handled as described 
above for the Greater Than Operator. 

 Less Than or Equal To 

This Operator performs a numeric “less than or equal to (<=)” comparison of the specified 
Device Attribute for a device against the specified Value.  This will result in True if the Device 
Attribute value is numerically at least as small as the specified Value.  Otherwise it will result 
in False.  Aside from the difference in the actual comparison performed, the two values are 
handled as described above for the Greater Than Operator. 

 Like 

This Operator performs a “string search” comparison of the specified Device Attribute for a 
device against the specified Value.  This will result in True if the Device Attribute value 
matches the pattern in the specified Value.  Otherwise it will result in False. 

The two values are compared as String.  If the device does not have a value for the specified 
Device Attribute, then an empty string value is used for the purposes of the comparison. 

The underscore (_) character can be used in the specified Value to represent any single 
character in the Device Attribute value.  The percent (%) character can be used in the 
specified Value to represent any sequence of zero or more consecutive characters in the 
Device Attribute value 

 Not Like 

This Operator performs the exact opposite of the comparison performed by the Like 
Operator.  This will result in False if the Device Attribute value matches the pattern in the 
specified Value.  Otherwise it will result in True.  Aside from the reversal of the result, all 
other behavior is the same as described for the Like Operator. 

 Values In 

This Operator performs a “value in set” comparison of the specified Device Attribute for a 
device against the specified Value Set.  This will result in True if the Device Attribute value 
exactly matches one of the values in the specified Value Set.  Otherwise it will result in False. 

The two values are compared as String.  If the device does not have a value for the specified 
Device Attribute, then an empty string value is used for the purposes of the comparison. 

 Values Not In 

This Operator performs the exact opposite of the comparison performed by the Values In 
Operator.  This will result in False if the Device Attribute value exactly matches one of the 
values in the specified Value Set.  Otherwise it will result in True. Aside from the reversal of 
the result, all other behavior is the same as described for the Values In Operator. 

 Between 

This Operator performs a numeric “is between two values” comparison of the specified 
Device Attribute for a device against two specified Values.  This will result in a value of True if 
the Device Attribute value is numerically at least as large as the first specified Value AND if 
the Device Attribute value is numerically at least as small as the second specified Value.  
Otherwise it will result in False. 
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The three values are compared as Float and hence all values are converted from String to 
Float before the comparison is made.  If a value cannot be successfully converted from String 
to Float, then that Rule Part will result in False, since the comparison can not be successfully 
performed.  If a device does not have a value for the specified Device Attribute, then a Float 
value of “0.0” is used for the purposes of the comparison. 

Combining Rule Parts 
Rule Parts are connected together using the Boolean Operators “AND” and “OR” to form a 
complete an Applicability Rule.  For example, consider the following two distinct Rule Parts: 

[identity.serial] in ('123456','456789') 

[userAttribute.siteID] like 'Store15.%' 

Taken separately, these two Rule Parts could each be used as separate complete Applicability 
Rules and could identify sets of devices that meet the specified criteria.  Combining these two 
Rule Parts into a single Applicability Rule might be done using either of the Boolean Operators 
“AND” or “OR”.  Which to use depends on whether we want to find devices that meet both criteria 
(AND) or all devices that meet at least one criteria (OR). 

For example, assuming that we were looking for devices that met both Rule Parts, then the 
Applicability Rule might look like: 

[identity.serial] in ('123456','456789') 
AND 
[userAttribute.siteID] like 'Store15.%' 

Parentheses can also be used when combining together Rule Parts to control the manner in 
which Rule Parts are combined.  For example, consider the following Applicability Rule consisting 
of 3 Rule Parts: 

[identity.serial] in ('123456','456789') 
AND 
[userAttribute.siteID] like 'Store15.%' 
OR 
[identity.uuid] = '00195b2ffe1101084d4f303570537733' 

In this example, was the intention to first combine two Rule Parts and then OR the third Rule 
Part?  That is how the Applicability Rule will be evaluated, unless the Rule Parts are reordered or 
Parentheses are used to control the order of evaluation.  If the intent was actually to AND the first 
Rule Part with the OR of the other two Rule Parts, the Rules Parts could have been reordered 
within the Applicability Rule, as follows: 

[userAttribute.siteID] like 'Store15.%' 
OR 
[identity.uuid] = '00195b2ffe1101084d4f303570537733' 
AND 
[identity.serial] in ('123456','456789') 

The above reordering would ensure that the two Rule Parts would be ORed together and then the 
result would be ANDed with the other Rule Part.  Since reordering the Rule Parts may be 
inconvenient and may obscure the intent, Parentheses can be used to control the order of 
evaluation and to make the intent clear.  The Applicability Rule might therefore be defined as 
follows: 

[identity.serial] in ('123456','456789') 
AND 
( 
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[userAttribute.siteID] like 'Store15.%' 
OR 
[identity.uuid] = '00195b2ffe1101084d4f303570537733' 
) 

The above use of Parentheses makes it clear exactly what order the evaluation will follow and 
that the first Rule Part must result in True and that at least one of the second and third Rule Parts 
must also result in True. 

Rule Parts from Device Saved Filters 
Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, Rule Parts can also be included into an Applicability Rule by including 
one or more Device Saved Filters into the Applicability Rule. 

Notes: 

When including a Device Saved Filter into an Applicability Rule, care should be taken to ensure 
that the order of evaluation is what is expected. 

It is advisable to include Parentheses around the reference to the Device Saved Filter and/or to 
include Parentheses around the set of Rule Parts defined within the Applicability Rule of a Device 
Saved Filter. 

Either approach will ensure that the expressions in the Applicability Rule of the Device Saved 
Filter will be treated as an “atomic” entity and will help prevent unexpected interactions between 
Boolean Operators (“AND” and “OR”) used throughout the set of Rule Parts. 

For more information on Device Saved Filters, see the section Device Saved Filters later in this 
Chapter. 
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Applicability Rule Size 
MSP has no fixed maximum limit on the number of Rule Parts that can be defined within a single 
Applicability Rule.  But in practical use, lengthy and complex Applicability Rules may create 
significant performance and scalability issues, especially when many such Applicability Rules 
need to be applied to each of a large number of managed devices. 

Notes: 

It is recommended that a maximum of 20 total Rule Parts be included into any one Applicability 
Rule. 

This recommended limit applies to the total number of Rule Parts, whether they are Rule Parts 
that are included directly in an Applicability Rule or indirectly due to the inclusion of one or more 
Device Saved Filters. 

MSP does not compute or display the total number of Rule Parts included within a given 
Applicability Rule.  Nonetheless, it is advisable when defining an Applicability Rule to assess the 
likely number of Rule Parts being included and to stay within the recommended limit. 

Asset Management Objects 
Asset Management Objects are used to support the Asset Management functions of MSP. 

Device Saved Filters 
Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, Device Saved Filter Objects can be defined to capture Applicability 
Rules.  Device Saved Filter Objects are classified as Asset Management Object because they 
can be used multiple ways to assist in performing Asset Management tasks. 

Grouping Mechanism 
Device Saved Filter Objects can be used as a mechanism to define “groups” of managed devices 
that all meet some specified criteria.  The grouping criteria for a given Device Saved Filter Object 
are defined by an Applicability Rule defined as part of that Object. 

For more information on Applicability Rules, see the section Applicability Rules earlier in this 
chapter. 

For more information on using Device Saved Filter Objects as a grouping mechanism for Asset 
Management, see Using MSP 3.3.1 – Using Asset Management. 

Reusable Applicability Rules 
In addition to being used as a grouping mechanism, Device Saved Filter Objects can be used as 
a mechanism to define Applicability Rules that can be re-used.  When an Applicability Rule 
becomes complex and/or when the same Applicability Rule is used within multiple Objects, it may 
be advantageous to define a Device Saved Filter Object to capture that Applicability Rule (or 
some subset of the Rule Parts of that Applicability Rule) and allow it to be re-used. 
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Referencing a Device Saved Filter in an Applicability Rule for another Object, such as a 
Provisioning Policy, Action, or Collection Request, causes all the Rule Parts defined in the 
Applicability Rule for the Device Saved Filter to be included into the referencing Applicability Rule.  
Whenever a change is made to the expressions in an Applicability Rule in a Device Saved Filter, 
the changes are automatically propagated to the Applicability Rules in any referencing Objects. 

Notes: 

When including a Device Saved Filter into an Applicability Rule, care should be taken to ensure 
that the order of evaluation is what is expected. 

For more information, see section Rule Parts from Device Saved Filters earlier in this chapter. 

Staging Objects 
Staging Objects are used to define what types of Staging activities that can be performed and in 
some cases which Staging activities will be performed.  Staging Objects are available in all MSP 
Editions and are manageable and usable by MSP Console UI Users with a Role of Operations or 
higher and usable by MSP Console UI Users with a Role of Staging. 

Once suitable Content Objects have been created, it makes sense to create Staging Objects.  
While the creation and management of Staging Objects may well be intermixed with the creation 
and management of other Objects, Staging Objects are typically created after Content Objects. 

Like all Objects, if a Staging Object references another Object, the other Object must be created 
first.  For this reason, Staging Objects are generally created in a common order due to the nature 
of the references that typically exist between them and between them and other Objects.  The 
descriptions of Staging Objects will be presented in the order in which they will most commonly 
be created. 
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Figure 3 below illustrates the various types of Staging Objects and identifies which Staging 
Objects reference other Objects and how and when they are most commonly used. 

 

Figure 3 – Staging Objects 

Staging Profile Objects 
Staging Profile Objects define types of Staging activities to be performed on devices via MSP.  A 
Staging Profile Object can reference one or more Settings Objects and/or a Relay Server Object 
to define how to configure a device when that Staging Profile is applied during Staging.  A 
Staging Object can also optionally reference Additional Settings that will be applied during 
Staging.  A Staging Object can also optionally reference a Bundle Object to define Content to be 
deployed to a device when that Staging Profile is applied during Staging. 

The number of types of Staging activities to be performed will ultimately determine the number of 
Staging Profile Objects that will need to be created.  Each unique combination of Network 
Settings, Relay Server, Additional Settings, and Bundle that will need to be used during Staging 
may require a different Staging Profile Object to be created. 

Staging Profile Creation 
Staging Profile Objects are created and edited from the Staging Profiles page of the Stage Tab 
of the MSP Console UI. 
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Staging Settings 
To enable deployment of a fresh-out-of-the-box device, some key Settings Objects must 
generally be applied early before the device can reach a Relay Server and pull and process a 
Bundle to deploy Content.  Network Settings and Relay Server Settings are the most common, 
since they enable the device to get on the Enterprise network and contact a suitable Relay 
Server.  Depending on the circumstances, Additional Settings Objects, such as Certificates, Time 
Zone, etc., may also need to be applied early. 

Settings Objects that need to be applied to a device early during Staging are referred to as 
Staging Settings and are embedded directly within a Staging Profile so they can be applied early 
when the Staging Profile is applied.  This means that the more Staging Settings are in a Staging 
Profile, the larger the Staging Profile becomes.  This can be especially relevant for Barcode-
Based Staging, where more Settings will increase the number of Barcodes required.  It can also 
be relevant for SMS Staging where it may increase the number of SMS messages that need to be 
sent. 

One way to define Staging Settings is to reference Settings Objects directly from a Staging Profile 
Object, using the “Select pre-defined settings” option or by specifying Additional Settings.  While 
this will work, it can increase the number of Staging Profile Objects that need to be created.  This 
can happen if many devices need to be Staged with different combinations of Settings. 

The above situation could occur when Staging devices at different Staging Sites.  It may be the 
case that different Staging Sites use different Network Settings and/or Relay Server Settings.  If 
many Staging Sites exist, it could lead to a proliferation of Staging Profile Objects and could 
significantly complicate the Staging process.  Since this is a common occurrence, MSP has a 
built-in mechanism called Staging Site Inheritance that can make this type of situation much 
easier to deal with. 

Staging Site Inheritance 
Staging Settings can also be defined by inheriting Settings Objects for a Staging Profile Object 
from a Staging Site (i.e. a Site whose Type is “Staging” or “Both”) using the “Inherit from site” 
option.  The Network Settings or Relay Server Settings, if any, specified for a Staging Site will be 
inherited from that Site and will become Staging Settings. 

Additional Settings defined for the Staging Site that are marked as applicable for Staging or Both 
can also be inherited and will become Staging Settings.  All inherited Staging Settings will be 
embedded directly within a Staging Profile just like Staging Settings referenced directly by the 
Staging Profile.  This allows them to be applied early when the Staging Profile is applied. 

Inheriting Staging Settings from a Staging Site is called Staging Site Inheritance and the Staging 
Site to be used can be specified in either of two ways. 

 If “Specify Explicit Site” is selected, then a Staging Site must be selected at the time the 
Staging Profile Object is created and the Staging Profile Object will explicitly reference the 
name of the selected Staging Site. 

 If “Specify Site At Staging” is selected, then no Staging Site will be selected at the time the 
Staging Profile Object is created and a Staging Site will need to be selected when the 
Staging Profile is actually used.  This latter method of specifying a Site when a Staging 
Profile is used is called Late Site Binding. 

Staging Site Inheritance with Late Site Binding can provide a major productivity improvement 
since it allows the same Staging Profile Object to be used even when devices at different 
Sites require the application of different Staging Settings. 
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Late Site Binding can work because the Staging Profile is dynamically created when needed 
and the Settings for a Site are embedded once the Site becomes known.  When a Staging 
Profile Object that uses Staging Site Inheritance with Late Site Binding is used to create 
Barcodes, perform On-Demand (Electronic) Staging, or perform SMS Staging, the User is 
prompted to select a Staging Site.  The Staging Profile will then be customized for that 
Staging Site and will use the Settings in effect for that Staging Site at the time it is selected. 

Production Site Inheritance 
In many cases, Settings Content may vary by Site.  When this is the case, it can be much more 
efficient to reference Settings Content from Production Site Objects and then define Staging 
Profile Objects that inherit from those Production Site Objects.  This technique is called 
Production Site Inheritance. Using this mechanism along with Late Site Binding can make it 
possible to leverage a single Staging Profile for many Sites instead of creating one Staging 
Profile Object per Site. 

As mentioned earlier, Staging Settings can be inherited from a Staging Site by using the “Inherit 
from site” option.  To simplify the definition of Site-specific Settings Content, Settings Objects can 
also be inherited from a Production Site by using the “Inherit from site” option.  The Network 
Settings or Relay Server Settings, if any, specified for a Production Site will be inherited from that 
Site and will become Settings Content. 

Additional Settings Objects defined for the Production Site that are marked as applicable for 
Production or Both will also be inherited and will become Settings Content.  All inherited Settings 
Content will be placed into a Production Site Bundle that can be used to deploy those Settings as 
needed to configure a device for use at that Production Site. 

Inheriting Settings Content from Production Sites is called Production Site Inheritance and the 
Production Site to be used can be specified in either of two ways. 

 If “Specify Explicit Site” is selected, then a Production Site must be selected at the time the 
Staging Profile Object is created and the Staging Profile Object will explicitly reference the 
name of the selected Production Site. 

 If “Specify Site At Staging” is selected, then no Production Site will be selected at the time the 
Staging Profile Object is created and a Production Site will need to be selected when the 
Staging Profile is actually used.  This latter method of specifying a Site when a Staging 
Profile is used is called Late Site Binding. 

Production Site Inheritance with Late Site Binding can provide a major productivity 
improvement since it allows the same Staging Profile Object and Staging Content defined by 
the Staging Bundle Object to be used even when different devices require the application of 
different Site-specific Settings Content. 

Late Site Binding can work because two Bundles are actually being deployed, the Staging 
Content defined by the Staging Bundle and the Production Site Bundle and because the 
Staging Profile is dynamically created when needed and the name of the Production Site is 
embedded when it is known.  Since Production Site Bundles are automatically created by 
MSP, the overall Staging effort is substantially reduced.  When a Staging Profile Object that 
uses Production Site Inheritance with Late Site Binding is used to create Barcodes, perform 
On-Demand (Electronic) Staging, or perform SMS Staging, the User is prompted to select a 
Production Site.  The Staging Profile will then be customized to embed the name of that 
Production Site. 

When a Staging Profile Object is defined to inherit from a Production Site, the Staging Profile, 
when it is applied, will include the name of that Production Site.  At the end of the Staging 
process, after the Staging Content defined by the Staging Bundle, if any, has been deployed, the 
Production Site Bundle for that Site will also be automatically deployed.  This will result in the 
Settings Content inherited from that Production Site being applied on the device. 
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Staging Bundles and Staging Content 
When a Bundle Object is referenced directly by a Staging Profile Object, it is referred to as a 
Staging Bundle.  A Staging Bundle defines the Staging Content to be deployed by a Staging 
Profile.  A Staging Profile Object generally references a Bundle Object when it is desired to 
deploy Content as part of the Staging activity.  Content deployed during Staging by specifying a 
Bundle is called Staging Content. 

A Staging Profile Object is not required to reference a Bundle.  If no Bundle is referenced, then no 
Deployment Steps will exist and hence no Staging Content will be deployed.  This can be useful 
when the only purpose for applying the Staging Profile is to perform the configuration defined by 
Staging Settings.  For example, a Staging Profile might be designed to do nothing but reconfigure 
the wireless network.  Staging Settings thus can provide a generic and extensible means to apply 
configuration, and only configuration, to devices during Staging. 

Since deploying Staging Content requires accessing a Relay Server, when Staging devices that 
are fresh-out-of-the-box, it is typically necessary to apply some configuration to the devices in 
order to establish network connectivity and/or define the desired Relay Server.  Such Staging is 
accomplished by defining both Staging Settings and Staging Content as part of the same Staging 
Profile Object.  This combination is the most common use of Staging. 

Settings Content 
Settings Objects applied to devices by referencing them from Bundle Objects are called Settings 
Content.  The deployment of Settings Content causes Settings Packages to be stored into 
devices and to show up in the Package Inventory reported to MSP by devices. 

Since the deployment of Settings Content causes Settings Packages to be stored in the device, 
Settings Objects deployed as Settings Content may be Persistent because the Settings 
Packages provide a means for Settings Object to be automatically reapplied following a Restore 
Boot.  For more information on Settings Persistence, see Chapter 5 - Understanding Persistence. 

Note: 

Whether a Settings Package created for a Settings Object of a given Settings Class will be 
Persistent or not depends on the Persistence Model defined for that Settings Class. 

See the MSP Online Help for a given Settings Class to understand the Persistence Model it uses 
and the Persistence implications of using that Persistence Model. 

Settings Objects can be included into a Bundle using either of the following two methods: 

 By adding an Install Package Deployment Step and selecting “Content – Setting”. 

This method causes a Settings Package to be created for the referenced Settings Object and 
causes that Settings Package to be deployed to appropriate Relay Servers.  The Bundle 
Object references the Settings Package like any other Package. 

Note: 

Settings Packages are only created by the MSP Server for Static Settings Objects, 
so this method cannot be used to deploy Dynamic Settings Objects. 

 By adding an Install Setting Deployment Step. 

This method causes the Settings Object to be embedded in the Bundle Object and hence 
avoids the need for the MSP Server to create a Settings Package and deliver it to appropriate 
Relay Servers.  This is especially important when using Dynamic Settings since it would be 
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impractical to create and deliver customized Settings Packages for each device to each 
Relay Server. 

When a Settings Object is deployed using an Install Setting Deployment Step, a Settings 
Package for the Settings Object is created by the device when the embedded Settings Object 
is processed by the device as part as part of the Bundle.  Once the Settings Package is 
created, it is indistinguishable from a Settings Package deployed using an Install Package 
Deployment Step. 

Settings Packages generated by the device will show up in the Package Inventory reported to 
MSP by the device just as if they were deployed using an Install Package Deployment Step.  
This is essential to allowing Policy Compliance to be determined.  It also allows generated 
Settings Packages to be removed from the device using an Uninstall Package Deployment 
Steps.  In fact, the only real difference between the two methods is that Dynamic Deployment 
can be effectively enabled by using Settings Objects embedded in Bundles. 

Note: 

Embedding Settings Objects in Bundles is mandatory when Dynamic Deployment is 
used. 

If you need to change the method used to deploy a Settings Object in a Bundle, delete the 
Deployment Step and add a new Deployment Step that uses the new method. 

Settings Objects are created and edited from the Settings page of the Library tab of the MSP 
Console UI. 

For more information on creating Settings Objects, see the MSP Online Help – Setting Create. 

Staging Options 
Staging Options can be defined as part of a Staging Profile Object to control the default Staging 
Method(s) that will be offered when Staging the Profile is used to perform Staging.  It also 
controls the default types of Barcodes that will be offered if the Barcode Staging Method is 
selected.  The defaults offered can also be overridden when the Staging Profile is used. 

MSP supports the following Staging Methods: 

 Barcode-Based Staging 

A Staging Profile can be rendered as Barcodes in an Adobe Acrobat™ .PDF File from the 
Staging Profiles page of the Stage Tab of the MSP Console UI using the Barcode Create 
link.  The Barcodes in the .PDF File can be printed directly or the .PDF File can be 
transmitted elsewhere for later printing.  Once printed, Barcodes can be scanned by a device 
to obtain the information required to perform the Staging for the Staging Profile.  Depending 
on the type of Barcode scanner present on a device, it may also be possible to scan 
Barcodes directly from the .PDF File when opened and displayed on a Workstation PC 
screen. 

Note: 

When Barcodes are rendered into a .PDF File, they use the current definition of the 
Staging Profile Object, and all Objects it references, at that time.  If the Staging 
Profile Object is later changed, the .PDF File will need to be re-rendered to include 
the changes. 
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 On-Demand (Electronic) Staging 

A Staging Profile can be pulled directly from an On-Demand Staging Profile Server running 
within the Web Browser on a Workstation PC from which the MSP Console UI is being run.  
The On-Demand Staging Profile Server can be invoked from the Staging Profiles page of 
the Stage Tab of the MSP Console UI using the On-Demand link. 

Note: 

When a Staging Profile is served up by an On-Demand Staging Profile Server, it 
uses the current definition of the Staging Profile Object, and all Objects it references, 
at that time.  If the Staging Profile Object is later changed, the On-Demand Staging 
Profile Server will need to be shut down and restarted to include the changes. 

Profiles can be served-up to devices by On-Demand (Electronic) Staging via various types of 
connections, including: 

○ Microsoft ActiveSync™ Connection 

An IP connection is typically automatically established when a device is directly 
connected to a Workstation PC running Microsoft ActiveSync™ via a USB or serial cable 
or cradle.  The most common configuration would be where the On-Demand Profile 
Server is running on the Workstation PC to which the device is connected via Microsoft 
ActiveSync™, although this is not necessarily a requirement. 

If a Microsoft ActiveSync™ connection is established with one Workstation PC and an On-
Demand Staging Profile Server is running on another Workstation PC that is on the same 
subnet, then On-Demand (Electronic) Staging can proceed successfully. 

○ Ethernet Cradle Connection 

An IP connection is typically automatically established when a device is inserted into an 
Ethernet Cradle that is plugged directly into an Ethernet LAN backbone. 

Some devices come ready to use with their Ethernet Cradles while others require 
software to be installed and configured before the Ethernet Cradle connection can be 
established.  The RD Client does not provide any means to install Ethernet Cradle 
software or configure or establish an Ethernet Cradle connection, but can use Ethernet 
Cradle connections for On-Demand Staging, if they exist. 

If an Ethernet Cradle connection exists and an On-Demand Staging Profile Server is 
running on a Workstation PC that is on the same subnet as the Ethernet Cradle, then On-
Demand (Electronic) Staging can proceed successfully. 

○ Existing WLAN Connection 

If a WLAN connection is already configured and established, and if an On-Demand 
Staging Profile Server is running on a Workstation PC that is on the same subnet, then 
On-Demand (Electronic) Staging can proceed successfully. 

○ Well-Known WLAN Connection 

The RD Client can configure and establish WLAN connections using pre-defined 
Motorola WLAN Settings. If the RD Client is able to successfully configure and establish 
such a connection, and if an On-Demand Staging Profile Server is running on a 
Workstation PC that is on the same subnet, then On-Demand (Electronic) Staging can 
proceed successfully. 
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 SMS-Based Staging 

A Staging Profile can be converted into a sequence of SMS messages and pushed directly to 
WWAN-equipped devices.  The MSP SMS Staging Client on a device will intercept SMS 
Staging Messages and reassemble them into the original Staging Profile.  The Device User 
can then elect to apply the Staging Profile to Stage the device. 

 Automatic Staging 

Staging Profiles can be automatically sent to Relay Servers from which they can be picked up 
by devices and used to perform Staging.  This relies on the fact that a device already has 
connectivity and knows how to contact a Relay Server and hence is most useful in situations 
where devices are pre-Staged and/or are pre-loaded with so-called “Golden Images” but then 
need to be customized before initial use. 

SMS Device Objects 
In order to perform SMS-Based Staging, MSP must have some information about the devices that 
will be Staged so it can deliver SMS messages to the devices.  This is accomplished by creating 
an SMS Device Object for each device and entering the required information, such as the device 
phone number, hardware identification number, and assigned carrier. 

SMS Device Creation 
SMS Device Objects are created and edited from the SMS Devices page of the Stage Tab of the 
MSP Console UI. 

SMS Staging Job Objects 
In order to perform SMS-Based Staging, MSP must know which devices are to be Staged and 
with what Staging Profile.  This is accomplished by creating an SMS Staging Job Object that 
specifies a Staging Profile and a set of target SMS Device Objects. 

SMS Staging Job Creation 
SMS Staging Job Objects are created and edited from the SMS Staging Jobs page of the Stage 
Tab of the MSP Console UI. 

Provisioning Objects 
Provisioning Objects are used to define what types of Provisioning activities will be performed.  
Provisioning Objects are available in MSP Provision Edition or MSP Control Edition and are 
manageable and usable by MSP Console UI Users with a Role of Operations or higher and 
usable by MSP Console UI Users with a Role of Provisioning. 

Once suitable Content Objects have been created, it makes sense to create Provisioning Objects.  
While the creation and management of Provisioning Objects may well be intermixed with the 
creation and management of other Objects, Provisioning Objects are typically created after 
Content Objects. 

Like all Objects, if a Provisioning Object references another Object, the other Object must be 
created first.  For this reason, Provisioning Objects are generally created in a common order due 
to the nature of the references that typically exist between them and other Objects.  The 
descriptions of Provisioning Objects will be presented in the order in which they will most 
commonly be created. 

Figure 4 below illustrates the various types of Provisioning Objects and identifies which 
Provisioning Objects reference other Objects and how and when they are most commonly used. 
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Figure 4 – Provisioning Objects 

Provisioning Policy Objects 
Provisioning Policy Objects define types of Provisioning activities to be performed on devices via 
MSP.  A Provisioning Policy Object references a Bundle Object to define Content to be deployed 
to devices. 

The number of types of Provisioning activities to be performed will ultimately determine the 
number of Provisioning Policy Objects that will need to be created.  Each unique combination of 
Content and deployment characteristics may require a different Provisioning Policy Object to be 
created. 

Provisioning Policy Creation 
Provisioning Policy Objects are created and edited from the Policy Management page of the 
Provision tab of the MSP Console UI. 

Policy Types 
There are two types of Provisioning Policies: On-Going and Manual. 

Both On-Going Policies and Manual Provisioning Policies are evaluated periodically to determine 
Applicability and Compliance. 

For an On-Going Policy, MSP will automatically send a Job to a device to which the Policy is 
Applicable if that device is determined to be Non-Compliant to that Policy. 

For a Manual Provisioning Policy, MSP will never automatically send a Job to a device.  Instead, 
MSP will track and display the devices to which the Policy is Applicable and whether or not the 
devices are Compliant to the Policy.  Jobs are sent for a Manual Provisioning Policy only when 
the Push link or the Push All link for the Policy is clicked.  The Push link causes Jobs to be sent 
to all devices that are Non-Compliant to the Policy.  The Push All link causes Jobs to be sent to 
all Applicable devices, regardless of whether they are Compliant to the Policy or not. 
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Pause/Resume 
The Pause/Resume flag controls how Jobs are handled by the MSP Client Software on the 
device if unrecoverable communications errors occur.  Normally, when any communications error 
occurs, a number of retries are attempted before the error is considered to be unrecoverable. 

By default, three (3) retries will be attempted, with a delay of five (5) seconds between each 
attempt.  These defaults can be changed by creating and deploying an Agent.30 Settings Object. 

When the Pause/Resume flag for a Policy is set to the default of FALSE, then when an 
unrecoverable communications error occurs, the processing of the Job will be terminated, the 
error will be logged in the Job Log, and the Job Status will be changed to Failed.  When the 
Pause/Resume flag for a Policy is set to TRUE, then when an unrecoverable communications 
error occurs, the Job will be paused and processing of the Job will be resumed later, when 
possible. 

Important: 

The Pause/Resume feature is only supported only when MSP Client Software with a version 4.0 
or higher is used.  So long as the Pause/Resume flag is set to the default of FALSE, Jobs created 
will work fine with older versions.  But if the Pause/Resume flag is set to TRUE, the Job will fail 
with a -1013 error (Invalid Job error) when used with older versions. 

When a Job becomes paused, the status of the Job, including which Deployment Step it was on, 
which file in a Package it was on, and even where in a file it was, is preserved.  If the Relay 
Server supports checkpoint/restart, then the Job will be resumed from the byte location in the file 
that had been reached before the Job was paused.  If the Relay Server does not support 
checkpoint/restart, then Job will resume from the beginning of the first file that had not been 
successfully downloaded when the Job was paused. 

Notes: 

Pause/Resume can dramatically increase the likelihood of completing a Job, especially when 
used over an unreliable connection (e.g. WWAN connection or WLAN connection in a poor 
coverage area).  When combined with a Relay Server that supports checkpoint/restart, a large 
Job can be given the maximum chance of eventually completing successfully. 

When a Job is paused, no subsequent Jobs can be processed until the paused Job succeeds or 
fails.  This limitation is necessary to allow the state of the paused Job to be maintained 
indefinitely.  This feature should thus be used with caution since a large Job could take a long 
time to complete and could cause other Jobs to be forced to wait to be processed. 

A Job can only remain paused for up to a maximum timeout configured for the MSP Server by an 
MSP System Administrator. 

For more information on configuring Job timeout, see Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

Compliance Activity Maximum 
MSP periodically processes each Activated Policy to determine its Compliance Status and to 
schedule and perform Compliance Activities as required due to changes in Compliance Status for 
Applicable devices.  The history of Compliance Activities performed for a Policy is tracked on a 
per-device basis and displayed in the Compliance Activity page for that Policy for that device. 
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When a Policy applies to many devices and when changing situations cause lots of Compliance 
Activities to be performed, quite a lot of Compliance Activity could be logged.  In some cases, it 
may be desirable to maintain many Compliance Activities for each device and in other cases it 
may be preferable to maintain just the most recent few Compliance Activities for each device.  
This can be controlled by setting the “Compl Activity Max” field for a Policy to the number of 
Compliance Activities to be maintained for each device for that Policy. 

Applicability Rules 
When defining a Provisioning Policy, an Applicability Rule can be defined to determine the 
devices to which the Policy is Applicable.  If “All devices” is selected, then no explicit Applicability 
Rule will be defined and the Policy will apply to all devices, without restrictions.  If “Custom Rule” 
is selected, then an explicit Applicability Rule will be defined to determine the set of Applicable 
devices for the Policy. 

For more information on Applicability Rules, see Chapter 2 - Understanding Objects. 

For more information on using Applicability Rules in Provisioning, see Using MSP 3.3.1 – Using 
Provisioning. 

Provisioning Bundles and Provisioning Content 
When a Bundle Object is referenced by a Provisioning Policy Object, it is referred to as a 
Provisioning Bundle.  A Provisioning Bundle defines the Provisioning Content to be deployed by a 
Provisioning Policy. 

Policy Compliance 
When a Policy is Applicable to a device, then the device is determined to be Compliant or 
Non_Compliance to the Policy depending on whether the Bundle Object referenced by the 
Provisioning Policy Object is Satisfied or Not-Satisfied for that device.  A Bundle is Satisfied for a 
device if the device has the exact versions of all Packages listed in Install Package Deployment 
Steps AND if the device has no version of any Packages listed in UnInstall Package Deployment 
Steps.  In other words, the Bundle is Satisfied if the device has everything that the Bundle says it 
should have and has nothing that the Bundle says it should not have. 

Readiness Conditions 
Sometimes it is desirable to limit when Jobs can be downloaded to devices.  For example, it 
might be desirable to only download a large Package over WLAN not WWAN or it might be 
desirable to download an OS Update only when on AC power. 

When defining a Provisioning Policy Object, Readiness Conditions can be specified by 
referencing one or more Condition Objects.  All referenced Condition Objects must be created 
before they can be referenced.  A Policy can have multiple Condition Objects specified as 
Readiness Conditions, in which case an implicit AND will be applied to all such Condition Objects.  
This means that ALL Readiness Conditions will have to be met on a device before the device will 
begin downloading of a Job created to bring a device into Compliance with the Policy.  If any 
Readiness Conditions are not met, then the Job gets marked as having a Job Status of Deferred. 

Once a Job is becomes Deferred, the Readiness Conditions for the Job are re-evaluated each 
time the device checks in until they are all met.  Once all the Readiness Conditions have been 
met, then the Job is downloaded and then executed via Synchronous Execution. 

Synchronous Execution of a Job is accomplished by executing the Deployment Steps in the order 
they appear in the Bundle for the Job.  For each Install Package Deployment Step executed, the 
contents of each Package are downloaded and then immediately installed. 

Note: 
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The Deferral of a Job due to unmet Readiness Conditions prevents the Job from being 
processed.  This in turn prevents any of the contents of any of the Packages referenced in Install 
Package Deployment Steps in the Bundle for that Job from being downloaded or installed on 
behalf of that Job. 

For more information on the use of Readiness Conditions for Provisioning, refer to Using MSP 
3.3.1 –Using Provisioning. 

Detached Conditions 
Sometimes it is desirable to allow the contents of Packages to be downloaded in advance, to take 
advantage of connectivity when it is available, but to delay the actual installation of those 
Packages until certain additional Conditions are met.  For example, it might be desirable to 
download new WLAN Settings over the current WLAN and apply those new Settings only at some 
agreed-upon time in the future when the WLAN infrastructure is planned to implement those new 
Settings. 

The Detached Jobs feature provides the ability to download the contents of Packages without 
immediately installing those Packages.  Detached Jobs are defined through the use of Detached 
Conditions.  A Provisioning Policy can optionally specify Readiness Conditions and/or Detached 
Conditions. 

Important: 

Detached Conditions are only supported when MSP Client Software with a version of 7.0 or 
higher is used.  So long as no Detached Conditions are included, Jobs created will work fine with 
older versions.  But if the Detached Conditions are included, the Job will fail with a -1013 error 
(Invalid Job error) when used with older versions. 

As discussed in the previous section, when a Job is Deferred due to unmet Readiness 
Conditions, the Job will not be processed, and as a result, none of the contents of any of the 
Packages referenced in the Bundle for the Job will be downloaded.  Once all Readiness 
Conditions have been met for a given Job, then that Job will cease to be Deferred and processing 
of the Job can proceed. 

When defining a Provisioning Policy Object, Detached Conditions can be specified by referencing 
one or more Condition Objects.  All referenced Condition Objects must be created before they 
can be referenced.  A Policy can have multiple Condition Objects specified as Detached 
Conditions, in which case an implicit AND will be applied to all such Condition Objects. 

If no Detached Conditions are specified for the Job, then the Job is processed using Synchronous 
Execution, exactly as described in the previous section. 

If any Detached Conditions are specified for a Job, then the Job will be processed using Cached 
Execution instead of Synchronous Execution.  Cached Execution of a Job is accomplished by first 
downloading all the contents of all Packages referenced in Install Package Deployment Steps into 
a special Package Cache on the device.  This ensures that the contents of those Packages will 
be available on the device when the time comes to later install them.  The Job then gets marked 
as having a Job Status of Detached. 
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Important: 

All Packages that might be needed when the Job is finally executed must be cached, even if 
they are not needed at the time they are downloaded.  For example, if a device already has the 
version of a Package called for in the Bundle, it cannot be assumed that version of that Package 
will be on the device when the Job is actually executed.  It may be removed or replaced while the 
Job is Detached. 

A Package must be cached even if it is intended to replace a different version of the Package that 
is already on the device.  The currently installed version of the Package cannot be removed while 
the Job is Detached since that would leave the device with no installed version of that Package, 
for an unknown period of time.  The existing installed Package can only be uninstalled when the 
time comes to actually install the replacement Package. 

Important: 

As a result of the above, Cached Execution can result in significantly greater amounts of network 
traffic used to transfer Packages (which could end up not being used) and can result in 
significantly larger amounts of device storage (used to temporarily hold cached Packages).  
Cached Execution should thus be used only when it is really necessary to separate download of 
Packages from the installation of those Packages. 

Once a Job becomes Detached, the Detached Conditions for the Job are re-evaluated each time 
the Client Software executes until they are all met. Once all the Detached Conditions have been 
met, the Deployment Steps are executed in the order they appear in the Bundle for the Job.  All 
content for all Packages referenced in Install Package Deployment Steps will be obtained from 
the Package Cache instead of having to download them from the Relay Server.  This allows the 
Job to finish execution even if connectivity to the Relay Server is no longer available. 

For more information on the use of Detached Conditions for Provisioning, refer to Using MSP 
3.3.1 –Using Provisioning. 

Control Objects 
Control Objects are used to define what types of Control activities will be performed.  Control 
Objects are available only in MSP Control Edition and are manageable and usable only by MSP 
Console UI Users with a Role of Operations or higher. 

Once suitable Content Objects have been created, it makes sense to create Control Objects.  
While the creation and management of Control Objects may well be intermixed with the creation 
and management of other Objects, Control Objects are typically created after Content Objects. 

Like all Objects, if a Control Object references another Object, the other Object must be created 
first.  For this reason, Control Objects are generally created in a common order due to the nature 
of the references that typically exist between them and other Objects.  The descriptions of Control 
Objects will be presented in the order in which they will most commonly be created. 

Figure 5 below illustrates the various types of Control Objects and identifies which Control 
Objects reference other Objects and how and when they are most commonly used. 
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Figure 5 – Control Objects 

Action Objects 
Sometimes it is desirable to have more manual and granular control over deployment than easily 
achievable using Provisioning Policy Objects.  For example, consider a case where a small set of 
devices are found to have a memory leak and it is necessary to reboot them in order to 
temporarily keep them working. 
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While this could be done using a Manual Provisioning Policy, it would not be very easy to do, 
especially repeatedly for different sets of devices.  This is because a Policy can only initiate Jobs 
for devices to which the Policy is Applicable.  There is no way to precisely control the specific 
devices for which a Policy will initiate Jobs except by creating a new Policy. 

Action Objects are designed to enable just this sort of situation where a given activity needs to be 
performed on a selected set of devices.  Unlike a Policy, where the set of devices is driven solely 
by the Policy, an Action can be applied to different selected sets of devices, as needed, each time 
it is executed. 

Action Creation 
Action Objects are created and edited from the Actions page of the Control tab of the MSP 
Console UI. 

Applicability Rules 
An Applicability Rule can be defined to determine the devices to which an Action is Applicable.  If 
“All devices” is selected, then no explicit Applicability Rule will be defined and the Action will apply 
to all devices, without restrictions.  If “Custom Rule” is selected, then an explicit Applicability Rule 
will be defined to determine the set of Applicable devices for the Action.  A significant difference 
between Actions and Policies is the way Applicability Rules are interpreted. 

For a Policy, an Applicability Rule will determine the set of Applicable devices, which is the set of 
devices that will be periodically evaluated to determine Compliance.  A Manual Provisioning 
Policy can create Jobs for all Applicable devices or for all devices that are Applicable but Non-
Compliant to the Policy.  There is no way to cause a Manual Provisioning Policy to send Jobs to 
just a selected subset of devices.  Thus, an Applicability Rule for a Policy is generally used to 
explicitly select the devices to be affected by the Policy. 

For an Action, there is no periodic evaluation and no concept of Compliance.  Instead, the 
Applicability Rule for an Action determines the set of devices for which the Action could be 
successfully executed.  Each time an Action is manually executed, it is executed for an explicitly 
selected subset of the set of devices to which the Action is Applicable. 

An Applicability Rule for an Action are generally used only to exclude devices from being affected 
by the Action.  For example, if an Action cannot work on a certain type of device, then it would 
make sense to exclude such devices via the Applicability Rule for that Action.  This would prevent 
accidentally executing the Action for a device on which it could not work. 

For more information on Applicability Rules, see Chapter 2 - Understanding Objects. 

For more information on using Applicability Rules in Actions, see Using MSP 3.3.1 – Using 
Actions. 

Action Content 
The Content to be deployed by an Action Object is specified by referencing a Bundle Object 
which is referred to as an Action Bundle.  All referenced Bundle Objects must be created before 
they can be referenced. 

Readiness Conditions 
Like Provisioning Policy Objects, Action Objects cause Jobs to be created.  And, like Provisioning 
Policy Objects, Action Objects allow Readiness Conditions to specify when Job processing 
should be Deferred.  The support for Readiness Conditions in Action Objects is identical to that 
already described for Readiness Conditions in Provisioning Policy Objects. 
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Detached Conditions 
Like Provisioning Policy Objects, Action Objects cause Jobs to be created.  And, like Provisioning 
Policy Objects, Action Objects allow Detached Conditions to specify when Cached Execution 
should be used instead of Synchronous Execution.  The support for Detached Conditions in 
Action Objects is identical to that already described for Detached Conditions in Provisioning 
Policy Objects. 

Important: 

Detached Conditions are only supported when MSP Client Software with a version of 7.0 or 
higher is used.  So long as no Detached Conditions are included, Jobs created will work fine with 
older versions.  But if the Detached Conditions are included, the Job will fail with a -1013 error 
(Invalid Job error) when used with older versions. 

Collection Metric Objects 
Collection Metric Objects are used to define data that can be collected from devices.  Each 
Collection Metric Object identifies and assigns a unique name to a single type of data that may 
typically be collected at various times from one or more devices. 

Notes: 

In MSP 3.3.1, the use of Data Collection requires the use of a Data Collection Solution. 

For more information on Data Collection Solutions, see Chapter 12 - Understanding Data 
Collection Solutions and MSP. 

For more information on the Athena Data Collection Solution, see Using the Athena Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

For more information on the Motorola Data Collection Solution, see Using the Motorola Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

Collection Metric Creation 
Collection Metric Objects are created and edited from the Collection Metrics page of the 
Control tab of the MSP Console UI. 

Collection Metric Types 
Each Collection Metric Object has a Metric Type which can be Reading or Quantity.  Reading 
Metrics are used to collect discrete values, such as might be read from a meter.  For example, 
the BatteryLevel is a Reading Metric.  Quantity Metrics are used to collect values that represent 
amounts over a period of time.  For example, ScanCompletions is a Quantity Metric. 

Collection Metric Details 
Each Collection Metric Object has a Description which can be used to provide a human-readable 
description of the Object. 

Each Collection Metric Object must include a Collection String which defines how samples will be 
collected from devices of Device Classes for which it is supported. 

For information on Collection Strings, see Using MSP 3.3.1 – Using Data Collection. 
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Collection Metric Class 
Each Collection Metric Object must have a Class, which can be “Standard” or “GPS”.  Collection 
Metric Objects with a Class of “Standard” can be created using the MSP Console UI or can be 
imported and exported using XML files.  Collection Metrics with a Class of “GPS” are pre-defined 
and hence cannot be created using the MSP Console UI and cannot be imported or exported via 
XML files. 

Collection Metric Storage Type 
Each Collection Metric Object must have a Storage Type.  Valid Storage Types include “Inherit 
from DCR”, “No Analysis”, and “Last Value Only”. 

Collection Metric Objects with a Storage Type of “Inherit from DCR” indicate that the Storage 
Type should be determined from the Request Type of each Collection Request that requests data 
for that Collection Metric.  If a Collection Request has a Request Type “Latest Value Only”, then 
only the most recently acquired Collection Sample for the Collection Metric will be stored on 
behalf of that Collection Request.  If a Collection Request has any other Request Type, then 
historical values of acquired Collection Samples for the Collection Metric will be stored on behalf 
of that Collection Request. 

Collection Metric Objects with a Storage Type of “No Analysis” indicate that Collection Samples 
received for the Collection Metric should be stored, but that those values should not be subjected 
to any form of statistical evaluation.  As a result, Collection Metrics with a Storage Type of “No 
Analysis” can be used to View “Raw” Collected Data, but cannot be used for Long Term Analysis 
or Short Term Troubleshooting. 

For more information on Using Collected Data, refer to Using MSP 3.3.1 – Using Collected Data. 

Collection Metric Objects with a Storage Type of “Latest Value Only” indicate that only the most 
recently acquired Collection Sample for the Collection Metric will be stored, no matter what 
Collection Requests may reference that Collection Metric. 

Collection Metric Data Type 
Each Collection Metric Object must have a Data Type.  Prior to MSP 3.3.1, the only Collection 
Metric Data Type supported was Float.  Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, additional Collection Metric 
Data Types of “String”, “Date/Time”, and “Geography” are also supported. 

Collection Metric Objects with a Data Type of “Float” will only be able to receive Collection 
Sample values that contain numeric data, with or without a fractional portion.  , For example, a 
Collection Metric with a Data Type of “Float” could receive a value of “36” or “-1.345”, but not 
“green”.  Collection Metric Objects with a Data Type of “Float” can have any Collection Metric 
Type and any Storage Type.  Collection Metrics with a Data Type of “Float” can be created using 
the MSP Console UI and can be imported and exported via XML files. 

Collection Metric Objects with a Data Type of “String” can receive Collection Sample values that 
contain any printable text data.  , For example, a Collection Metric with a Data Type of “String” 
could receive a value of “36” or “-1.345”, “green”, or “AS!@#jdf:125”.  Collection Metric Objects 
with a Data Type of “String” can only have a Collection Metric Type of “Reading” and can only 
have a Storage Type of “No Analysis” or “Latest Value Only”.  Collection Metrics with a Data Type 
of “String” can be created using the MSP Console UI and can be imported and exported via XML 
files. 

Collection Metric Objects with a Data Type of “Date/Time” can receive Collection Sample values 
that contain value date and time values, encoded as Microsoft SYSTEMTIME binary structures.  
Collection Metrics with a Data Type of “Date/Time” cannot be created using the MSP Console UI 
and cannot be imported or exported via XML files. 
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Collection Metric Objects with a Data Type of “Geography” can receive Collection Sample values 
that contain GPS location latitude/longitude pairs.  Collection Metrics with a Data Type of 
“Geography” cannot be created using the MSP Console UI and cannot be imported or exported 
via XML files. 

Collection Metric Units 
Each Collection Metric Object must have Units which helps Users understand what the Collection 
Metric is measuring.   For example, the Collection Metric “BatteryLevel” has Units of “Percent” 
and the Collection Metric “ScanCompletions” has Units of “Occurences”.  While the Units for a 
Collection Metric can be very useful to an MSP Console UI User, it does not have any impact on 
the way Collection Samples for a Collection Metric are processed by MSP. 

Collection Category Objects 
Collection Category Objects reference Collection Metric Objects and are used to organize them 
into groups that are collected together, as a set, to achieve specific purposes.  In MSP, it is only 
possible to collect an entire Collection Category, not an individual Collection Metric.  But a 
Collection Category Object could be created which references only a single Collection Metric 
Object, if there were a need to do so. 

Notes: 

In MSP 3.3.1, the use of Data Collection requires the use of a Data Collection Solution. 

For more information on Data Collection Solutions, see Chapter 12 - Understanding Data 
Collection Solutions and MSP. 

For more information on the Athena Data Collection Solution, see Using the Athena Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

For more information on the Motorola Data Collection Solution, see Using the Motorola Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

Collection Category Creation 
Collection Category Objects are created and edited from the Collection Categories page of the 
Control tab of the MSP Console UI. 

Collection Category Details 
Each Collection Category Object has a Description which can be used to provide a human-
readable description of the Object. 

Each Collection Category Object must reference at least one Collection Metric Object.  When a 
Collection Category Object is referenced by a Collection Request Object, it will cause all 
Collection Metric Objects referenced by the Collection Category Object to be collected by any 
device to which the Collection Request Object is applied. 
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Collection Request Objects 
To request that data be collected from one or more devices, a Collection Request Object must be 
created. 

Notes: 

In MSP 3.3.1, the use of Data Collection requires the use of a Data Collection Solution. 

For more information on Data Collection Solutions, see Chapter 12 - Understanding Data 
Collection Solutions and MSP. 

For more information on the Athena Data Collection Solution, see Using the Athena Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

For more information on the Motorola Data Collection Solution, see Using the Motorola Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

Collection Request Creation 
Collection Request Objects are created and edited from the Collection Requests page of the 
Control tab of the MSP Console UI. 

Request Type 
The following Request Types can be selected: 

 Long Term Analysis 

This Request Type indicates that data is to be subjected to sophisticated statistical 
processing.  Because of the high computational complexity of this form of processing, it is 
performed in the background infrequently (e.g. once a day or less) and usually on data 
collected less frequently (e.g. every hour).  While Long Term Analysis could be for data 
collected more frequently, this should be done with caution since it could place a heavy load 
on the MSP and/or SQL Servers. 

The primary purpose of Long Term Analysis is to identify trends over time for large numbers 
of devices and to highlight the devices that conform to or deviate from those trends.  A 
“normal” or “target” baseline value is established and devices are categorized based on their 
degree of variance from that baseline. 

 Short Term Troubleshooting 

This Request Type indicates that data is to be subjected to simpler statistical processing, and 
only on request.  Because this form of processing still has moderate computational 
complexity, and is often performed on data collected more frequently (e.g. every 5 or 15 
minutes), it is best performed for a smaller “representative population” of devices.  While 
Short Term Troubleshooting could be performed for large numbers of device, this should be 
done with caution since it could lead to very slow MSP Console response times. 

The primary purpose of Short Term Troubleshooting is to help identify root causes and/or 
opportunities for improvement.  Short Term Troubleshooting is often used to refine or “drill 
down” into situations identified using Long Term Analysis.  By focusing on smaller 
“representative subsets” of devices, Short Term Troubleshooting allows data to be examined 
in more detail and closer to “real time”. 
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 Last Value Only 

This Request Type indicates that data is to be collected but will not be subjected to any form 
of statistical processing and hence need not be stored historically (at least as far as the 
needs of this Collection Request are concerned). 

The primary purpose for the Last Value Only Request Type is to force the collection of 
samples for one or more Collection Metrics so the last sampled values can be tracked via 
Collection Device Attributes.  The most recently collected samples for each Collection Metric 
collected for each device is stored in one or more Collection Device Attribute for that device 
and Collection Metric. 

All Collection Device Attributes have names that start with the prefix “Collection.” and can be 
used just like any other Device Attributes. 

For more information on Collection Device Attributes, see Using MSP 3.3.1 – Using Collected 
Data. 

 Historical Only 

This Request Type indicates that data is to be collected and stored historically (at least as far 
as the needs of this Collection Request are concerned), but not subjected to any form of 
statistical processing. 

The primary purpose for the Historical Only Request Type is to force the collection and 
historical storage of samples so they can be used to View “Raw” Collected Data. 

Applicability Rules 
An Applicability Rule can be defined to determine the devices to which a Collection Request is 
Applicable.  If “All devices” is selected, then no explicit Applicability Rule will be defined and the 
Collection Request will apply to all devices on which the Control Module is installed (and hence 
from which the value of the Device Attribute agent.feature is set to a value of “Control”.  If 
“Custom Rule” is selected, then an explicit Applicability Rule will be defined to determine the set 
of Applicable devices for the Collection Request. 

The Applicability Rule for a Collection Request determines the set of Applicable devices, which is 
the set of devices for which data will be collected.  The Applicability Rule defined for the 
Collection Request should normally be used to ensure that only devices capable of collecting 
data are configured to collect it. 

For more information on Applicability Rules, see Chapter 2 - Understanding Objects. 

For more information on using Applicability Rules in Data Collection, see Using MSP 3.3.1 – 
Using Data Collection. 

Collection Request Details 
The data to be collected as a result of a Collection Request Object is specified by referencing a 
Collection Category Object. 

The frequency at which data will be collected as a result of that Collection Request can be set to 
1 hour, which is commonly used for Long Term Analysis, or 15 or 5 minutes, which are commonly 
used for Short Term Troubleshooting.  Any frequency might be used for Last Value Only or 
Historical Only. 

All Collection Metric Objects referenced by the selected Collection Category Object will be 
collected at the selected frequency from all devices to which the Collection Request Object is 
Applicable. 
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Collection Aggregation 
Depending on how the Applicability Rules are defined, it is possible for more than one Collection 
Request, of one or more Request Types, to apply to a given device at any given time.  MSP will 
handle this by aggregating all Applicable Collection Requests for each device, using the following 
rules: 

 If multiple Collection Requests with different Frequencies request the same Collection Metric 
to be collected from the same device, then that Collection Metric will be collected from that 
device at the fastest frequency requested.  Since all slower frequencies are multiple of faster 
frequencies, multiple faster frequency samples can be aggregated to satisfy the requirements 
slower frequency Collection Requests. 

 If multiple Collection Requests with different Request Types request the same Collection 
Metric to be collected from the same device, then that Collection Metric will be collected and 
stored if needed, even if some Collection Requests may not require historical storage of the 
data. 

Bookmarks 
When viewing the results of the Long Term Analysis or Short Term Troubleshooting of data 
collected for a set of devices as a result of a Collection Request, it may be desirable to mark your 
place to make it easy to return to later.   This can be accomplished by creating a Bookmark 
Object. 

Bookmark Creation 
Bookmark Objects are created from the Analysis page or the Troubleshooting page by clicking 
a Bookmark link associated with a situation of interest. 
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Chapter 3 - Understanding Dynamic 
Deployment 

What is Dynamic Deployment? 

Static vs. Dynamic Deployment 
Static Deployment means that identical Content is deployed to devices as a result of a single 
deployment operation.  As described in the previous chapter, all Content Objects default to being 
Static.  Dynamic Deployment means that the same Content Objects can be rendered differently 
as they are deployed to different devices in a single deployment operation. 

Static Deployment means that identical Content is deployed to devices as a result of a single 
deployment operation.  As described in the previous chapter, all Content Objects default to being 
Static.  Dynamic Deployment means that the same Content Objects can be rendered differently 
as they are deployed to different devices in a single deployment operation. 

Note: Note: 

Dynamic Deployment is initially disabled, but can be enabled or disabled. Dynamic Deployment is initially disabled, but can be enabled or disabled. 

For more information on configuring Dynamic Deployment, see Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

Benefits of Dynamic Deployment 
MSP is very effective at delivering the same Content to many devices.  For example, a set of 
devices are frequently configured to use the same Wireless LAN Network Settings.  This is called 
Homogenous Content and is a primary use case of MSP.  MSP Static Deployment makes it easy 
and efficient to deliver such Homogenous Content to very large numbers of devices. 

But in some cases, there may be a need to deliver different Content to each device.  For 
example, if more robust and secure Wireless LAN Network Settings are used, then each device 
might be required to be configured with a unique User Name and Password or even a unique 
Client Certificate.  This is called Heterogeneous Content and is also a key use case of MSP.  
MSP Dynamic Deployment makes it practical to deploy Heterogeneous Content to a large 
population of devices, which would be prohibitively difficult or inefficient to accomplish using 
Static Deployment. 
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Dynamic Deployment is accomplished by defining Dynamic Objects which are then automatically 
rendered during deployment to deliver the right customized Content to each device.  A 
streamlined distribution model avoids significantly increasing traffic due to the distribution of 
customized Content.  Dynamic Deployment therefore makes it easy and efficient to deliver unique 
Content to any number of devices. 

Static Objects 
Static Objects are Objects for which all information is entered or selected, and hence fixed, at the 
time of creation, and where that information is processed and deployed identically for all devices. 

Dynamic Objects 
Dynamic Objects are Objects where at least some information is not entered or selected at the 
time of creation, and therefore remains variable and is not resolved until the Objects are rendered 
for deployment within the context of specific devices.  Dynamic Objects can be Explicitly Dynamic 
or Implicitly Dynamic. 

Explicitly Dynamic Objects 
An Explicitly Dynamic Object is an Object for which some information is not entered or selected at 
the time of creation, and hence is left variable hence will have to be resolved during rendering.  
The Objects that can be made Explicitly Dynamic are covered in the following subsections. 

Settings Objects 
Values can be assigned to fields of Settings Objects via entry or selection at the time the Settings 
Object was created or edited.  A Settings Object where values are assigned to all fields in 
advance is called a Static Settings Object.  A Settings Object can optionally be created by 
specifying that one or more fields are Dynamic, in which cases values are not entered or selected 
at the time the Object is created.  A Settings Object where at least one field is Dynamic is a 
Dynamic Settings Object. 

File Set Objects 
As part of Dynamic Deployment, there is often a need to deliver a file to each device where the 
files sent to different devices have the same format but different contents. While this could be 
accomplished using Packages and Bundles, doing so would conflict with the goals of Dynamic 
Deployment, since it would require the creation and management of multiple Objects per device.  
To make such situations easier to address, File Set Objects can be used. 

A File Set Object is a collection of files that follow a common file schema.  Files in a File Set 
generally conform to a common file format but typically have different content that is consistent 
with that common format.  Like all Objects in MSP, each File Set Object must have a name that is 
unique amongst all File Set Objects.  Unlike other Objects, however, the unique name of a File 
Set Object is made up of two parts: A File Set ID and a Device Reference Attribute ID.  In addition 
to a unique name for the File Set Object, each file in the File Set must be assigned a unique 
Device Reference Value.  The value a device has for the Device Attribute identified by the Device 
Reference Attribute ID of the File Set will be matched against the Device Reference Value of 
each file in the File Set to determine which file in the File Set, if any, is appropriate for that device. 
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To help understand the use of File Set Objects, suppose we want to configure the Wireless LAN 
Network Settings for thousands of devices and we want to use EAP-TLS as the WLAN 
authentication mode.  EAP-TLS requires that each device have a unique User Name, which can 
easily be handled through the use of Dynamic Settings.  In addition to the User Name, EAP-TLS 
also requires that each device have a unique Client Certificate that can be matched to the 
supplied User Name and used to prove the authenticity of that device to an Authentication Server.  
To configure EAP-TLS authentication, it is necessary to deploy the proper unique User Name and 
Client Certificate to each device and then reference that Client Certificate in the Wireless LAN 
Network Settings configured for that device. 

This situation might be addressed by using a Variable Bundle Reference in an Explicitly Dynamic 
Provisioning Policy.  But such a solution would require creating a Package and a Bundle for each 
device.  Clearly, this would be prohibitive for any significant number of devices. 

Instead, a File Set could contain a collection of Client Certificate .PFX files.  The Device 
Reference Attribute ID for such a File Set might be “dynamic.serial”.  Each file in the File Set 
would be assigned a unique Device Reference Value based on the serial number of the device 
for which it was intended.  The File Set Object could then be used to deliver the right Client 
Certificate to the right device. 

Provisioning Policy Objects 
A Provisioning Policy Object must reference a Bundle Object to define the Content to be checked 
for Compliance by that Policy and to define the Deployment Steps to be performed if a device is 
deemed to be Non-Compliant to that Policy.  When a Provisioning Policy Object explicitly 
references a Bundle by name then it may be a Static Provisioning Policy Object. 

Note: 

A Provisioning Policy Object could be Implicitly Dynamic if the Bundle it references is Implicitly 
Dynamic, as described later in this chapter. 

A Provisioning Policy Object can be created where the Bundle name is made variable.  This is 
done when a Provisioning Policy Object is created by using a Variable Bundle Reference.  This 
involves selecting a Device Attribute and entering a Device Ref. Mask.  Together, these will be 
used to determine the Bundle name dynamically for each device.  The result is an Explicitly 
Dynamic Provisioning Policy Object. 

When a Dynamic Provisioning Policy Object is Applicable to a given device, the value of the 
Device Attribute selected for that Provisioning Policy Object for that device is substituted into the 
Device Ref. Mask to determine the name of the Bundle Object for that device.  This allows the 
Content to be delivered to each device to vary from device to device and from time to time, 
depending on the value of the selected Device Attribute. 

Notes: 

Prior to MSP 3.3.1, it could be complicated to determine why a particular Explicitly Dynamic 
Policy was deemed Compliant or Non-Compliant for a particular device.  This was because it was 
not always easy to determine which Bundle was being assessed to determine if it was Satisfied or 
Not-Satisfied. 

Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, when displaying Compliance Activity for an Explicitly Dynamic 
Provisioning Policy, the computed Bundle name is displayed.  This makes it much easier to 
determine why a particular a device is Non-Compliant to an Explicitly Dynamic Policy by 
determining which Bundle is Not-Satisfied on that device. 
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Action Objects 
An Action Object must always reference a Bundle Object to define the Deployment Steps to be 
performed when that Action is executed for a device.  When an Action Object explicitly references 
a Bundle by name then it may be a Static Action Object. 

Note: 

An Action Object could be Implicitly Dynamic if the Bundle it references is Implicitly Dynamic, as 
described later in this chapter. 

An Action Object can be created where the Bundle name is made variable.  This is done when an 
Action Object is created by using a Variable Bundle Reference.  This involves selecting a Device 
Attribute and entering a Device Ref. Mask.  Together, these will be used to determine the Bundle 
name dynamically for each device.  The result is an Explicitly Dynamic Action Object. 

When an Explicitly Dynamic Action is executed for a given device, the value of the Device 
Attribute selected for that Action Object for that device is substituted into the Device Ref. Mask to 
determine the name of the Bundle to use for that device.  This allows the Content to be delivered 
to each device to vary from device to device and from time to time, depending on the value of the 
selected Device Attribute. 

Implicitly Dynamic Objects 
An Implicitly Dynamic Object is an Object for which no portion of the Object is explicitly defined to 
be Dynamic but which references another Object that is Dynamic.  Implicitly Dynamic Objects 
inherit being Dynamic from the Dynamic Objects they reference. 

Important: 

Because an Implicitly Dynamic Object inherits being Dynamic from the Dynamic Object it 
references, such an Object could change between Dynamic and Static whenever that referenced 
Object changes. 

Bundle Objects 
Bundle Objects are created by specifying Deployment Steps.  Four types of Deployment Steps 
are supported: Install Package, Uninstall Package, and Reboot, and Install Settings. 

When a Settings Object is referenced in an Install Package Deployment Step, MSP automatically 
wraps it in a Settings Package so it can be deployed as part of the Bundle.  When adding an 
Install Package Deployment Step to a Bundle using the Content – Settings option, only Static 
Setting Objects can be selected.  This is because Dynamic Settings Objects cannot be effectively 
delivered as Settings Packages since they would have to be customized per device and hence 
would require unique Settings Packages to be delivered to the Relay Server for every device. 

An Install Setting Deployment Step only allows Settings Objects to be installed and can be used 
to deploy Static and/or Dynamic Settings Objects.  An Install Setting Deployment Step does not 
wrap the Settings Object in a Settings Package, but instead embeds the Settings Object into the 
Bundle.  This eliminates the need to create, reference, and deliver Settings Packages. 

If a Bundle Object includes at least one Install Settings Deployment Step that references a 
Dynamic Settings Object, then it is an Implicitly Dynamic Bundle Object.  If a Bundle Object does 
not include any Install Settings Steps then it is a Static Bundle Object. 
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Staging Profile Objects 
Staging Profile Objects can reference Setting Objects, either directly or indirectly (by inheriting 
them from a Staging or Production Site).  If a Staging Profile Object directly or indirectly 
references a Dynamic Settings Object, then the Staging Profile Object is an Implicitly Dynamic 
Staging Profile Object. 

Staging Profile Objects can optionally reference a Bundle Object.  If a Staging Profile Object 
references a Dynamic Bundle Object, then the Staging Profile Object is an Implicitly Dynamic 
Staging Profile Object. 

For information on how to perform Staging using Dynamic Staging Profile Objects, refer to the 
Dynamic Staging sections of Using MSP 3.3.1 – Using Staging. 

For a Dynamic Staging Profile, all Settings Objects that are directly or indirectly referenced are 
embedded into the Staging Profile.  Further, if a Dynamic Bundle is referenced, then that Bundle 
will also be embedded within the Staging Profile.  This prevents the need to deliver customized 
Settings Packages or customized Bundles for each device.  A Dynamic Staging Profile is thus 
essentially self-contained and can efficiently be customized as it is applied to Stage each device. 

If a Staging Profile Object does not directly or indirectly reference any Dynamic Setting Objects, 
and does not reference a Dynamic Bundle Object, then the Staging Profile Object is a Static 
Staging Profile Object.  For Static Staging Profile Objects, Settings Packages and Bundles are 
still delivered since they do not need to be customized for each device. 

Notes: 

Automatic Staging can ONLY be selected for Static Staging Profile Objects.  This is because it is 
impractical to deliver customized Staging Profile BLOBs to Relay Servers for every device. 

If Automatic Staging is selected for a Static Staging Profile Object, and that Staging Profile 
becomes Dynamic (such as by a referenced Object becoming Dynamic), then Automatic Staging 
will automatically be disabled for that Staging Profile. 

Provisioning Policy Objects 
A Provisioning Policy Object must reference a Bundle Object to define the Content to be checked 
for Compliance by that Policy and to define the Deployment Steps to be performed if a device is 
deemed to be Non-Compliant to that Policy.  If a Provisioning Policy Object uses a Variable 
Bundle Reference, then the Provisioning Policy Object is an Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning 
Policy Object.  But if the Bundle name is fixed and the Bundle Object referenced is a Dynamic 
Bundle, then the Provisioning Policy Object is an Implicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policy Object. 

For information on how to perform Provisioning using Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects, refer 
to the Dynamic Provisioning sections of Using MSP 3.3.1 – Using Provisioning. 

For a Dynamic Provisioning Policy, if a Dynamic Bundle is referenced, then it is embedded within 
all Jobs created to enforce the Provisioning Policy.  This prevents the need to deliver customized 
Bundles for each device.  Jobs are essentially self-contained and can efficiently be customized as 
they delivered to each device. 

Action Objects 
An Action Object must reference a Bundle Object to define the Deployment Steps to be 
performed when that Action is executed for a device.  If an Action Object uses a Variable Bundle 
Reference, then the Action Object is an Explicitly Dynamic Action Object.  But if the Bundle name 
is fixed and the Bundle Object referenced is a Dynamic Bundle, then the Action Object is an 
Implicitly Dynamic Action Object. 
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For information on how to executed Actions using Dynamic Action Objects, refer to the Dynamic 
Actions sections of Using MSP 3.3.1 – Using Actions. 

For a Dynamic Action, if a Dynamic Bundle is referenced, then it is embedded within all Jobs 
created to execute that Action on devices.  This prevents the need to deliver customized Bundles 
for each device.  Jobs are essentially self-contained and can efficiently be customized as they 
delivered to each device. 

Creating Objects for Dynamic Deployment 
In order to perform Dynamic Deployment, certain types of Dynamic Objects must be created.  
The following sections discuss how these Objects are used to support the use of Dynamic 
Deployment, 

Dynamic Settings 
Settings Objects are created in accordance with Settings Classes.  A Settings Class can be Static 
or Dynamic, as defined by the Definition Document for that Settings Class. 

Static Settings Classes 
A Static Settings Class is a Settings Class where no fields are allowed to be Dynamic.  Thus a 
Static Settings Class can only be used to create Static Settings Objects. 

Dynamic Settings Classes 
A Dynamic Settings Class is a Settings Class where at least one field is allowed to be Dynamic.  
When a Dynamic Settings Class indicates that a field may be Dynamic, then a User creating a 
Settings Object in accordance with that Settings Class will be allowed to choose whether to make 
that field Static or Dynamic.  If the User chooses to make the field Static, then they will be asked 
to enter or select a value for that field.  If the User chooses to make the field Dynamic, then they 
will be asked to select the name of a Device Attribute or File Set, depending on the type of field.  
The value of a Dynamic field will be determined at the time the Dynamic Settings is rendered for a 
given device based on the selected Device Attribute or File Set. 

Dynamic Settings Objects 
A Dynamic Settings Object normally would be created only when it is desirable to deploy different 
Settings to different devices.  In many cases, the majority of the fields in a Dynamic Settings will 
be Static and will contain the same value for all devices.  In most cases, only a few fields will 
need to be Dynamic.  For example, a Dynamic Wireless LAN Settings Object might have all fields 
Static (i.e. would be the same for all devices) except the User Name and Password, which would 
be Dynamic (i.e. would vary by device). 

Creating a Dynamic Settings Object is analogous to creating a template for a form letter.  The 
rendering of a Dynamic Settings Object when it is applied to a set of devices is similar to 
performing a “mail merge” where names and addresses are inserted into the template as a copy 
of the form letter is printed for each recipient. 
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It is generally a much easier task to create one template and apply a list of values to it than it 
would be to create many similar but slightly different individual documents.  The same can be 
said of Dynamic Settings Objects.  Once a Dynamic Settings Object is created, it can be used 
over and over, with different values, without having to edit the Object or make multiple copies of 
it. 

Note: 

Just because a Dynamic Settings Class allows one or more fields to be Dynamic does not mean 
that a User must make any of those fields Dynamic when creating any particular Settings Object.  
A Settings Object created in accordance with a Dynamic Settings Class, and for which no fields 
are made Dynamic, is in all ways a Static Settings Object.  Such an Object is treated the same as 
if it were created in accordance with a Static Settings Class. 

When creating a Settings Object from a Dynamic Settings Class, any fields that are allowed to be 
made Dynamic will have a new “Dynamic” check box next to them.  This check box will default to 
unchecked (Static).  If the check box is checked, then the field will be made Dynamic.  The type 
of field will determine the impact of making it Dynamic, as follows: 

 Data Entry Field 

If a field requests that a value be entered by the User when it is Static, then it will change 
from a Data Entry Field to a Drop-Down List when it is made Dynamic.  The Drop-Down List 
will present a list of Device Attributes.  The value of the chosen Device Attribute for a given 
device will be used to determine the value for the field in the Settings Object when it is 
rendered for that device. 

 Drop-Down List 

If a field requests that a value be selected from a Drop-Down list when it is Static, then it will 
change from a Drop-Down list of values to a different Drop-Down List of Device Attributes 
when it is made Dynamic.  The value of the chosen Device Attribute for a given device will be 
used to determine the value for the field in the Settings Object when it is rendered for that 
device. 

 File Selector 

If a field requests that a file be selected from the File System of the Workstation PC when it is 
Static, then it will change from a File Selector to a Drop-Down List when it is changed to 
Dynamic.  The Drop-Down List will present a list of File Sets.  The chosen File Set will 
implicitly specify a Device Reference Attribute ID that will indirectly select a Device Attribute.  
The value of that Device Attribute for a given device will be used to determine which file in the 
File Set will be embedded into Settings Object when it is rendered for that device. 

Note: 

When a Drop-Down List of Device Attributes is presented as a result of a field being made 
Dynamic, the list of Device Attributes in the Drop-Down List will include all the Device Attributes 
shown on the Attributes page of the Library tab.  This will include the Device Attributes defined 
via Staging Batches in addition to the normal Device Attributes.  Device Attributes defined via 
Staging Batches are marked on the Attributes page of the Library tab with a True in the Used in 
Staging Batches column.  This is important because it allows Device Attributes defined in 
Staging Batches to be referenced in Dynamic Settings Objects. 
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Uses for Dynamic Settings Objects 
A key aspect in the use of Dynamic Deployment involves the creation and use of Dynamic 
Settings Objects.  Dynamic Settings Objects may be used in a variety of ways: 

 A Dynamic Settings Object can be referenced directly from a Staging Profile Object.  This 
allows devices to be Staged with Transient Settings that vary based on the device. 

 A Dynamic Settings Object can be referenced from a Staging Site Object that is inherited by 
a Staging Profile Object.  This allows devices to be Staged with Transient Settings that vary 
based on both the Site and the device. 

 A Dynamic Settings Object can be referenced from a Bundle Object that is referenced by 
Staging Profile.  This allows Settings Content to vary based on the device. 

 A Dynamic Settings Object can be referenced from a Production Site Object that is inherited 
by a Staging Profile Object.  This allows devices to be Staged with Settings Content that 
varies based on both the Site and the device. 

 A Dynamic Settings Object can be referenced from Bundle Object that is referenced from a 
Provisioning Policy Object.  This allows devices to be Provisioned with Settings Content that 
varies by device. 

 A Dynamic Settings Object can be referenced from Bundle Object that is referenced from an 
Action Object.  This allows devices to have Settings Content pushed to them that varies by 
device. 

Dynamic Settings Objects provide a great deal of flexibility for deploying device-specific 
configuration information to a device.   

Variable Bundle References 
Another key aspect in the use of Dynamic Deployment involves the creation and use of Explicitly 
Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects and/or Explicitly Dynamic Action Objects.  These types of 
Objects use Variable Bundle references so that the Bundle varies based on the value of a 
selected Device Attribute and the value of a supplied Device Ref. Mask. 

The use of a Device Ref. Mask allows the Bundle name to be derived from the value of the 
selected Device Attribute, which can enable more sophisticated cases.  For example, the names 
of all Production Site Bundles start with “site_”.  By selecting the Device Attribute 
“UserAttribute.SiteID” and entering a Device Ref. Mask value of “site_{0}”, we could produce the 
name of a Production Site Bundle for a device based on the name of the Site to which it is 
assigned. 

Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects 
Provisioning Policy Objects are Explicitly Dynamic if they use Variable Bundle References.  This 
means that the Bundle, which defines whether or not a device is Compliant to the Policy and that 
defines the Content that will be deployed to the device if it is Non-Compliant, can vary based on 
the value a device has for the Device Attribute specified within the Policy. 
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This allows for some interesting possibilities, including: 

 An Explicitly Dynamic On-Going Provisioning Policy Object could be created that uses a 
selected Device Attribute to control which Bundle is deployed to each Applicable device.  A 
.CSV File can be imported that assigns various values to that Device Attribute.  Applicable 
devices automatically will receive, if they do not already have, the Content defined by the 
Bundle Object whose name is the value of that Device Attribute that was assigned to each 
device.  Similarly, the Tag function could be used to assign a value to that Device Attribute to 
produce the same result. 

 As above, but the Policy could be made Manual.  The Policy will be evaluated to determine 
which Applicable devices are Compliant and which are Non-Compliant to that Bundle.  An 
MSP Console UI User can view the Compliance Status to see the results of that Compliance 
evaluation and can elect to push Content to Non-Compliant devices. 

 An Explicitly Dynamic On-Going Provisioning Policy Object could be created that uses a 
Variable Bundle Reference via the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.SiteID” to cause the 
Production Site Bundle for the Site to which a device is currently assigned to be automatically 
deployed to each Applicable device.  If the device reports itself as being at a new Site, then 
the new Site Bundle will be sent automatically because the changed Bundle name will no 
longer be Satisfied. 

 An Explicitly Dynamic On-Going Provisioning Policy Object could be created that uses a 
selected Device Originated Device Attribute to control which Bundle is deployed to each 
Applicable device.  An application on the device can decide that it wants some new Content 
and can set that Device Attribute to the name of a Bundle Object that defines the Content it 
wants to receive.  The device will then automatically receive, if it does not already have it, the 
Content defined by that Bundle Object. 

As can be seen from the above, Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects provide a great 
deal of flexibility to deploy device-specific Content to pre-defined sets of devices.  The ability to 
use Device Attributes to control not only when Policies are Applicable to devices, but also what 
Content is to be enforced increases the capability of Provisioning significantly. 

Explicitly Dynamic Action Objects 
Explicitly Dynamic Action Objects are Action Objects with Variable Bundle References.  This 
means that the Bundle, which defines the Content that will be deployed to the device when the 
Action is executed for a device can vary based on the value a device has for the Device Attribute 
specified within the Action. 

This also allows for some interesting possibilities: 

 As part of the login process of the application on each device, the User selects his preferred 
language which is then stored into a Device Attribute.  An Explicitly Dynamic Action Object is 
created that uses the language Device Attribute to control which of a set of language-specific 
Bundle Objects is deployed for each device when the Action is executed for that device.  
When the Action is executed for a set of devices, the appropriate language-specific Bundle is 
sent to each device. 

 Devices are organized into hierarchical regions based on their assigned Sites.  Management 
wants Device Users to watch a region-specific video clip debunking a rapidly spreading rumor 
about the company.  A .CSV File is used to assign the name of a Bundle Object containing 
the proper video for each region to all devices.  An Explicitly Dynamic Action Object is 
created that uses the region Device Attribute to control which Bundle Object containing the 
region-specific video is deployed to each device.  When the Action is executed for all devices, 
the appropriate video is played on each device. 
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 Over time, the applications on some devices have experienced problems and a variety of 
fixes have been applied, some of which need to be re-applied weekly to prevent recurrence 
of issues.  An Explicitly Dynamic Action Object is created that uses a special fixed Device 
Attribute to control which Bundle Object containing a fix is deployed to each device.  When a 
fix is applied to a device, a value for the Device Attribute is directly entered for the device 
from the MSP Console providing the name of the proper fix Bundle Object and then the 
Action is executed for that device to apply that fix.  At a set time each week, an Administrator 
applies the Action to all devices that have the fix Device Attribute, thus re-applying whatever 
fix is defined to be applied to each device. 

Explicitly Dynamic Action Objects provide a great deal of flexibility to perform device-specific 
Actions on selected devices.  The ability to use Device Attributes to control Content is deployed 
increases the capability of Actions significantly. 

File Sets 
File Set Objects are created and/or updated in MSP by uploading a File Set .ZIP File.  A single 
File Set .ZIP File can create or update one or more File Set Objects.  As previously mentioned, 
each File Set Object is uniquely identified by an Object name that is created by combining a File 
Set ID and a Device Reference Attribute ID that determines which Device Attribute will be used to 
map files to devices.  Each file in a File Set must have a Device Reference Value assigned that is 
unique within that File Set Object 

A File Set .ZIP File must always contain a File Set Manifest and a set of files (all of which should 
typically have the same file extension but different file names).  The files in the .ZIP File should 
generally be referenced by the Manifest, although it is not mandatory.  All files in the .ZIP File that 
are not referenced in the Manifest are ignored when the .ZIP File is uploaded.  All files in a File 
Set .ZIP File must be in the root of the .ZIP File – files in subfolders of the .ZIP File will not be 
processed.  As a result, all files in the ZIP must have unique names. 

When using Dynamic Deployment for a set of devices, if one or more File Set Objects are 
referenced by one or more Dynamic Settings Objects, then the rendering will perform device-to-
file mapping to obtain the proper file, if any, for each File Set for each device. 

When a Dynamic Settings Object references a File Set Object, then the value each device has for 
the Device Attribute identified by the Device Reference Attribute ID defined for that File Set 
Object is matched against the Device Reference Value for each file in that File Set Object.  If a 
match is found, then that file is used to render that Dynamic Settings Object.  If no match is 
found, then Dynamic Deployment for that device will fail. 

Note: 

File Set Objects have their own life cycles independent of the life cycles of any Objects that may 
reference them.  As a result, deleting or modifying a File Set Object could cause future Dynamic 
Deployment to fail. 

To help understand how File Set Objects might be used, suppose we want to deploy Client 
Certificates when configuring EAP-TLS WLAN Security.  A Dynamic Certificate Settings Object 
might be created where the field “Client Certificate File:” is a reference to the X.509 Digital 
Certificate File Set Object described previously. 

When the Dynamic Certificate Settings Object is rendered for deployment to a device, the value 
that device has for the Device Attribute “dynamic.serial” would be matched against the Device 
Reference Values of the files in the File Set to find and extract the appropriate file for that device 
from the File Set Object.  The contents of the matching file would then be used as the value for 
the “Client Certificate File:” field.  When applied to the device, this would cause the proper 
Certificate to be installed and utilized on that device. 
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File Set Manifest 
As mentioned above, a File Set .ZIP File must contain a File Set Manifest that defines a mapping 
between devices and files contained within the .ZIP File.  Unlike a Staging Batch Manifest, as 
described later, a File Set Manifest can never be uploaded directly – it can only be uploaded as 
part of a File Set .ZIP File, 

The following is a sample of what a File Set Manifest uploaded as part of a File Set .ZIP File 
might look like: 

 

Identity.Serial,FILE:Servercerts 
111111,cert1.cer 
222222,cert2.cer 
333333,cert3.cer 
444444,cert4.cer 

The first line of a File Set Manifest must contain at least two items in the following order: 

 A Device Attribute name must be specified in the first column to serve as a Device Identifier 
that will be used to map files to devices.  In the example above, the Device Identifier 
“Identity.Serial” indicates that the device serial number will be used to map files to devices. 

The Device Identifier specified will be used as the Device Reference Attribute ID for all File 
Set Objects created or updated by the File Set .ZIP File.  In the above example, the Device 
Identifier “Identity.Serial” indicates that all File Set Objects created or updated should have 
that as their Device Reference Attribute ID. 

 One or more File Selectors must be specified in the second and subsequent columns. 

A File Selector consists of the FILE: tag immediately followed by a File Set name that 
identifies the File Set ID of the File Set that will be created or updated by the File Set .ZIP 
File. In the example above, the File Selector “FILE:Servercerts” indicates that the File Set 
Object will be named “Servercerts”. 

Notes: 

When a combination of File Set ID and Device Reference Attribute ID specified in a File Set 
Manifest do not match the combination used by any existing File Set Object, then a new File Set 
Object will be created with that combination. 

When a combination of File Set ID and Device Reference Attribute ID specified in a File Set 
Manifest matches the combination used by an existing File Set Object, then that File Set Object 
will be updated. 
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All subsequent lines of the File Set Manifest contain values that apply to the columns established 
by the first line.  The values on each line must be separated by commas.  Device Attribute values 
can optionally be enclosed in double quotation marks (””).  If a Device Attribute value contains a 
comma, then that value must be enclosed in double quotation marks.  A Device Attribute value 
can be empty by leaving it blank (nothing between adjacent commas or nothing after the last 
comma on a line). 

The following additional rules apply: 

 A value must be specified in the first column to identify the device to which a file will be 
mapped. 

Any one Device Identifier value can have at most one file mapped to it for any one File Set 
Object.  In the above example, the Device Reference Values “111111”, “222222”, “333333”, 
and “444444” are used to identity devices based on their serial numbers. 

 Subsequent columns must contain the name of a file that is contained within the .ZIP File or 
must contain no value (i.e. an empty value). 

Any file in the ZIP can be mapped to multiple Device Identifier values within the Manifest.  
Doing so could cause the same file to be mapped to more than one Device Reference Value 
with a single File Set Object, which is perfectly allowable.  But in such cases, a separate copy 
of the file will be stored within the File Set Object for such mapping.  In the above example, 
the file names “cert1.cer”, “cert2.cer”, “cert3.cer”, and “cert4.cer” are mapped to devices 
based on the serial number values provided and these files would all need to be present in 
the .ZIP File. 

Each line of the Manifest that contains the name of a file in columns 2 and beyond causes the 
named file from the .ZIP File to be added to the corresponding File Set Object.  The Device 
Reference Value for the added file is set to the value of the Device Identifier value supplied for 
that file in the first column of the Manifest. 

Once a File Set Object has been created, by uploading one File Set .ZIP File, it can be updated 
by uploading another File Set .ZIP File.  As mentioned previously, this happens when the 
combination of File Set ID and Device Reference Attribute ID specified in the new Manifest match 
the combination defined when a prior File Set Object was created.  File Set Objects can also be 
created or updated by uploading Staging Batch .ZIP Files, as described later in this chapter. 

Important: 

Whenever a file is added to a File Set Object using a given Device Reference Value, it will 
replace any file in that File Set Object that was previously mapped using that same Device 
Reference Value.  In such a situation, the replaced copy of the original file will be discarded. 

Device Attributes and Dynamic Deployment 
As described in the above sections, Device Attributes are core to every aspect of Dynamic 
Deployment.  This is because Device Attributes bridge the gap between generic Dynamic Objects 
and the values required to render those Objects in the appropriate device-specific ways.  
Combined with all the other powerful ways in which MSP leverages Device Attributes, this means 
that a strong understanding of Device Attributes is critical to getting the most out of MSP. 

For more information on Device Attributes, see Chapter 6 - Understanding Device Attributes. 

In addition, the following subsections cover specific information about the use of Device Attributes 
in conjunction with Dynamic Deployment. 
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Device Attributes and Dynamic Jobs 
The power of Dynamic Provisioning and Dynamic Actions comes from leveraging the power of 
Device Attributes.  Because Device Attributes can be originated from the MSP Server, the MSP 
Console UI, or the device itself, the potential ways Dynamic Deployment can be used are almost 
endless.  In particular, the ability to enter, edit and delete Device Attributes directly from the MSP 
Console UI provides for a robust variety of ways to test, control, and manage Dynamic 
Deployment. 

Device Attributes and Dynamic Staging 
Dynamic Deployment is driven by the values of Device Attributes for devices.  This is fine for 
Provisioning and Actions where devices have already been discovered by MSP and where the 
values of many Device Attributes are likely already known for those devices.  But when 
performing Dynamic Staging of devices, especially during the initial Staging of fresh-out-of-the-
box devices, MSP has no prior knowledge of devices it has never heard from.  You might 
reasonably ask, “How can MSP Dynamically Stage devices when it has no idea which devices it 
needs to Stage?” 

The answer is to supply MSP with information about devices that will be Staged prior to Staging 
those devices.  This is accomplished by Staging Batches, which provide lists of devices to be 
Staged and provided values for one or more Device Attribute for each device.  Then, when 
devices are Staged, the Staging Batch is used to drive the Dynamic Staging process.  This allows 
Content to be rendered appropriately as devices are being Staged. 

Staging Batch 
A list of devices and Device Attribute values that is used to drive Dynamic Staging is called a 
Staging Batch.  To perform Dynamic Staging, a Staging Batch must be always specified to 
identify the set of devices to be Staged and to provide the Device Attribute values for those 
devices that will be used to render Dynamic Objects in device-specific ways. 

A Staging Batch is created either by uploading a Staging Batch Manifest, (a special .CSV File) or 
by uploading a Staging Batch .ZIP File and by assigning the Staging Batch a name that is unique 
amongst all Staging Batches. 

To make changes to a Staging Batch, the changes must be made to files outside of MSP and re-
uploaded.  To replace an existing Staging Batch, you must delete the existing Staging Batch 
before uploading if you wish to reuse the same name.  A Staging Batch can be exported as a 
Staging Batch Manifest or as a Staging Batch ZIP, depending on how it was originally uploaded.  
This allows a Staging Batch to be extracted from MSP, altered externally, and then re-uploaded. 

Staging Batch Manifest 
A Staging Batch Manifest is a special .CSV File used to define a Staging Batch by specifying a 
set of Device Attributes, a list of devices, and a set of values of those Device Attributes for those 
devices.  There can be any number of Staging Batch Objects defined within MSP at any one time, 
depending on the Dynamic Staging that will be performed. 

When performing Dynamic Staging, a Dynamic Staging Profile Object must be paired up with a 
Staging Batch Object.  The Dynamic Staging Profile Object determines WHAT is to be Staged.  
The Staging Batch Object determines WHICH devices are to be Staged and supplies the values 
for the Device Attributes for those devices that will be used to render customized Content for 
deployment to each device. 
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The following is a sample of what a Staging Batch Manifest might look like: 

 

Staging.uuid,Staging.UserName,Staging.Password 
00000001,User1,pass1 
00000002,User2,pass2 
00000003,User3,pass3 
00000004,User4,pass4 

The first line of a Staging Batch Manifest must be a list of Dynamic Staging Device Attribute 
names, separated by commas.  This will determine the set of Dynamic Staging Device Attributes 
for which values will be defined on subsequent lines of the file.  In the above example, three 
Dynamic Staging Device Attributes are defined: “Staging.uuid“,“Staging.User Name“, and 
“Staging.Password“. 

Notes: 

The Dynamic Staging Device Attributes defined in a Staging Batch Manifest are not required to 
match the names of any Device Attributes that will later be reported by devices when they are 
discovered.  In fact, all Dynamic Staging Device Attributes used in a Staging Batch will only be 
used to render Dynamic Settings Objects and will not be used to set Device Originated Device 
Attributes.  It is therefore recommended that Dynamic Staging Device Attribute names be unique 
(as shown in the example) to avoid setting incorrect expectations. 

If it is desirable to propagate one or more Dynamic Staging Device Attributes as Device 
Originated Device Attributes, then a Dynamic Attributes Settings Object can be included in the 
Content being Staged.  The Dynamic Attributes Settings Object can then use the values of one or 
more Dynamic Staging Device Attributes to define the values to be reported by the device for one 
or more Device Originated Device Attributes. 

The first Device Attribute name defined in a Staging Batch Manifest must be the Device Identifier 
that will be used to uniquely identify the device to be Staged.  In the above example, the Device 
Attribute “Staging.uuid“ will be used to identify devices when they are Staged and to map the right 
set of Device Attribute values to the right device. 

Note: 

When a Staging Batch Manifest is uploaded directly (i.e. not as part of a Staging Batch .ZIP File), 
it is only allowed to contain Device Attributes and must not contain any File Selectors. 

Subsequent lines of the Staging Batch Manifest contain values for the Device Attributes listed on 
the first line of the file.  Each subsequent line of the file contains the values for the same set of 
Device Attributes, with one line per device.  The above example defines four devices as being in 
the Staging Batch. 

The Device Attribute values on the line for each device must be separated by commas and can 
optionally be enclosed in double quotation marks (””).  If a Device Attribute value contains a 
comma, then that value must be enclosed in double quotation marks.  A value can be empty by 
leaving it blank (nothing between adjacent commas or nothing after the last comma on a line).  In 
the above example, all three Device Attributes are assigned values for all four devices. 

Since the Device Identifier in the first column of each line is used to identify the devices, its value 
must not be empty and the Device Identifiers values on all lines in a single Staging Batch 
Manifest must be unique within that Manifest.  In the above example, the values “00000001”, 
“00000002”, “00000003”, and “00000004” are all mutually unique. 
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Staging Batch .ZIP File 
A Staging Batch .ZIP File is a mechanism that is provided to allow a Staging Batch Objects and 
one or more File Set Objects to be created and populated in a single upload and to automatically 
cause the Staging Batch Object to reference any associated File Set Objects. 

Note: 

Creating or updating a File Set Object using a Staging Batch .ZIP File is a convenience provided 
to simplify the creation of Staging Batches and File Sets to simplify preparation for Dynamic 
Staging. 

A Staging Batch .ZIP File must contain a Staging Batch Manifest that follows the format defined in 
the previous section but, because it is part of a Staging Batch .ZIP File, a Staging Batch Manifest 
can also optionally reference files that are in the .ZIP File, just like a File Set Manifest does. 

Notes: 

When a Staging Batch Manifest is uploaded as part of a Staging Batch .ZIP File, then it can use 
all the features of a Staging Batch Manifest that is uploaded directly (as described in the previous 
section) and can also use one or more File Selectors as previously described for File Set 
Manifests. 

When a Staging Batch Manifest is uploaded as part of a Staging Batch .ZIP File, File Selector use 
is optional.  If no File Selectors are used, then any files other than the Staging Batch Manifest that 
are in the Staging Batch .ZIP File will be ignored.  In such cases, the result of uploading the 
Staging Batch .ZIP File will be the same as if the Staging Batch Manifest was uploaded directly 
(i.e. not as part of a Staging Batch .ZIP File). 

The following is a sample of what a Staging Batch Manifest uploaded as part of a Staging Batch 
.ZIP File might look like: 

 

Staging.MacAddr,Staging.User Name,Staging.Password,FILE:cert 
00:00:00:00:00:01,User1,pass1,cert1.cer 
00:00:00:00:00:02,User2,pass2,cert2.cer 
00:00:00:00:00:03,User3,pass3,cert3.cer 
00:00:00:00:00:04,User4,pass4,cert4.cer 

On the first line of a Staging Batch Manifest uploaded as part of a Staging Batch .ZIP File, one or 
more File Selectors can optionally be used in place of Device Attribute names.  As described in 
the previous section, the Device Identifier name in the first column is used to uniquely identify the 
device to be Staged, and hence it cannot be a File Selector. 

As described previously for File Set Manifests, a File Selector consists of the FILE: tag 
immediately followed by a File Set name that identifies the File Set Object that will be created or 
added to as the Manifest and .ZIP File are processed.  In the example above, the File Selector 
“FILE:cert” indicates that the part of the File Set Object name will be “cert”. 

When the first line of a Staging Batch Manifest contains a File Selector, all subsequent lines of 
the Manifest must contain, in the column corresponding to the File Selector, the name of a file 
that is in the Staging Batch .ZIP File or no value at all (e.g. an empty value)  In the above 
example, the file names “cert1.cer”, “cert2.cer”, “cert3.cer”, and “cert4.cer” all specify file names 
and the files of those names would need to be present in the .ZIP File. 
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When a Staging Batch is created by uploading a Staging Batch .ZIP File and one or more File 
Selectors were present, then one or more File Set Objects will be created or updated as part of 
the creation of the Staging Batch.  Further, those File Set Objects will be automatically referenced 
by the Staging Batch Object.  The Device Reference Value for each file added to a File Set 
Object when a Staging Batch .ZIP File is uploaded will be the value of the Device Identifier on the 
Manifest line that referenced the name of the Staging Batch .ZIP file. 

Important: 

Once a File Set Object has been created or updated, it has a life cycle of its own that is 
completely independent of the Staging Batch that references it.  Any File Set Object can be 
modified or deleted at any time, independently of a Staging Batch that references it.  This is true 
even if the File Set Object and Staging Batch Object were both originally created by the same 
Staging Batch .ZIP File.  When a Staging Batch Object is used to Stage devices, it is therefore 
possible that a File Set Object it references may no longer exist or may no longer contain all the 
files required.  In such a case, Staging of one or more devices using that Staging Batch Object 
may fail. 

In the above example, the files “cert1.cer”, “cert2.cer”, “cert3.cer”, and “cert4.cer” would become 
part of the File Set Object named “cert” and the Device Reference Value used for each file would 
be “00:00:00:00:00:01”, “00:00:00:00:00:02”, “00:00:00:00:00:03”, and “00:00:00:00:00:04”, 
respectively. 

Note: 

Multiple Staging Batches could reference the same File Set Object, if the same File Set name is 
specified in the File Selector of their respective Staging Batch Manifests.  If one Staging Batch 
.ZIP File “adds” a file to a File Set Object, using a Device Reference Value that was previously 
added to the File Set Object by a previous Staging Batch, then the new file would “replace” the 
prior file.  In such a case, the updated file would be referenced by both Staging Batches and the 
original file would no longer exist. 
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Chapter 4 - Understanding Virtual Private 
Networking (VPN) and MSP 

What is a Virtual Private Network? 
“A virtual private network (VPN) is a computer network in which some of the links between nodes 
are carried by open connections or virtual circuits in some larger networks (such as the Internet), 
as opposed to running across a single private network. The Link Layer protocols of the virtual 
network are said to be tunneled through the transport network. One common application is to 
secure communications through the public Internet, but a VPN does not need to have explicit 
security features such as authentication or content encryption. For example, VPNs can also be 
used to separate the traffic of different User communities over an underlying network with strong 
security features, or to provide access to a network via customized or private routing 
mechanisms.” 

(Wikipedia) 

A VPN can be used in a variety of ways, but for the purposes of this document, we will 
concentrate on VPNs used to allow devices managed by MSP to participate in an Enterprise 
private network. 

VPN Standard Features 
The following standard features are likely to be supported by any VPN that might be considered 
for use with MSP: 

 A VPN allows a node to participate in a private network virtually even though it is has no 
direct or physical connection to that private network. 

 A VPN allows a node to operate within a private network with as much security as if it was 
directly and physically connected to that private network, even if traffic must travel to and 
from that private network over one or more insecure links. 

 A VPN utilizes one or more Servers running suitable software (e.g. a VPN Gateway Server) 
or dedicated hardware (e.g. a VPN Concentrator) which: 

○ Accepts tunnel connections from client nodes. 

○ Supports a secure end-to-end Link Layer protocol with client nodes. 
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○ Bridges traffic between client nodes and the private network. 

○ Is referred to as the Termination Point because the tunnel ends at the edge of the private 
network. 

 A VPN utilizes software running on client nodes which: 

○ Establishes and maintains a tunnel connection with a Termination Point. 

○ Supports a secure end-to-end Link Layer protocol with a Termination Point. 

○ Permits completely transparent operation of existing network-enabled 
applications without modifications. 

○ Is referred to as the VPN client. 

VPN Mobility Features 
In addition to the standard features listed above, some VPNs may provide additional mobility 
benefits, such as: 

 Maintaining a session across temporary disconnections of an underlying physical link. 

 Allowing a session to be maintained when roaming from one physical link to another. 

 Allowing data to be compressed in addition to being encrypted.  This can improve 
performance over slow bandwidth physical connections. 

How can MSP benefit from a VPN? 
There are a variety of benefits that can accrue to MSP from the use of a VPN.  These are 
discussed in the following subsections. 

Security Benefits 
Security is usually the most compelling reason to use a VPN with MSP.  If all the devices 
managed by MSP are used within the context of a fully secured and managed Enterprise 
network, then a VPN is seldom necessary to enhance security.  But if one or more insecure links 
are used to connect devices with the various components that comprise an MSP system, the use 
of a VPN can be an important and necessary way to ensure that the overall system is secure. 

A common scenario when this might occur is when devices are operated on a Wireless Wide 
Area Network (WWAN).  Another similar case might be when a public or commercial Wireless 
Local Area Network (WLAN) is used.  Yet another case might be when communications is 
accomplished via a dial-up connection over public switched telephone lines.  In most such cases, 
the network should be considered inherently insecure.  The use of a VPN can secure the traffic 
exchanged across such an insecure network and make it as secure as the private network to 
which it is joined. 

Contactability Benefits 
Contactability is another very compelling reason to use a VPN with MSP.  For all MSP 
management functions except Remote Control and Remote UI, connections are established from 
devices to a Relay Server, never from MSP to a device.  But for Remote Control and Remote UI, 
connections must be established from a Workstation PC to a device. 
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Depending on the type of network used in a device and the topology of the network between a 
Workstation PC and the device, it may not be possible for a Workstation PC to contact that 
device.  This is common when a device is operated on a Wireless Wide Area Network (WWAN) 
since many WWAN service providers (carriers) intentionally block connections to devices. The 
use of a VPN can allow the device to virtually join the private on which the Workstation PC is 
located, thus making the device contactable from that Workstation PC. 

Mobility Benefits 
Mobility is another potentially compelling reason to use a VPN with MSP.  If a particular VPN can 
maintain a session across temporary disconnections of an underlying physical link, then it could 
allow a Remote Control and Remote UI session to survive temporary disruptions in the physical 
link, which can so often happen when using wireless connections.  If a particular VPN can provide 
roaming between physical links, then it could permit a Remote Control or Remote UI session to 
be continued across a physical switch of connectivity, such as a switch from WLAN to WWAN 
when a device leaves an area of coverage. 

What VPN Solutions can be used with MSP? 
This section will cover VPN Solutions that have been tested and certified and hence are officially 
supported for use with MSP.  While other VPN Solutions might be usable with MSP, they have 
not been tested and certified and hence are not officially supported for use with MSP.  Any 
customer using an unsupported VPN Solution with MSP would do so at their own risk.  Motorola 
cannot make any claims that such a solution built would operate safely or reliably with MSP.  If 
you have a need for support of a VPN Solution that is not listed as supported, please contact your 
Motorola or partner sales or support representative. 

Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution 
At the time of the publication of this document, the only VPN Solution that had been qualified and 
tested for use with MSP is the Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution. 

What is the Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution? 
The Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution is a private-labeled version of the VPN Solution from 
Columbitech, Inc. resold by Motorola.  This VPN Solution has also been resold by Motorola under 
the name AirBEAM Safe™. 

Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution vs. Columbitech 
Commercial Version 
The Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution has many advantages compared to the standard 
commercial Columbitech VPN product, including: 

 The device software to support the Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution is delivered in MSP-
ready Package form for easy mass deployment to devices managed by MSP. 

○ These Packages deploy the device software to Motorola devices in a manner that 
Persists across Restore Boot on devices where such Persistence is supported. 

○ These Packages include an MSP plug-in that enables the VPN configuration to be 
configured from MSP via the Network.WVPN.Motorola.SSL Settings Class.  This plug-in 
enables Staging of initial VPN configuration and Provisioning of new VPN configuration 
as required. 
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 The Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution is automatically recognized by MSP and, 
when it is installed, configured, and connected, will be automatically considered the 
Best Connected Network Adapter. 

For more information on the Best Connected Network Adapter, see the MSP Client 
Software Guide – Network Adapters. 

 The Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution has been formally tested and certified for use 
with MSP. 

 The Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution can be purchased from Motorola as part of 
the same sales order in which MSP is purchased. 

 Support for the Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution can be obtained from the same 
Motorola help desk that provides MSP support. 

Important: 

Because it lacks the above advantages, the standard commercial Columbitech 
VPN product is not recommended or supported for use with MSP. 

Features of the Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution 
Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution offers all the key VPN features.  In particular, the Motorola 
SSL Mobile VPN Solution: 

 Includes Server software to act as a VPN Termination Point. 

 Includes device software suitable for use on all devices supported by MSP. 

 Allows the establishment of a tunnel to the VPN Termination Point over any form of TCP 
network connectivity available from the device. 

 Provides security that is FIPS 140-2 certified and trusted for use in government and military 
applications as well as to help meet the requirements for compliance to Sarbanes-Oxley 
(SOX), the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), and the Payment 
Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS). 

 Provides the ability to maintain a session across temporary disconnections of an underlying 
physical link. 

 Allows a session to be maintained when roaming from one physical link to another. 

 Provides optional compression in addition to encryption to enhance performance over slow 
bandwidth physical connections. 

Obtaining the Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution 
The software components and documentation required to use the Motorola SSL Mobile VPN 
Solution are provided via Add-On Kits that are included on the MSP Installation CD and that are 
separately available for download from the following link: 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do 

Updated versions of the Add-On Kits may also periodically be available for download from the 
same link. 

Each Add-On Kit contains: 

 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do
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 An MSP-Ready Package to deploy the device software required to support the Motorola SSL 

Mobile VPN Solution on a class of devices. 

 An MSP Definition Document needed to allow MSP to create Settings Objects to configure 
the Motorola SSL Mobile VPN device software. 

 Using the Motorola SSL VPN Solution describs how to use the Motorola SSL Mobile VPN 
Solution with MSP. 

In addition to the Add-On Kit, the following components will be available for separate download as 
described in Using the Motorola SSL VPN Solution. 

 Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution Server Software. 

Licensing the Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution 
The Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution requires that an additional per-device Server license.  All 
client and Server software required to support the use of theMotorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution is 
freely downloadable and installable, as described above.  But in order for given number of 
devices to connect successfully to a Server, the Server will need to have a suitable number of 
licenses installed. 

Important: 

The per-device Server license required to allow devices to connect using the Motorola SSL 
Mobile VPN Solution is separate from and required in addition to the per-device Server license 
required to allow a device to be managed by MSP. 

Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution Server licenses can be purchased directly from Motorola. 

Other VPNs 
As mentioned above, at the time of the publication of this document, no VPN Solutions other than 
the Motorola SSL Mobile VPN Solution had been qualified and tested for use with MSP.  
Nonetheless, MSP includes “generic” support for VPNs, so it may be possible to use other VPNs 
with MSP. 

Disclaimer: 

Due to the variations and complexities that may be introduced, however, Motorola makes no 
claims that the use of such VPNs will result in a workable mobility solution nor that they such 
VPNs will coexist or interoperate properly with MSP.  Any use of a VPN that is not formally tested 
and approved by Motorola for use with MSP will be at a customer’s own risk and any problems 
resulting from the use of such a VPN will not be covered under an MSP warranty or support 
contract. 

How Might MSP Work with Other VPNs? 

Generic IP-Based Connectivity 
MSP is designed to work over any compatible Network Adapter providing generic IP-based 
connectivity.  As such, if a VPN provides such connectivity, MSP can likely operate over it.  
However, many VPNs are implemented as a “virtual” or “pass through” Network Adapters.  Such 
an implementation can have unexpected side effects on the network connectivity of a system. 
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For example, many VPNs block access to the underlying physical Network Adapter when the 
VPN client software is installed and launched.  This is typically done for security reasons to 
prevent direct access to the insecure network.  The end result of this is that connectivity becomes 
unavailable until the VPN client is properly configured and connected.  Loss of connectivity 
generally means loss of manageability by MSP.  If the deployment, launching, configuration, and 
establishment of a VPN connection is not handled properly, devices could be left an unconnected 
and hence unmanageable state. 

Installation and Configuration 
VPN client software can likely be manually installed, configured, and activated on a device before 
using MSP with reasonable success.  But using MSP to more efficiently deploy, launch, 
configure, and connect a VPN connection is generally a more significant undertaking. 

MSP permits customers or partners to customize or extend MSP functionality.  Customizing MSP 
to use a different VPN Solution, however, would likely require a lot of work and significant low-
level coordination with the solution vendor. 

For more information on extending the functionality of MSP, contact your Motorola or partner 
sales or support representative regarding the availability of the MSP 3.3.1 Programmer 
Development Kit (PDK). 

Detecting Other VPNs 
The GetAdapters Control Module automatically detects and reports Network Adapters with a 
Network Adapter Status of Connected.  So long as a VPN adapter is implemented in a standard 
manner as a Network Adapter, the GetAdapters Control Module should automatically detect and 
report it to MSP when it has a Network Adapter Status of Connected. 

For more information on the GetAdapters Control Module, see Chapter 7 - Understanding Control 
Modules. 

Other VPNs as the Best Connected Network Adapter 
When initiating Remote Control, Remote UI, or Real-Time Management functions, MSP defaults 
to using what it determines to be the Best Connected Network Adapter.  The GetAdapters Control 
Module is responsible for determining and reporting the Best Connected Network Adapter. 

By default, the GetAdapters Control Module will not determine an unknown VPN Adapter as the 
Best Connected Network Adapter.  To get the best results with another VPN Adapter, Network 
Adapter Extensibility can be used to extend the GetAdapters Control Module to recognize 
previously unknown Network Adapters and even determine them to be the Best Connected 
Network Adapter. 

For information on Network Adapter Extensibility, see the MSP Client Software Guide – Network 
Adapters. 

Possible Issues with Other VPNs 
When using another VPN, the following are some issues that might occur and need to be 
addressed or circumvented.  These are only possibilities and this should not be taken as a 
complete list. 

 The VPN client software may not be available for use on all devices supported by MSP. 

 The VPN client software may be too large to fit on some devices supported by MSP. 

 The VPN client software may not be able to be installed in a manner that offers Persistence 
across a Restore Boot. 
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 The VPN client software may not be delivered in MSP-ready Package form.  This could make 

the process of deploying the software to many devices a significant challenge. 

 The VPN vendor may not offer an MSP Settings Plug-In that enables the configuration of the 
VPN client directly from the MSP Console UI.  This could make the process of configuring the 
software for many devices a significant challenge. 

 The VPN may not provide the ability to maintain a session across temporary disconnections 
of an underlying physical link.  This could cause annoying disconnections and may require 
the Device User to intervene. 

 The VPN may not provide the ability to maintain a session when roaming from one physical 
link to another and may require the Device User to intervene. 

 In the event of problems of issues with the VPN software, Motorola will not provide support 
for issues involving a VPN that is not formally tested and approved by Motorola for use with 
MSP.  To receive support from Motorola, the issue must be demonstrated in the absence of 
such a VPN.  Support may be available from the VPN vendor, but they may be unwilling or 
unable to troubleshoot issues related to interactions with MSP. 
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Chapter 5 - Understanding Persistence 

What is Persistence? 
Persistence is a term used to describe the lifecycle of information stored in a device across 
various kinds of reboots and shutdowns. 

Device Reboots, Shutdowns, and 
Persistence 
Different devices may offer a variety of methods and modes by which they can be rebooted 
and/or shutdown.  These different methods and modes may vary in whether they provide 
Persistence and/or in the degree of Persistence they provide.  Some devices may also provide 
mechanisms that can be used to increase or enhance the Persistence of certain types of 
information across various types of reboots and shutdowns. 

Important: 

If an unsupported Reboot Type is requested for a Device, an error will occur and the request will 
fail. 

For more information on device reboots and shutdowns and the impact they may have on 
Persistence, see the MSP Client Software Guide - Device Reboots, Shutdowns, and Persistence. 

Restore Boot 
Since different devices may vary significantly in the types of reboots and shutdowns they offer, 
and in the Persistence they offer across these different types of reboots and shutdowns, it can be 
difficult to discuss Persistence in a generic way.  To help make it easier to talk about Persistence, 
we introduce the term Restore Boot to refer to the most severe type of reboot or shutdown that is 
possible. 

A Restore Boot is a reboot that causes the maximum loss of Content that is possible for a device.  
Persistence across a Restore Boot then refers to Enhanced Persistence mechanisms that 
devices may offer to enable Content deployed to a device be Persistent, even across a Restore 
Boot. 
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For more information on what constitutes a Restore Boot on various devices and what, if any, 
Enhanced Persistence mechanisms are available on various devices, see the MSP Client 
Software Guide. 

MSP and Persistence 
MSP is subject to the Persistence capabilities provided by each device it Directly Manages.  The 
MSP Client Software attempts to leverage both the inherent Persistence supported by devices as 
well as the Enhanced Persistence mechanisms supported by many Motorola and Symbol 
Devices. 

The following sections describe different aspects of Persistence that are of concern to MSP.  For 
each, the behavior of MSP will be described, in terms of how it utilizes and is subject to the 
inherent Persistence supported by devices.  In addition, any use MSP makes of Enhanced 
Persistence mechanisms, when they are available, will be described. 

MSP Client Software Persistence 
All MSP functionality on devices that are Directly Managed by MSP is dependent on the MSP 
Client Software that must be loaded on the device.  As a result, the version of MSP Client 
Software installed on a device is of significant concern, as is the ability to upgrade the MSP Client 
Software on a device to a newer version. 

Many Windows Devices used with MSP ship with some version of MSP Client Software pre-
loaded on the device.  For example, many Motorola and Symbol Windows Devices are pre-
loaded with a version of the MSP Client Software that enables most MSP functionality to be 
supported even on a device that is fresh-out-of-the-box. 

In some Legacy Motorola and Symbol Windows Devices, however, the Legacy Staging Process 
may need to be applied to install a newer version of MSP Client Software before some MSP 
functionality can be supported.  And on some devices, it may be necessary to manually install 
MSP Client Software, using a .CAB File, before any MSP functionality can be supported. 

Even once a device is loaded with a suitable version of MSP Client Software, it is generally 
recommended that all devices should be upgraded to have the version of MSP Client Software 
that ships with a given version of MSP, or a later version if one has been made available to fix 
bugs, add features, etc. 

For information on the MSP Client Software, see the MSP Client Software Guide. 

Settings Object Persistence 
Having the MSP Client Software be Persistent is a good start, but it is insufficient to ensure that a 
device is fully usable following a Restore Boot.  If any Settings Objects have been applied to a 
device by MSP, then if those Settings Objects do not Persist across a Restore Boot, then some 
functionality of the device may become unavailable. 

What Settings Should Be Made Persistent? 
The most obvious and common Settings Classes that could interfere with device operation if it 
does not Persist across a Restore Boot is a Network Settings Object.  Without the Persistence of 
the proper Network Settings, the device would be unable to access the network following a 
Restore Boot, would be unable to contact its Relay Server, and hence would become 
unmanageable. 
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While Network Settings Classes are the most obvious Settings Classes that need to be Persistent 
across a Restore Boot, other Settings Classes may be just as important.  For example, if a Digital 
Certificate is required to access a Relay Server via FTPS, and if that Digital Certificate was 
installed on the device using a Certificate Settings Object, then the Persistence of that Certificate 
Settings Object would likely be critical to the proper operation of the device after a Restore Boot. 

What Does It Mean to Make a Settings Object 
Persistent? 
As should be clear from the preceding discussion, the primary goal of making a Settings Object 
Persistent is to ensure the result of applying that Settings Object is still present following a 
Restore Boot.  While this is true, there are two additional aspects related to the Persistence of 
Settings Objects that should be understood.  If something on a device is Persistent then it should 
ideally also be Traceable and Removable. 

Traceable 
By Traceable is meant that we have an inventory of something that is Persistent and ideally that 
we know which version is Persistent.  If you think about it, having A Settings Object installed on a 
device that Persists across a Restore Boot and not knowing that it was there could result in 
unexpected behavior that could be extremely difficult to troubleshoot.  And if multiple versions of 
a given Settings Object exist, not knowing which version is installed and is Persistent on a device 
could make it difficult to determine what behavior to expect and/or to troubleshoot unexpected 
behavior. 

Removable 
By Removable is meant that a means exists to remove a Settings Object thus ensuring that it will 
no longer be Persistent across a future Restore Boot.  Clearly, this aspect depends heavily on the 
Traceability aspect since it makes little sense to be able to remove something if you don’t even 
know that it exists.  If a Settings Object is present on a device and is Persistent across a Restore 
Boot, a means should be available to remove it, thus making it no longer Persistent across a 
Restore Boot. 

Making a Settings Object Persistent 
In MSP, a Settings Object is simply a mechanism to capture and refer to a collection of 
configuration information that could be applied to a device.  The application of a Settings Object 
to a device requires that it be referenced by another Object, such as Staging Profile Object or a 
Bundle Object.  These methods are further detailed in the following sections. 

Staging Settings 
Settings Objects referenced directly by a Staging Profile Object are called Staging Settings and 
should generally be considered Transient. 
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Staging Settings and should be considered Transient because Staging intentionally provides no 
mechanism for making Staging Settings Persistent across a Restore Boot.  Staging Settings are 
embedded within a Staging Profile and are applied only once, at the time when the Staging 
Profile is applied on a device.  Neither the Staging Profile nor any of the Staging Objects 
deployed as Staging Settings are stored on a device once Staging is completed.  Consequently, 
Staging Settings cannot automatically be re-applied following a Restore Boot. 

Notes: 

While no specific action is taken to make Staging Settings Persistent across a Restore Boot, 
neither is any specific action taken to explicitly remove Staging Settings from a device once 
Staging is complete.  Consequently, the result of applying Staging Settings on a device generally 
will be in effect on the device for some indeterminate time after Staging is complete.  Typically, 
the result of applying Staging Settings will be in effect until new Settings Objects are applied to 
explicitly replace them, or until the next Restore Boot causes them to be lost. 

If Staging Settings include a Settings Object of a Settings Class that uses the Self-Persistence 
Model, as described in Chapter 5 - Understanding Persistence, then the result of applying that 
Settings Object likely would be Persistent even across a Restore Boot.  This is because the 
inherent mechanism used by the Settings Plug-In for that Settings Class would cause the result 
of applying the Settings Object to Persist even though the Settings Object itself would not Persist.  
In such a case, since Staging Settings do not cause Settings Packages to be created in the 
device, Settings Objects deployed as Staging Settings would not be Traceable or Removable. 

Settings Content 
Settings Objects referenced by a Bundle Object are referred to collectively as Settings Content 
and should generally be considered Persistent. 

Settings Content should generally be considered Persistent because the Bundle processing 
provides Persistence Models for making Settings Content Persistent across a Restore Boot.  
When a Settings Object of a given Settings Class is deployed as Settings Content, the exact 
result is determined by the type of Deployment Step used and the Persistence Model defined for 
that Settings Class.  The operation of Settings Content is further described in the following 
subsections. 

Install Package Deployment Step 
When a Settings Object is referenced in an Install Package Deployment Step in a Bundle Object, 
MSP automatically creates a Settings Package for that Settings Object and references that 
Settings Package from that Bundle Object.  The Settings Package will be sent to Relay Servers 
along with the referencing Bundle.  When the Settings Package is deployed, the Settings 
Package will be installed onto the device, which will cause the Settings Object to be applied. 

Install Setting Deployment Step 
When a Settings Object is referenced in an Install Setting Deployment Step in a Bundle Object, 
MSP does not automatically create a Settings Package to reference from the Bundle Object.  
Instead, the Settings Object is embedded within the Bundle Object. 

When the Bundle is processed on the device, the embedded Settings Object will be extracted 
from the Bundle.  A Settings Package will then be created on the device, thus producing the 
same net result as if an Install Package Deployment Step had been used.  The primary difference 
is that embedding the Settings Object in the Bundle makes Dynamic Deployment practical by 
avoiding the need to generate and deploy many different Settings Packages. 
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Settings Package Deployment 
When a Settings Package is deployed on a device, the configuration information for the Settings 
Object in that Settings Package is immediately applied to that device.  Additionally, however, the 
Settings Package is added to the inventory of Packages for that device and is stored in the device 
in the Super-Persistent File System known as the Application Partition. 

Settings Persistence Models 
Because Settings Content is stored in the device as Settings Packages, Settings Objects can 
Traceable and Removable, and hence may be Persistent across a Restore Boot.  Whether a 
given Settings Object of a given Settings Class that is deployed as Settings Content will be 
Persistent across a Restore Boot or not depends on the Persistence Model defined by the 
Definition Document for that Settings Class. 

Prior to MSP 3.3.1, there was only one Persistence Model, the Single Instance Persistence 
Model.  Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, there are now three Persistence Models: the Single Instance 
Persistence Model, the Self-Persistence Model, and the Non-Persistence Model.  These 
Persistence Models are described in more detail in the following subsections. 

Single Instance Persistence Model 
The Single Instance Persistence Model is exactly what was supported prior to MSP 3.3.1 for all 
Settings Content.  When a Settings Object is referenced in or embedded in a Bundle that is 
deployed to a device, a Settings Package gets created for that Settings Object in that device. 

The Package name of a Settings Package is assigned based on the Settings Class name of the 
Settings Object.  For example, a Settings Object created based on the Settings Class 
Network.WLAN.FusionPublic would have a Package name of “Network.WLAN.FusionPublic”.  
Thus, the same Package name is always used for every Settings Package containing a Settings 
Object of the same Settings Class. 

This approach to assigning Settings Package names ensures Single Instance Persistence 
because each Settings Object of the same Settings Class has the exact same Package name 
and only one Package of a given name can exist on any one device at any one time.  As a result, 
if a different Settings Object of the same Settings Class is deployed to the same device, it will 
replace the prior Settings Object of that same Settings Class. 

The Package Version of a Settings Package Version is constructed by combining the Settings 
Object name with a unique sequence number that is changed every time that Settings Object is 
edited.  For example, if the Settings Object name were “MyFusionSettings”, the Settings Package 
Version might be “MyFusionSettings_158”.  Thus, different Package Versions are always used for 
different alterations of the same Settings Object. 

This approach to assigning Settings Package Versions ensures Single Instance Persistence 
because each alteration of a given Settings Object results in a Settings Package with the same 
Settings Package name but a different Package Version.  As a result, if an altered version of a 
Settings Object is deployed to the same device, it will replace the prior version of that same 
Settings Object. 

With Single Instance Persistence, at most one Settings Package containing a Settings Object of 
a given Settings Class can be on any one device at any one time.  The Package Inventory 
reported to MSP by the device can thus be used to provide Traceability of whether a Settings 
Object of a given Settings Class is present on a device and, if so, which version of that Settings 
Object is present.  By uninstalling the Settings Package for a Settings Object, the Settings Object 
itself is made Removable. 
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Since Single Instance Persistence provides Traceability and Removability, as described above, it 
also makes sense for it to provide Persistence.  Since the Settings Object is stored in a Settings 
Package and the Settings Package is stored in a Persistent area in the device (when available), 
the Settings Package is available to be re-applied as needed following a Restore Boot.  Once a 
Settings Package that implements Single Instance Persistence is installed on a device, it will be 
automatically re-applied, by the MSP Client Software, following a Restore Boot. 

Notes: 

This assumes that the MSP Client Software is itself Persistent and that the Settings Objects can 
be successfully applied following a Restore Boot. 

If a Settings Object requires some additional support, such as the presence of a Control Module, 
then that Control Module would need to be Persistent as well. 

A means is provided to ensure that Settings Objects of different Settings Classes, that all use the 
Single Instance Persistence Model, are re-applied in a specific order relative to each other.  The 
Definition Document for each Settings Class can specify a Relative Order Value.  Only the author 
of a Definition Document can specify the Relative Order Value for a Settings Class.  All Settings 
Objects created based on a given Settings Class will have the Relative Order Value defined by 
their Settings Class. 

Note: 

Not all Settings Classes that use the Single Instance Persistence Model are required to specify a 
Relative Order Value.  Settings Objects created based on Settings Classes that use the Single 
Instance Persistence Model but whose Definition Documents do not specify a Relative Order 
Value will be treated as unordered. 

Certain built-in Settings Classes have Relative Order Values specified in their Definition 
Documents.  This was done when there was a logical order that made sense to be enforced 
amongst Settings Objects of these pre-defined Settings Classes.  Table 1 below shows the 
Relative Order Values assigned to various built-in Settings Classes. 

Settings Class Name Explanation 
Relative 
Order 
Value 

Attribute Settings Class to assign values to Device Attributes 200 

Certificate Settings Class to install Server and User Certificates 300 

Network.WLAN.* 
(all except Zero Config) 

Settings Classes to configure Wireless Local Area Network 
(WLAN) Settings 

400 

Network.WWAN.* Settings Classes to configure Wireless Wide Area Network 
(WWAN) Settings 

400 

Network.WLAN.ZeroConfig Settings Classes to configure Wireless Local Area Network 
(WLAN) Settings using Microsoft Windows Zero 
Configuration WLAN Network Stacks 

410 
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Relative 
Settings Class Name Explanation Order 

Value 

Network.WVPN.* Settings Classes to configure Wireless Virtual Private 
Network (WVPN) Settings 

450 

Clock.TimeZone 

Clock.DateAndTime 

Settings Classes to configure clock information, including 
Time Zone, Date, and Time 

500 

Control.AutoSiteAssign 

Control.GetConfigData 

Control.GetRegistryInfo 

Control.LockAndWipe 

Control.UserAttributes 

Control.UserAuth 

Various Settings Classes to configure Motorola MSP 
Control Modules 

1000 

File 

Registry 

ProcessManager 

XMLProv 

Various Settings Classes built into the MSP Client Software 1000 

Table 1 – Pre-Defined Settings Class Relative Order Values 

Following a Restore Boot, all Settings Packages that use the Single Instance Persistence Model 
are examined to determine the order in which they will be re-applied as follows: 

 Settings Packages which have lower Relative Order Values will always be re-applied before 
any Settings Packages which have a higher Relative Order Value. 

 Settings Packages which have the same Relative Order Value will be re-applied in whatever 
order, relative to each other, that they happen to be enumerated by the File System on the 
device. 

 Settings Packages which do not have Relative Order Values will be considered unordered 
and will be re-applied after all Settings Packages that do have Relative Order Values, and 
will be re-applied, relative to each other, in the order that they happen to be enumerated by 
the File System on the device. 

Self-Persistence Model 
The Self-Persistence Model is new for MSP 3.3.1 and is provided primarily to improve 
performance during Restore Boot by avoiding the unnecessary re-application of Settings Objects 
of Settings Classes that are known to provide their own inherent Persistence. 

Several notable Settings Classes that used the Single Instance Persistence Model prior to MSP 
3.3.1 now use the Self-Persistence Model in MSP 3.3.1.  In particular, the following Settings 
Classes now use the Self-Persistence Model: Agent.30, Control.UserAttributes, and Relay Sever. 
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The key difference between Settings Classes that use the Single Instance Persistence Model and 
Settings Classes that use the Self-Persistence Model is how Persistence is achieved.  Settings 
Classes that use the Single Instance Persistence Model rely on the MSP Client Software to 
reapply Settings Objects stored in Settings Packages, following a Restore Boot.  Settings Classes 
that use the Self-Persistence Model provide their own inherent mechanism to ensure that they 
are Persistent across a Restore Boot. 

The exact mechanism used by the Settings Plug-In for a Settings Class that uses the Self-
Persistence Model is up to the Settings Plug-In.  But by defining that a Settings Class uses the 
Self-Persistence Model, a Settings Class is asserting that such a mechanism does exist and can 
be relied upon to properly accomplish Persistence across Restore Boot for all Settings Objects of 
that Settings Class. 

For example, both the Agent.30 and Relay Sever Settings Classes end up changing the Device 
Registry and writing those changes to the file AirBEAM.REG, stored in the Super-Persistent File 
System known as the Application Partition on the device.  Following a Restore Boot, the file 
AirBEAM.REG is automatically merged into the Device Registry, thus re-establishing the end-
result of Persistence of the Agent.30 and/or Relay Sever Settings Objects that were last applied. 

If those Settings Classes used the Single Instance Persistence Model (as they did prior to MSP 
3.3.1), then they would cause the Settings Objects to be re-applied.  Thus, the Device Registry 
would be updated again (with the same information) and the file AirBEAM.REG would be re-
written again (with the same information).  Such unnecessary re-writing would significantly extend 
the time taken to complete a Restore Boot. 

Since Settings Classes that use the Self-Persistence Model do Persist across a Restore Boot, 
even though they do so via their own inherent mechanism, it still remains critical to provide 
Traceability and Removability for them.  To accomplish this, Settings Packages are still created in 
the device for them, exactly as described earlier for Settings Classes that use the Single Instance 
Persistence Model.  The only real difference is that since they are marked as using the Self-
Persistence Model, the MSP Client Software does not automatically re-apply the Settings Objects 
following a Restore Boot. 

Non-Persistence Model 
The Non-Persistence Model is new for MSP 3.3.1 and is provided primarily to prevent the 
unnecessary and unwanted re-application of Settings Objects following a Restore Boot. 

Several notable Settings Classes that used the Single Instance Persistence Model prior to MSP 
3.3.1 now use the Non-Persistence Model in MSP 3.3.1.  In particular, the following Settings 
Classes now use the Non-Persistence Model: Control.ProcessManager and 
Control.SendMessage. 

The key difference between Settings Classes that use the Self-Persistence Model and Settings 
Classes that use the Non-Persistence Model is whether Persistence is even desirable.  Settings 
Objects of Settings Classes that use the Non-Persistence Model are generally used to perform 
“one shot:” activities on devices, often used within Actions.  Consider that a process is to be 
started or stopped on a device or that a message is to be sent to a Device User.  Once that 
process has been started or stopped or once that message has been sent, it generally should not 
be done again unless another explicit request to do so has been issued. 

Prior to MSP 3.3.1, since only the Single Instance Persistent Model was supported, a Settings 
Object for such a Settings Class would always be automatically re-applied following a Restore 
Boot unless the Settings Package was explicitly removed prior to the Restore Boot.  Beginning 
with MSP 3.3.1, such Settings Objects will no longer be re-applied following a Restore Boot and 
hence the “one shot” activities they implement will no longer be erroneously repeated following 
subsequent Restore Boots. 
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Since there is effectively no Persistence across a Restore Boot for Settings Object of Settings 
Classes that use the Non-Persistence Model, the MSP Client Software will deliberately remove 
the Settings Packages for such Settings Objects following a Restore Boot.  This will eliminate that 
the Traceability and Removability of the Settings Objects, which is consistent with the Non-
Persistence they exhibit. 

Control Module Persistence 
A Control Module is a Package that performs some activity on a device and can be deployed to 
one or more devices using Staging Profiles, Provisioning Policies, or Actions.  A number of 
Control Modules are supplied with MSP, as described in Chapter 7 - Understanding Control 
Modules.  In addition, new Control Modules can be added at any time. 

What Is a Persistent Control Module? 
All Control Modules supplied with MSP are generally designed to be Persistent to the maximum 
degree possible on the devices on which they will be used.  Persistence simply means that if 
Control Module was performing an activity or was ready to perform some activity, then it will again 
be performing that activity or ready to perform that activity following a Restore Boot. 

What Control Modules are Persistent? 
For a Control Module Persistent to be Persistent across a Restore Boot, the following may be 
necessary: 

Component Persistence 
If the components that implement a Control Module are not stored in a Super-Persistent File 
System, then the behavior provided by that Control Module will likely not be Persistent across a 
Restore Boot.  All Control Modules supplied with MSP support Persistence across a Restore Boot 
on devices that support Persistence across a Restore Boot. 

Plug-In Persistence 
Some Control Modules have Settings Plug-Ins that allow them to be configured via Settings 
Objects of their own unique Settings Class.  If the Settings Plug-In that handles Settings Objects 
used to configure a Control Module is not Persistent across a Restore Boot, then any 
configuration applied to that Control Module will not be Persistent across a Restore Boot.  All 
Control Modules supplied with MSP that are configurable support Persistence across a Restore 
Boot on devices that support Persistence across a Restore Boot. 

Re-launch 
Certain Control Modules are meant to be running all the time to perform some activity.  This 
means they must be automatically launched following any reboot.  All Control Modules supplied 
with MSP that must be launched following a reboot support Persistence across a Restore Boot on 
devices that support Persistence across a Restore Boot. 
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Chapter 6 - Understanding Device 
Attributes 

What is a Device Attribute? 
In MSP, a Device Attribute is a simply a piece of information MSP knows about a device.  Another 
way of looking at it is that a Device Attribute is a name/value pair that is stored in the MSP 
Database for a given device.  For each device, MSP maintains a set of Device Attributes for 
which it knows values for that device. 

A key characteristic of a Device Attribute is that at most one value can be stored for a given 
Device Attribute for a given device.  If MSP acquires a new value for a given Device Attribute for 
a given device then the new value replaces the prior value – no history is maintained by MSP of 
prior values of Device Attributes. 

Not every device will have a value for every possible Device Attribute.  MSP maintains a list of all 
Device Attributes names which it has ever known a value for any device, even if that device is no 
longer managed by MSP.  MSP can also be configured to maintain a list of all the values it has 
ever seen for selected Device Attributes, even if no device currently has a particular value for a 
given Device Attribute. 

To further understand the function and use of Device Attributes in MSP, it is necessary to discuss 
the origins by which MSP can acquire values for Device Attributes, the various categories of 
Device Attributes, and the various uses that can be made of Device Attributes.  These areas will 
be discussed in the following sections. 

Device Attribute Origins 
MSP can acquire values for Device Attributes for devices via the following origins: 

Device Originated Device Attributes 
MSP typically discovers new devices by reading a Discovery Document for a device that was sent 
to a Relay Server by, or on behalf of, that device.  After a device has been discovered, MSP also 
reads any subsequent Discovery Documents that are sent to a Relay Server by, or on behalf of 
that device.  The primary purpose of a Discovery Document is to communicate to MSP the values 
of Device Attributes known for a device. 
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Device Attributes acquired by MSP via Discovery Documents are called Device Originated 
because they are sent to MSP by or on behalf of the device.  MSP stores Device Originated 
Device Attributes in the MSP Database, effectively creating a copy of the Device Attributes 
reported by the device. 

Each time a new Discovery Document is received and processed for a device, MSP discards all 
previous Device Originated Device Attributes from the MSP Database and then adds the new 
Device Originated Device Attributes found in the Discovery Document.  This approach means that 
a Device Originated Device Attribute will exist in the MSP Database for a device only if that 
Device Attribute appeared in the Discovery Document most recently processed for that device. 

Depending on nature of a given device, the manner in which Device Originated Device Attributes 
are acquired from the device may vary.  But the manner in which Device Originated Device 
Attributes are communicated to MSP is always via the receipt and processing of Discovery 
Documents. 

MSP will accept new, previously unknown, Device Originated Device Attributes from Discovery 
Documents at any time.  Hence, some categories of Device Originated Device Attributes are 
customer extensible. 

Server Originated Device Attributes 
Server Originated Device Attributes originate on the MSP Server as a result of intrinsic 
processing performed by the MSP Server on behalf or a device.  Server Originated Device 
Attributes exist only in the MSP Database and are generally not sent to or known by the device. 

Server Originated Device Attributes are generally limited to those that are built in to the code of a 
specific MSP Server.  Hence, Server Originated Device Attributes are generally not customer 
extensible.  However, the set of possible Server Originated Device Attributes for a given MSP 
system could potentially be altered by MSP Extensions. 

Upload Originated Device Attributes 
Upload Originated Device Attributes originate when an MSP Console UI User uploads a .CSV 
File containing one or more values for Device Attributes for one or more devices by clicking the 
Upload button on the Attributes page of the Library tab of the MSP Console UI.  Upload 
Originated Device Attributes exist only in the MSP Database and are generally not sent to or 
known by the device. 

MSP allows new, previously unknown, Upload Originated Device Attributes to be uploaded at any 
time.  Hence, Upload Originated Device Attributes are generally customer extensible. 

Note: 

A .CSV File may not be able to assign values to certain Device Originated Device Attributes or 
Server Originated Device Attributes since they are considered protected and hence are not 
allowed to be modified. 

MSP Console UI User Originated Device Attributes 
Although Upload Originated Device Attributes effectively originate from the MSP Console UI 
User, they are a step removed since the exact result of uploading a .CSV File may not be 
immediately obvious to an MSP Console UI User. 
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Device Attributes are MSP Console UI User Originated when they are the direct and immediate 
result of action taken by the MSP Console UI User, as covered in the following subsections. 

Edit a Device Attribute Value for a Device 

To edit the value of a Device Attribute for a device, click the Paper and Pencil icon ( ), which 
can be found to the left of the Device Attribute name when Attributes is selected in the Details 
area pull-down list of the Device Detail page to cause Device Attributes to be displayed in the 
Details area. 

In order for a Device Attribute to be edited for a device, it must appear on the Device Detail page 
for the device, which means the device must already have a value for that Device Attribute stored 
in the MSP Database.  If a device does not yet have a value for a Device Attribute, the a value 
can be assigned to the Device Attribute for the device by using the Tag link from the Related 
Tasks area of the Device Detail page for the device. 

Note: 

The Paper and Pencil icon may not be available for certain Device Originated Device Attributes 
or Server Originated Device Attributes since they are considered protected and hence are not 
allowed to be modified. 

Delete a Device Attribute Value for a Device 

To delete the value of a Device Attribute for a device, click the Delete icon ( ), which can be 
found to the left of the Device Attribute when Attributes is selected in the Details area pull-down 
list of the Device Detail page to cause Device Attributes to be displayed in the Details area. 

In order for a Device Attribute to be deleted for a device, the device must already have a value for 
the Device Attribute stored in the MSP Database. 

Note: 

The Delete icon may not be available for certain Device Originated Device Attributes or Server 
Originated Device Attributes since they are considered protected and hence are not allowed to be 
deleted. 

Device-Originated Device Attributes deleted from the MSP UI Console will remain deleted until 
the device originates them again. 
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Tagging a Device with a Device Attribute Value 
As mentioned above, when a device does not have a Device Attribute stored in the MSP 
Database, the Edit function cannot be used to enter a value for that Device Attribute for that 
device.  However, the Tag link in the Related Tasks area of the Device Detail page for the device 
can be used to assign a value to a Device Attribute for the device, whether or not a value exists 
for that Device Attribute for the device. 

One nice benefit of Tagging is that a device can be tagged with a value for a selected Device 
Attribute whether or not that Device Attribute is in the MSP Database.  This means that Tagging 
can be done for a brand new Device Attribute without having to first manually create the Device 
Attribute. 

Note: 

The Tag link may not be able to assign values to certain Device Originated Device Attributes or 
Server Originated Device Attributes since they are considered protected and hence are not 
allowed to be modified. 

Tagging Multiple Devices with a Device Attribute Value 
From any Device List View, a single value can be assigned to a single selected Device Attribute 
for a selected set of devices by checking the check boxes next to the devices and clicking the 
Tag button.  A Device Attribute is then selected and a value is entered.  The entered value will be 
assigned to the selected Device Attribute for every selected device. 

One nice benefit of Tagging is that one or more devices can be tagged with the same value for a 
selected Device Attribute whether or not that Device Attribute is in the MSP Database.  This 
means that Tagging can be done for a brand new Device Attribute without having to first manually 
create the Device Attribute. 

Note: 

The Tag button may not be able to assign values to certain Device Originated Device Attributes 
or Server Originated Device Attributes since they are considered protected and hence are not 
allowed to be modified. 

Implications of Device Attribute Origins 
While MSP internally handles Device Attributes somewhat differently depending on their origin, as 
explained above, in many cases a User of the MSP Console UI will be unaware of the origin of a 
given Device Attribute for a given device.  The origin of a Device Attribute does not affect how the 
Device Attribute is displayed by the MSP Console UI and does not affect the uses that can be 
made of the Device Attribute. 

Important: 

Any single Device Attribute can have any method of origin, but any one Device Attribute can have 
only one method of origin at any one time for any one device.  MSP tracks the most recent 
method of origin for every given Device Attribute known for every device. 

It is possible for a given Device Attribute to have a different method of origin on one device than 
on another.  It is also possible for a given Device Attribute to have different methods of origin on a 
given device at different points in time.  While MSP does allow such “mixing and matching”, it can 
lead to confusion and is generally not recommended. 

In most cases, best results will be achieved if only a single method of origin is used for any one 
Device Attribute for all devices in a given MSP system. 
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Device Originated Device Attributes start on the device and are sent to the MSP Server in 
Discovery Documents via the Relay Server.  This could be seen as “automatic upward 
synchronization” of Device Attributes from a device to the MSP Server.  It is important to note that 
there is no “automatic downward synchronization” of Device Attributes from the MSP Server to 
devices.  Server Originated Device Attributes, Upload Originated Device Attributes, and MSP 
Console UI Originated Device Attributes reside in the MSP Database and are never automatically 
sent by MSP to devices. 

Having understood the explanations above, there is a common scenario that might be seen as 
confusing since it could seem to straddle the border between two methods of origin.  In some 
cases, it is desirable to push values of Device Attributes from MSP to devices.  This can easily be 
accomplished by creating an Attributes Settings Object and pushing it to one or more devices in a 
Bundle via a Policy or Action. 

It might at first seem that this should result in a Server Originated Device Attribute, since the 
Device Attribute would seem to be “originating” on the MSP Server.  But this is not the case.  The 
“origin” actually refers to how the MSP Server acquired the value that is being stored into the 
MSP Database for a given device. 

The Attributes Settings Object does not directly cause Device Attributes to be added to the MSP 
Database for any device.  The fact that the ultimate purpose of the Attributes Settings Object is to 
set a Device Attribute on one or more devices is known only to the User that created the 
Attributes Settings Object.  When the Attributes Settings Object is actually applied onto a device, 
an entry in the Device Registry is created and the desired Device Attribute is uploaded via the 
Relay Server as part of a future Discovery Document for that device. 

Consequently, the Device Attribute for a device is not stored in the MSP Database until the 
Discovery Document is actually received and processed by MSP.  As a result, MSP considers 
any Device Attribute deployed in such a manner as a Device Originated Device Attribute because 
it was acquired by MSP via a Discovery Document. 

Categories of Device Attributes 
A given MSP system may have many different Device Attributes, and for each of these, values 
may be known for some or all of managed devices.  The possibility exists, therefore, that the list 
of Device Attributes known by MSP for a given device may be quite long. 

To make potentially long lists of Device Attributes easier to view and utilize, Device Attribute 
names support “dotted notation” that is used to establish a hierarchy.  The first level of hierarchy 
is fixed and imposed by MSP to establish high-level categories amongst Device Attributes.  The 
following fixed categories are defined: 

Agent 
Device Attributes that begin with “Agent.” (e.g. “Agent.Feature”) provide information about the 
characteristics of the agent functionality of the MSP Client Software running on a device. 

This category of Device Attributes is typically reported by the MSP Client Software about itself 
and is generally implemented as an inherent feature of the MSP Client Software.  Hence, these 
attributes are generally Device Originated and not customer extensible. 

Identity 
Device Attributes that begin with “Identity.” (e.g. “Identity.uuid”) provide identifying characteristics 
about a device. 
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This category of Device Attributes is typically reported by the MSP Client Software about the 
device and is generally implemented as an inherent feature of the MSP Client Software.  Hence, 
these attributes are generally Device Originated and not customer extensible. 

One exception is the “Identity.RelayServer” Device Attribute which is Server Originated and is set 
to the name of the Relay Server from which MSP last processed a Discovery Document for that 
device. 

Inventory 
Device Attributes that begin with “Inventory.” (e.g. “Inventory.abup30”) provide information about 
the set of Packages installed on a device. 

This category of Device Attributes is typically reported by the MSP Client Software about the 
Packages it maintains and tracks and is generally implemented as an inherent feature of the MSP 
Client Software.  Hence, these attributes are generally Device Originated and not customer 
extensible. 

Settings 
Device Attributes that begin with “Settings.” (e.g. “Settings.3_11”) provide information about 
Settings that have been applied to a device via a Settings Job. 

This category of Device Attributes is typically reported by the MSP Client Software about Settings 
Jobs that it has executed and tracked and is generally implemented as an inherent feature of the 
MSP Client Software.  Hence, these attributes are generally Device Originated and not customer 
extensible. 

Status 
Device Attributes of the form “Status.*” (e.g. “Status.Missing”) provide information about the 
status or health of a device. 

This category of Device Attributes may be Device Originated or Server Originated. 

Device Originated Device Attributes in this category are customer extensible.  Any custom device 
application can create entries in the Device Registry under the key 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\MSP\StatusAttributes.  All such entries are reported as 
Device Originated Device Attributes in this category. 

Server Originated Device Attributes in this category generally result from logic in MSP that 
examines other information known about a device to compute status and are not customer 
extensible.  The Server Originated Status Device Attribute supported by MSP are described in the 
following subsections: 

Status.Missing 
This Device Attribute is computed by MSP periodically by computing the difference between the 
current time on the MSP Server and Last Discovered Time for that device, which is the time the 
MSP Server last processed a document from that device.  This difference in hours is then divided 
by the value of the “Min Contact (hrs)” field defined for the Relay Server assigned to that device. 
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The end result is a value that can be interpreted as “How long has this device been missing?”.  A 
value of zero indicates that the device has been “heard from” within “Min Contact (hrs)” and 
hence should not be considered “Missing”.  A value of greater than zero indicates that the device 
has not been “heard from” for one or more complete multiples of “Min Contact (hrs)” and should 
therefore be considered “Missing”.  The larger the value, the longer the device has been 
“Missing”. 

Note: 

MSP computes the value of the Device Attribute “Status.Missing” only once per hour. 

Status.Orphaned 
This Device Attribute is computed by MSP whenever the Device Attribute Identity.RelayServer for 
the device contains a value that does not match the name of any Relay Server Object.  Since the 
value of the Device Attribute Identity.RelayServer contains the name of the last Relay Server from 
which a document was processed for that device, this situation can only occur if that Relay Server 
has been deleted from MSP. 

When MSP attempts to deliver Content or Jobs to a device, it must send them to the Relay 
Server assigned to the device.  A device is always assigned to the last Relay Server from which a 
document was processed for that device.  If a device is orphaned, it means that there is no Relay 
Server to which MSP can deliver Content or Jobs for that device, and hence the device is 
effectively unmanageable. 

A device that is orphaned will remain orphaned until a document is received and processed from 
that device via a known Relay Server.  Since a device is effectively unmanageable while it is 
orphaned, the only corrective action that could be taken from MSP is to restore the deleted Relay 
Server.  Manual corrective action could also be taken on the device, such as re-Staging the 
device to use a new Relay Server. 

Status.CollectionRejected 
This Device Attribute is computed by MSP for a device whenever a Collection Document that 
contains Collection Samples for non-GPS-related Collection Metrics is received and processed 
from the device.  When Collected Data is processed by MSP, it will be discarded if the time 
stamp, in device local time is unrealistic based on the current time set on the MSP Server.  If the 
most recently processed Collection Document was discarded, then Device Attribute 
“Status.CollectionRejected” is set to one (1).  If the most recently processed Collection Document 
was accepted, then Device Attribute “Status.CollectionRejected” is set to zero (0). 

Status.GPSCollectionRejected 
This Device Attribute is computed by MSP for a device whenever a Collection Document that 
contains Collection Samples for GPS-related Collection Metrics is received and processed from 
the device.  When Collected Data is processed by MSP, it will be discarded if the time stamp, in 
device local time is unrealistic based on the current time set on the MSP Server.  If the most 
recently processed Collection Document was discarded, then Device Attribute 
“Status.GPSCollectionRejected” is set to one (1).  If the most recently processed Collection 
Document was accepted, then Device Attribute “Status.GPSCollectionRejected” is set to zero (0). 

UserAttribute 
Device Attributes that begin with “UserAttribute.” (e.g. “UserAttribute.AssetName”) provide 
auxiliary information about a device and/or about applications running on that device. 

Device Attributes in this category can be Device Originated, Upload Originated, or MSP Console 
UI Originated. 
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Device Originated Device Attributes in this category are commonly used by the MSP Client 
Software and by Motorola-supplied Control Modules.  Any custom device application can also 
create entries in the Device Registry under the key 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\MSP\Attributes.  All such entries are reported as Device 
Originated Device Attributes in this category, making this category fully customer extensible. 

Upload Originated Device Attributes in this category may also be freely created by uploading 
.CSV Files, making this category fully customer extensible. 

MSP Console UI Originated Device Attributes in this category may also be freely created, making 
this category fully customer extensible. 

Uses for Device Attributes 
Device Attributes provide important information about devices that can be used to enable many 
useful capabilities, including: 

Device List Views 
Device List Views provide a means for Users to look at lists of devices.  Any one Device List View 
will display some or all of the managed devices in a given MSP system that are visible to the 
currently logged-in MSP Console UI User. 

Viewing Selected Device Attributes 
Since the list of possible Device Attributes is very large, it would make a Device List View 
impractical to display and use if every possible Device Attribute was allocated its own column.  
Since different Users may be focused on different tasks, they are also likely to be interested in 
different Device Attributes that are relevant for those tasks.  Each User can select, via the 
Preferences tab, the set of Device Attributes they want to see displayed in columns of all Device 
List Views. 

Clickable Column 
The first (leftmost) column on a Device List View is a clickable that will navigate to the Device 
Detail page for that device.  Each User can select, via the Preferences tab, the Device Attribute 
that will be displayed in the first clickable column of all Device List Views. 

Sorting by Columns 
Each column in a Device List View can be used to sort the devices displayed in ascending or 
descending order by of the value of the Device Attribute for that column.  This can be handy for 
dealing with long lists of devices by allowing a User to focus on devices based on different 
criteria. 

Filtering Based on a Device Attribute Value 
When a Device List View is displayed, a Filter function is available that allows the list of devices 
displayed to be constrained based on the value of any Device Attribute shown in a column.  
Filtering restricts the list of devices shown to those where an entered value exists anywhere 
within the value of a selected Device Attribute. 
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Searching 
MSP provides a Device Search operation that allows devices to be located based on the value of 
a selected Device Attribute.  Since the list of possible Device Attributes is very large, it would be 
unwieldy to list them all in the drop-down list associated with the Device Search operation.  Each 
User can select, via the Preferences tab, the set of Device Attributes they want to see displayed 
in the drop-down list of the Device Search operation.  This allows each User to select the set of 
Device Attributes they find most useful and interesting when for searching for devices. 

The Device Search operation results in the display of a Device List View showing all the devices 
that are visible to the currently logged-in MSP Console UI User that have the entered search 
value a anywhere within the value of the selected Device Attribute.  In addition, if the selected 
Device Attribute is not configured to be one of the columns to be displayed in Device List Views 
for that User, then it is temporarily added as an extra column.  The displayed Device List View is 
then automatically filtered based on the entered value and the selected Device Attribute, just as if 
the Filter function were used. 

Device Detail Pages 
MSP provides a Device Detail page for every device that displays various kinds of detailed 
information about that device.  The Device Detail page for a device has a Header area at the 
top, which describes the device, a Related Tasks area to the right, which provides links to 
operations that can be performed on the device, and a Details area the bottom, which can 
display a variety of different kinds of information about the device, depending on which selection 
is made from the Details area pull-down list. 

Viewing All Device Attributes Values 
When Attributes is selected from the Details area pull-down list of the Device Detail page for a 
device, the Details area will display the names and values of all Device Attributes stored in the 
MSP Database for that device.  Since the list of possible Device Attributes is very large, the 
Device Attributes are displayed in alphabetical order and the list is scrollable to allow all the 
values of all Device Attributes known for the device to be viewed. 

Viewing Selected Device Attributes in Device Detail Page Header Area 
The Header area of the Device Detail page displays a small set of Device Attributes so they are 
always easily visible “at a glance”.  Each User can select, via the Preferences tab, the set of 
Device Attributes they want to see displayed in the Header area of all Device Detail pages.  This 
allows each User to select the set of Device Attributes they find most useful and interesting for 
their needs. 

Applicability Rules 
When defining Policies, Actions, and Collection Requests, it is often necessary to restrict them to 
operate on a subset of devices instead of all devices.  This is done by defining an Applicability 
Rule.  The simplest form of an Applicability Rule involves a comparison of the value of a Device 
Attribute against a specified value.  Much more sophisticated Applicability Rules can also be 
defined. 

For more information on Applicability Rules, see Chapter 2 - Understanding Objects. 

Because Applicability Rules allow sophisticated tests to be performed based on the values of any 
Device Attributes, they provide a tremendous amount of flexibility in determining Applicability.  
And since Device Attributes can be customer-extensible, the possibility exists to extend the 
criteria for determining device applicability. 
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Managing Device Attributes 
In some less common cases, it may be necessary to perform some management of Device 
Attributes to achieve some special purpose.  The following sub-sections describe the types of 
management activities that might be performed and provide some examples of when they might 
be used. 

Creation of Device Attributes 
Some Device Attributes are automatically created when MSP is installed.  Other Device Attributes 
are automatically created while MSP is running.  If a Device Attribute does not exist, then it will be 
created automatically the first time a value is Originated for that Device Attribute for any device. 

In some cases, it may be desirable to manually create a Device Attribute before any values have 
been Originated for it for any devices.  This would be done as part of MSP System Administration 
performed by MSP System Administrators. 

For more information on manually creating Device Attributes, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – 
Object Management. 

Editing Device Attributes 
In some cases, a Device Attribute may have been created, automatically or manually, and it may 
be necessary to change some aspect of the definition of that Device Attribute.  This would be 
done as part of MSP System Administration performed by MSP System Administrators. 

For more information on manually editing Device Attributes, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – 
Device Attribute Administration. 

Deleting Device Attributes 
In some cases, a Device Attribute may have been created, automatically or manually, and it may 
be desirable to delete that Device Attribute.  This might be done if the Device Attribute was used 
for some purpose that is no longer relevant.  Deleting a Device Attribute in such a situation can 
help keep “clean up” the MSP System and keep it less cluttered and easier to use.  This would be 
done as part of MSP System Administration performed by MSP System Administrators. 

For more information on manually editing Device Attributes, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – 
Device Attribute Administration. 

Device Attributes and Settings Objects 
Device Attributes can be Device Originated as a result of the use of Settings Objects of the 
following Settings Classes: 

Attribute Settings Class 
The Attribute Settings Class enables multiple Device Attributes in the “UserAttribute” category to 
be assigned values on a device.  

When an Attribute Settings Object sets the values of one or more Device Attributes, it will add or 
replace entries into the Device Registry to set the various Device Attributes values.  Those 
Device Attributes will then be reported to the MSP Server via a Discovery Document sent via the 
Relay Server.  As a result, they will be seen by MSP as Device Originated Device Attributes. 
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Device Attributes and Control Modules 
Device Attributes can be Device Originated as a result of the operation of the following Control 
Modules: 

DateAndTime Control Module 
The Clock.DateAndTime Settings Object Class enables the configuration of the DateAndTime 
Control Module to set the date and time on the device to the date and time acquired from a 
specified HTTP Server and/or to set the Time Zone on the device. 

When the DateAndTime Control Module sets the date, time, and Time Zone, it will add or replace 
entries into the Device Registry to set various Device Attributes to reflect the activities performed.   
Those Device Attributes will then be reported to the MSP Server via a Discovery Document sent 
via the Relay Server.  As a result, they will be seen by MSP as Device Originated Device 
Attributes. 

For more information on the Device Attributes used by this Control Module, see Chapter 7 - 
Understanding Control Modules. 

AutoSiteAssign Control Module 
The Control.AutoSiteAssign Settings Object Class enables the configuration of the 
AutoSiteAssign Control Module to adjust the criteria used to automatically (re)assign devices to 
Sites. 

When the AutoSiteAssign Control Module assigns a device to a Site, it will add or replace entries 
into the Device Registry to set various Device Attributes to reflect the activity performed.  These 
Device Attributes will then be reported to the MSP Server via a Discovery Document sent via the 
Relay Server.  As a result, they will be seen by MSP as Device Originated Device Attributes. 

For more information on the Device Attributes used by this Control Module, see Chapter 7 - 
Understanding Control Modules. 

GetAdapters Control Module 
The GetAdapters Control Module periodically extracts information about the various Network 
Adapters on the device that have a Network Adapter Status of Connected and reports that 
information to MSP as Device Attributes. 

For more information on Network Adapter Status, see the MSP Client Software Guide – Network 
Adapters. 

When the GetAdapters Control Module runs, it will add or replace entries into the Device Registry 
to set various Device Attributes to report the requisite information.  These Device Attributes will 
then be reported to the MSP Server via a Discovery Document sent via the Relay Server.  As a 
result, they will be seen by MSP as Device Originated Device Attributes. 

For more information on the Device Attributes used by the GetAdapters Control Module, see 
Chapter 7 - Understanding Control Modules. 

GetCabInventory Control Module 
The GetCabInventory Control Module periodically extracts information about the various .CAB 
Files installed on the device and reports that information to MSP as Device Attributes. 
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When the GetCabInventory Control Module runs, it will add or replace entries into the Device 
Registry to set various Device Attributes to report the requisite information.  These Device 
Attributes will then be reported to the MSP Server via a Discovery Document sent via the Relay 
Server.  As a result, they will be seen by MSP as Device Originated Device Attributes. 

For more information on the Device Attributes used by this Control Module, see Chapter 7 - 
Understanding Control Modules. 

GetConfigData Control Module 
The Control.GetConfigData Settings Object Class enables the configuration of the GetConfigData 
Control Module to adjust the criteria used to automatically extract configuration information from 
Motorola and Symbol Windows Devices that support the Resource Coordinator (RCM) APIs, and 
to report the extracted information to MSP as Device Attributes. 

When the GetConfigData Control Module extracts information using various Resource 
Coordinator (RCM) APIs, corresponding Device Attributes are created report that information.  
These Device Attributes will then be reported to the MSP Server via a Discovery Document sent 
via the Relay Server.  As a result, they will be seen by MSP as Device Originated Device 
Attributes. 

For more information on the Device Attributes used by this Control Module, see Chapter 7 - 
Understanding Control Modules. 

GetRegistryInfo Control Module 
The Control.GetRegistryInfo Settings Object Class enables the configuration of the 
GetRegistryInfo Control Module to adjust the criteria used to automatically extract information 
from the Device Registry and report it to MSP as Device Attributes. 

When the GetRegistryInfo Control Module extracts information from the Device Registry, based 
on the configuration applied to it, various Device Attributes are created report that information.  
These Device Attributes will then be reported to the MSP Server via a Discovery Document sent 
via the Relay Server.  As a result, they will be seen by MSP as Device Originated Device 
Attributes. 

For more information on the Device Attributes used by this Control Module, see Chapter 7 - 
Understanding Control Modules. 

LockAndWipe Control Module 
The Control.LockAndWipe Settings Class enables the configuration of the LockAndWipe Control 
Module to adjust when the device will be locked, unlocked, and/or wiped either unconditionally 
(when applied based on Server Policy) or conditionally (when determined by referenced 
Condition Objects). 

When the LockAndWipe Control Module takes action, it will add or replace entries into the Device 
Registry to set various Device Attributes to reflect the activity performed.  These Device Attributes 
will then be reported to the MSP Server via a Discovery Document sent via the Relay Server.  As 
a result, they will be seen by MSP as Device Originated Device Attributes. 

For more information on the Device Attributes used by this Control Module, see Chapter 7 - 
Understanding Control Modules. 

The Control.UserAuth Settings Class enables the configuration of the LockAndWipe Control 
Module to request the Device User to log in to the device and provide authentication credentials 
in the form of a User Name and/or Password. 
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When the LockAndWipe Control Module performs authentication activities, it will add or replace 
entries into the Device Registry to set various Device Attributes to track the activities performed.  
These Device Attributes will then be reported to the MSP Server via a Discovery Document sent 
via the Relay Server.  As a result, they will be seen by MSP as Device Originated Device 
Attributes. 

For more information on the Device Attributes used by this Control Module, see Chapter 7 - 
Understanding Control Modules. 

UserAttributes Control Module 
The Control.UserAttributes Settings Class enables the configuration of the UserAttributes Control 
Module to manage any Device Attribute in the “UserAttributes” category. 

When the UserAttributes Control Module manages a Device Attribute, it will add an entry to, 
remove an entry from, or change an entry within the Device Registry to accomplish the requested 
operation.  The resulting change will then be reported to the MSP Server via a Discovery 
Document sent via the Relay Server.  As a result, any Device Attribute created or modified by this 
Control Module will be seen by MSP as a Device Originated Device Attribute. 

For more information on the Device Attributes used by this Control Module, see Chapter 7 - 
Understanding Control Modules. 

Device Attribute Persistence 
Since Device Originated Device Attributes are stored as entries in the Device Registry, they are 
not inherently Persistent across a Restore Boot since the Device Registry itself is not Persistent 
across a Restore Boot. 

For more information on the nature and mechanisms of Persistence, see Chapter 5 - 
Understanding Persistence. 

Following a Restore Boot, many Device Attributes will not be included in the Discovery Document 
sent to MSP since they are no longer found in the Device Registry.  This means that these Device 
Attributes will no longer appear in the MSP Console UI for that device since MSP removes Device 
Originated Device Attributes from its Database if they are not contained within the Discovery 
Document received from the device. 

While the actual values of Device Originated Device Attributes that are stored as entries in the 
Device Registry are not themselves Persistent across a Restore Boot, the logic that stores some 
entries into the Device Registry might be Persistent.  Some examples of this are covered in the 
following subsections. 

MSP Client Software 
If the MSP Client Software is Persistent, then the entries that are stored into the Device Registry 
for Device Attributes by the MSP Client Software will be stored again when the MSP Client 
Software runs following a Restore Boot. 

Control Module 
Certain Control Modules, such as GetAdapters, will automatically begin populating entries into the 
Device Registry following a Restore Boot.  This would cause the related Device Originated 
Device Attributes to reappear the next time a Discovery Document is sent. 

For more information on the Persistence of various Control Modules, see Chapter 7 - 
Understanding Control Modules. 
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CSV File for Upload Originated Device 
Attributes 
This section will explain the format of a .CSV File used to import values for Upload Originated 
Device Attributes.  The general format for such a .CSV File is shown below: 

SearchAttributeName1,SearchValue1,SetAttributeName1,SetValue1 
SearchAttributeName2,SearchValue2,SetAttributeName2,SetValue2 
SearchAttributeName3,SearchValue3,SetAttributeName3,SetValue3 
 

In such a .CSV File, each line must contain four columns, separated by commas and each line 
will cause a single value to be assigned to a single Device Attribute for zero or more devices, 
depending on the data entered into the columns. 

The first column specifies the name of a search Device Attribute and the second column contains 
a compare value to match against the values of the search Device Attribute.  All devices currently 
managed by MSP will be scanned to see which of them currently have the specified value 
assigned to the specified search Device Attribute. 

Notes: 

The value that is assigned to the specified search Device Attribute for each scanned device and 
the specified compare value are compared as Strings.  This is equivalent to using an Equal To 
Operator as described for Applicability Rules in Chapter 2 - Understanding Objects.  If a device 
does not have a value assigned for the specified search Device Attribute, then an empty string 
value is used for that device for the purposes of the comparison. 

The third column of each line of the .CSV File specifies the name of a set Device Attribute and 
the fourth column specifies a set value.  All devices that compare successfully during the scan will 
have the specified set value assigned to the specified set Device Attribute. 

Note: 

When importing Device Attribute values using a .CSV File, values can only be assigned to 
devices that are managed by MSP at the time that .CSV File is entered.  If additional devices are 
discovered by MSP, the .CSV File would need to be imported again to assign values to then. 

As can be seen, a line in the .CSV File might match zero existing devices and hence may cause 
no change to occur.  Or, a line in the .CSV File might match exactly one device and hence would 
cause the specified set value to be assigned to the specified set Device Attribute for that device.  
Or, a line in the .CSV File might match multiple devices and hence would cause the same set 
value to be assigned to the specified set Device Attribute for each matching device. 

Notes: 

If a line of the .CSV File causes a value to be assigned to a Device Attribute that does not yet 
exist, then that Device Attribute will automatically be created. 

If a line of the .CSV File causes a value to be assigned to a Device Attribute for which no value is 
currently assigned for a given device, then that Device Attribute for that device will be assigned 
the set value as an Upload Originated Device Attribute. 

If a line of the .CSV File causes a value to be assigned to a Device Attribute for which a value 
already exists for that device, then the existing value of that Device Attribute for that device will be 
replaced with the set value as an Upload Originated Device Attribute. 
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Single Device Identification and Assignment 
In the following example, two individual devices are identified by their unique unit ID using the 
Device Attribute “Identity.UUID”.  Each device is assigned an appropriate value for a custom 
Device Attribute “Status.Broken” to indicate its “Broken” status. 

Identity.UUID,001346e604eb0108c1ff1f7034250fff,Status.Broken,ReturnedForRepair 
Identity.UUID,20000a008b3e07e8,Status.Broken,WaitingForRMA 

Multiple Device Identification and Assignment 
In the following example, all the devices at two Sites are identified by their assigned Sites using 
the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.SiteID”.  Each device that is assigned to one of the two 
specified Sites is assigned a value of “1” for the custom Device Attribute “UserAttribute.Pilot” to 
indicate that the device should participate in a pilot test for a new version of an application. 

UserAttribute.SiteID,US.West.CA.LosAngeles.Store74,UserAttribute.Pilot,1 
UserAttribute.SiteID,US.West.CA.LosAngeles.Store75.UserAttribute.Pilot,1 
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Chapter 7 - Understanding Control 
Modules 

What is a Control Module? 
A Control Module is a Package that performs an activity on a device and can be deployed to one 
or more devices using a Staging Profile, Provisioning Policy, or Action.  Most Control Modules are 
generally not very useful with MSP Stage Edition, are useful with MSP Provision Edition, and are 
especially useful with MSP Control Edition. 

This chapter will describe the Control Modules provided in MSP and how to use them. 

Standard Control Modules 

AutoSiteAssign 

Purpose 
The AutoSiteAssign Control Module enables the automatic assignment and/or reassignment of 
devices to Sites dynamically, based on the Relay Server to which they are assigned or optionally 
the Relay Server to which they are assigned and the WLAN network to which they are 
associated. 

Installation 
The AutoSiteAssign Control Module is implemented by the Package AutoSiteAssign.apf.  This 
Package must be deployed to a device before the functionality of the The AutoSiteAssign Control 
Module can be used. 

Activation 
When it is initially deployed, the AutoSiteAssign Control Module is inactive.  When it is configured 
by applying a Control.AutoSiteAssign Settings Object, it becomes active if the Settings is applied 
successfully and requests that the Control Module become active. 

For more information on creating Settings Objects, see the MSP Online Help – Setting Create. 
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Configuration 
The AutoSiteAssign Control Module is configured by applying a Control.AutoSiteAssign Settings 
Object. 

For more information on creating Settings Objects, see the MSP Online Help – Setting Create. 

Operation 
When active, the AutoSiteAssign Control Module runs each time the MSP Client Software 
executes and tests to see if the device has moved to a new Site since the last time the Control 
Module ran.  This is accomplished by accessing the contents of the Relay Server Information File 
that is pulled from the Relay Server by the MSP Client Software.  Based on the selected mode of 
operation, a list of candidate Sites is produced.  There can be one of three possible outcomes: 

 No Candidate Sites 

If no candidate Sites were found, then the device will not be considered to be at any Site. 

 One Candidate Site 

If a single candidate Site was found, then the device will be considered to be at that Site. 

 Multiple Candidate Sites 

If multiple candidate Sites were found, then a “Site Ambiguity” situation is deemed to have 
occurred.  The choice made for “Handle Site Ambiguity By” will determine what happens. 

If the device is considered to be at a Site and if that Site is different from the Site to which the 
device is currently assigned, then the device will be assigned to the new Site.  To assign a 
device to a new Site, the Production Site Bundle for the new Site is scheduled to be pulled 
from the Relay Server the next time the MSP Client Software executes.  When a Production 
Site Bundle for a Site is pulled, any Settings defined for that Site will be applied and the 
device will be assigned to that Site. 

Device Attributes 
The AutoSiteAssign Control Module will add or replace entries into the device Registry to set 
various Device Attributes to reflect the activity performed.  The following is an example of the 
Device Attributes produced by this Control Module: 

UserAttribute.autositeassign.relayServer MyRelayServer 
UserAttribute.autositeassign.Profile MyWlan 

 
In this example, the device was found to be checking in via the Relay Server named 
“MyRelayServer” and was found to be associated with the WLAN Profile named “MyWlan”.  
Based on this information, and the information in the Relay Server Information File for the Relay 
Server named “MyRelayServer”, the device was assigned to a new Site.  This information can be 
very useful to understand how/why the device was assigned to a particular Site. 

When a device is assigned to a new Site, the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.SiteID” is updated to 
contain the name of that new Site.  While that is not directly done by the AutoSiteAssign Control 
Module, is an indirect result of Site assignment and hence is a potential Device Attribute change 
resulting from the operation of this Control Module.  The following is an example of the change 
that might have resulted from the Site assignment from the previous example: 

UserAttribute.autositeassign.SiteID MySite 
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In this example, the device was assigned to the Site named “MySite” as a result of the operation 
of the AutoSiteAssign Control Module. 

DateAndTime 

Purpose 
The DateAndTime Control Module enables the Time Zone to be set for one or more devices 
and/or enables the date and time to be acquired from a Server and then set for one or more 
devices. 

Installation 
The DateAndTime Control Module is implemented by the Package DateAndTime.apf.  This 
Package must be deployed to a device before it can be used. 

Activation 
When it is initially deployed, the DateAndTime Control Module is inactive.  When it is configured 
by applying a Clock.DateAndTime Settings Object, it becomes active if the Settings is applied 
successfully and requests that the Control Module become active. 

For more information on creating Settings Objects, see the MSP Online Help – Setting Create. 

Configuration 
The DateAndTime Control Module is configured by applying a Clock.DateAndTime Settings 
Object. 

For more information on creating Settings Objects, see the MSP Online Help – Setting Create. 

Operation 
When it is activated, the DateAndTime Control Module runs each time the MSP Client Software 
executes and performs whatever activity it required of it. 

If “Set Time Zone on device” was selected, then the Time Zone on the device is set to the 
specified value. 

If “Set clock on device” was selected, then the DateAndTime Control Module attempts to contact 
the specified Server using the specified Protocol.  If a response is received, then the absolute 
date and time (i.e. Universal Coordinated Time or UTC) is extracted from the response and used 
to set the time and date on the device. 

If both “Set Time Zone on device” and “Set clock on device” were selected, then the clock is set 
first and then the Time Zone is set.  This will ensure that the proper local time is reported by the 
device. 

If “Set Date and Time Initially and on Reboot” is selected for the “Repeat?” option, then once the 
DateAndTime Control Module has set the Date and Time successfully, it will become active until 
the next time the device is rebooted. 

If “Set Date and Time Initially, on Reboot, and Periodically” is selected for the “Repeat?” option, 
then once the DateAndTime Control Module has set the Date and Time successfully, it will 
become active until the next time the device is rebooted or until the number of executions 
specified by the “Frequency” option have occurred. 
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Device Attributes 
The DateAndTime Control Module will add or replace entries into the device Registry to set 
various Device Attributes to reflect the activity performed.  The following is an example of the 
device Attributes produced by this Control Module: 

UserAttribute.dateandtime.set 1  
UserAttribute.dateandtime.zone Pacific Standard  

 
In the above example, the “set” attribute indicates that the Time Zone and/or clock of the device 
were successfully set.  The “zone” attribute indicates the Time Zone (and Daylight Saving Time 
flag) of the Time Zone that was successfully set on the device. 

GetAdapters 

Purpose 
The GetAdapters Control Module extracts information about all Network Adapters that in a device 
that have a Network Adapter Status of Connected and information about what it considers to be 
the Best Connected Network Adapter and reports them to MSP as Device Attributes. 

For more information on Network Adapters, see the MSP Client Software Guide – Network 
Adapters. 

The GetAdapters Control Module is commonly used when it is important to know an IP Address 
via which the device can be contacted (e.g. for initiating Remote Control, Remote UI, or a Real-
Time Management function). 

In addition to general Network Adapter information, this Control Module also delivers some Phone 
information on WWAN-enabled devices and other auxiliary device information, including keyboard 
type, screen size, default color depth, etc. 

Installation 
The GetAdapters Control Module is implemented by the Package GetAdapters.apf.  This 
Package must be deployed to a device before it can be used. 

Activation 
When it is initially deployed, the GetAdapters Control Module is active. 

Configuration 
There is no need to configure the GetAdapters Control Module and hence no means is provided 
to do so. 

Operation 
Once it is installed, the GetAdapters Control Module runs each time the MSP Client Software 
executes.  Each time it runs, it enumerates all the Network Adapters with a Network Adapter 
Status of Connected and collects and reports information about each.  It then determines what it 
considers to be the Best Connected Network Adapter and collects and reports information about 
it. 

For more information on Network Adapters, see the MSP Client Software Guide – Network 
Adapters. 
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Device Attributes 
The GetAdapters Control Module removes all entries in the device Registry from any prior run 
and then adds entries into the device Registry to set various Device Attributes to deliver the 
information it has collected.  This behavior is important since it means that Device Attributes 
related to previously-reported Network Adapters will cease being reported if those Network 
Adapters cease to have a Network Adapter Status of Connected. 

The following is an example of the Device Attributes produced by this Control Module: 

UserAttribute.adapter.lannds1.class Cradle  
UserAttribute.adapter.lannds1.gatewayip 192.168.1.1  
UserAttribute.adapter.lannds1.ipaddr 192.168.1.103  
UserAttribute.adapter.lannds1.macaddr 00:A0:F8:E4:2F:FC  
UserAttribute.adapter.lannds1.name LANNDS1  
UserAttribute.adapter.lannds1.subnetmask 255.255.255.0  
UserAttribute.adapter.pccardx5cphoton1.class WLAN  
UserAttribute.adapter.pccardx5cphoton1.gatewayip 192.168.0.1  
UserAttribute.adapter.pccardx5cphoton1.ipaddr 192.168.0.108  
UserAttribute.adapter.pccardx5cphoton1.macaddr 00:15:70:6A:F9:C8  
UserAttribute.adapter.pccardx5cphoton1.name PCCARDx5CPHOTON1  
UserAttribute.adapter.pccardx5cphoton1.subnetmask 255.255.255.0  
UserAttribute.adapterbest.ipaddr 192.168.1.103  
UserAttribute.adapterbest.macaddr 00:A0:F8:E4:2F:FC  
UserAttribute.adapterbest.name LANNDS1 
 
UserAttribute.phone.manufacturer Sierra Wireless  
UserAttribute.phone.model EM5625D Rev 3  
UserAttribute.phone.number 4807731375  
UserAttribute.phone.revision 3.03.00:50800  
UserAttribute.phone.serialnumber 602a5ca0  
UserAttribute.phone.subscriber 6  
 
UserAttribute.RemoteControl.bitdepth 16  
UserAttribute.RemoteControl.keyboard MC70XX_NUMERIC  
UserAttribute.RemoteControl.screenheight 320  
UserAttribute.RemoteControl.screenwidth 240 

GetCabInventory 

Purpose 
The GetCabInventory Control Module extracts information about the inventory of all the .CAB 
Files that are installed on a device.  While MSP automatically tracks the inventory of Packages 
installed on a device by MSP, some devices may have applications installed through .CAB Files 
instead.  By using the GetCabInventory Control Module, information about the inventory of 
installed .CAB Files can also be reported to MSP as Device Attributes. 

Installation 
The GetCabInventory Control Module is implemented by the Package GetCabInventory.apf.  This 
Package must be deployed to a device before it can be used. 

Activation 
When it is initially deployed, the GetCabInventory Control Module is active. 
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Configuration 
There is no need to configure the GetCabInventory Control Module and hence no means is 
provided to do so. 

Operation 
Once it is installed, the GetCabInventory Control Module runs each time the MSP Client Software 
executes.  Each time it runs, it enumerates the inventory of all the .CAB Files that are installed on 
the device. 

Note: 

.CAB Files are generally only supported on Windows Devices. 

For more information on the detailed operation of the GetCabInventory Control Module on 
Windows Devices, see the MSP Client Software Guide – Control Modules. 

Device Attributes 
The GetCabInventory Control Module removes all entries in the device Registry from any prior 
run and then adds entries into the device Registry to set various Device Attributes to deliver the 
information it has collected.  This behavior is important since it means that Device Attributes 
related to previously-reported .CAB Files that are no longer installed will be removed.  The 
following is an example of the Device Attributes produced by this Control Module: 

UserAttribute.getcabinventory.myx20app1 My App1 
UserAttribute.getcabinventory.thirdx20partyx20tool Third Party Tool 

GetConfigData 

Purpose 
The GetConfigData Control Module enables the automatic extraction of configuration information 
from Motorola and Symbol Windows Devices that support the Resource Coordinator (RCM) APIs, 
and the reporting of that information to MSP as Device Attributes. 

Installation 
The GetConfigData Control Module is implemented by the Package GetConfigData.apf.  This 
Package must be deployed to a device before it can be used. 

Activation 
When it is initially deployed, the GetConfigData Control Module is inactive.  When it is configured 
by applying a Control.GetConfigData Settings Object, it becomes active if the Settings is applied 
successfully and requests that the Control Module extract any information. 

For more information on creating Settings Objects, see the MSP Online Help – Setting Create. 

Configuration 
The GetConfigData Control Module is configured by applying a Control.GetConfigData Settings 
Object. 

For more information on creating Settings Objects, see the MSP Online Help – Setting Create. 
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Operation 
When active, the GetConfigData Control Module runs each time the MSP Client Software 
executes and tests to see if any information needs to be extracted using Resource Coordinator 
(RCM) APIs for any Configuration Items requested by the configuration applied by a 
Control.GetConfigData Settings Object. 

Note: 

The Resource Coordinator (RCM) APIs are generally only supported on Motorola and Symbol 
Windows Devices. 

For more information on the detailed operation of the GetConfigData Control Module on Windows 
Devices, see the MSP Client Software Guide – Control Modules. 

Device Attributes 
The GetConfigData Control Module will add, remove, or replace entries into the device Registry 
to report or stop reporting values for Device Attributes for information extracted using Resource 
Coordinator (RCM) APIs about Configuration Items  as requested by the configuration applied by 
a Control.GetConfigData Settings Object. 

Note: 

The Resource Coordinator (RCM) APIs are generally only supported on Motorola and Symbol 
Windows Devices. 

For more information on the Device Attributes reported by the GetConfigData Control Module on 
Windows Devices, see the MSP Client Software Guide – Control Modules. 

GetRegistryInfo 

Purpose 
The GetRegistryInfo Control Module enables the automatic extraction of configured locations in 
the Device Registry and the reporting of that information to MSP as Device Attributes. 

Installation 
The GetRegistryInfo Control Module is implemented by the Package GetRegistryInfo.apf.  This 
Package must be deployed to a device before it can be used. 

Activation 
When it is initially deployed, the GetRegistryInfo Control Module is inactive.  When it is configured 
by applying a Control.GetRegistryInfo Settings Object, it becomes active if the Settings is applied 
successfully and requests that the Control Module extract any information. 

For more information on creating Settings Objects, see the MSP Online Help – Setting Create. 

Configuration 
The GetRegistryInfo Control Module is configured by applying a Control.GetRegistryInfo Settings 
Object. 

For more information on creating Settings Objects, see the MSP Online Help – Setting Create. 
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Operation 
When active, the GetRegistryInfo Control Module runs each time the MSP Client Software 
executes and tests to see if any information needs to be extracted from the Device Registry and 
reported to MSP as Device Attributes.  For each slot, one of the following results can occur. 

 The slot does not request a Registry Value to be extracted 

In this case, the slot is ignored and does not cause any extraction to occur. 

 No value exists for the Registry Value specified for the slot 

In this case, the operation performed depends on the option selected for “Delete Device 
Attribute?” for the slot.  The possible situations are: 

○ “Do not delete the Device Attribute if no Registry Value exists” was specified for the slot 

If a previous value exists for the Device Attribute name specified for the slot, then that 
value is left in place and hence will continue to be reported to MSP. 

If no previous value exists for the Device Attribute name specified for the slot, then no 
action is taken. 

○ “Delete the Device Attribute if no Registry Value exists” was specified for the slot 

If a previous value exists for the Device Attribute name specified for the slot, then that 
value is deleted and hence will cease being reported to MSP. 

If no previous value exists for the Device Attribute name specified for the slot, then no 
action is taken. 

 A value exists for the Registry Value specified for the slot 

If a previous value exists for the Device Attribute name specified for the slot, then that value 
will be replaced and hence will be reported to MSP instead of the prior value. 

If no previous value exists for the Device Attribute name specified for the slot, then the 
Device Attribute is created with that value and hence will be reported to MSP. 

Device Attributes 
The GetRegistryInfo Control Module will add, remove, or replace entries into the device Registry 
to report or stop reporting of Device Attributes as requested by the configuration applied by a 
Control.GetRegistryInfo Settings Object. 

LockAndWipe 

Purpose 
The LockAndWipe Control Module is a multi-function Control Module that provides the following 
capabilities: 

 Provides a means to lock or unlock access to the User Interface (UI) of the device by the 
Device User. 

 Provides a means to wipe sensitive information from the device. 

 Provides a means to perform local operations on a device when specified Conditions are met. 
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 Provides a means to require the Device User to Authenticate with a valid User Name and 

optionally a Password before being allowed access to the User Interface (UI) of the device. 

 Provides a means to display messages to the Device User, with the option to require 
acknowledgement by the Device User. 

Like all configurable Control Modules, the Package containing the LockAndWipe Control Module 
must be deployed to a device before it can be activated and configured. 

Installation 
The LockAndWipe Control Module is implemented by the Package LockAndWipe.apf.  This 
Package must be deployed to a device before any of the capabilities of this Control Module can 
be used. 

Activation 
When it is initially deployed, the LockAndWipe Control Module is inactive.  It is configured by 
applying one or more of the following Settings Objects, at which time it becomes active: 

 Control.LockAndWipe 

 Control.UserAuth 

 Control.SendMessage 

For more information on creating Settings Objects, see the MSP Online Help – Setting Create. 

Configuration 

Multiple Settings Classes 
It is a bit unusual for a single Control Module to have multiple types of Settings Objects to 
configure it.  This was done for the following reasons: 

 These functions all leverage common functionality within LockAndWipe and hence are 
designed to share a single common implementation. 

 Other (third party) components (e.g., AppCenter) may be aware of and designed to 
coordinate their operation with parts of the LockAndWipe Control Module (e.g., ld.exe).  By 
extending the existing Control Module instead of adding new ones, such components do not 
need to be modified. 

 There are important interactions between these functions that make it much easier to 
accomplish if all the functions are integrated into a single Control Module. 

The Package containing the LockAndWipe Control Module must be deployed to a device before 
the device will accept and process any of the above Settings Objects. 

For more information on creating Settings Objects, see the MSP Online Help – Setting Create. 

Important: 

Attempting to deploy any of the above Settings Objects to a device before the LockAndWipe 
Control Module has been installed will result in an Error -841. 
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Multiple Settings Object Handling 

Control.LockAndWipe 
When a Control.LockAndWipe Settings Object is used to configure the LockAndWipe Control 
Module, it replaces the Control.LockAndWipe Settings Object, if any, that was previously applied 
to the device.  The configuration specified within a Control.LockAndWipe Settings Object will be 
validated and, if it is valid, it will be stored on the device for later processing. 

The LockAndWipe functionality of the LockAndWipe Control Module has the highest priority or all 
Settings Objects that can be used to configure the LockAndWipe Control Module.  This means 
that once a Control.LockAndWipe Settings Object is successfully applied to a device it will take 
precedence over any other Settings Objects (e.g. Control.UserAuth or Control.SendMessage) 
that may have been previously applied on the device or that may later be applied on the device. 

Control.UserAuth 
When a Control.UserAuth Settings Object is used to configure the LockAndWipe Control Module, 
it replaces the Control.UserAuth Settings Object, if any, that was previously applied to the device.  
The configuration specified within a Control.UserAuth Settings Object will be validated and, if it is 
valid, it will be stored on the device for later processing. 

The UserAuth functionality of the LockAndWipe Control Module has lower priority than the 
LockAndWipe functionality, but higher priority than the SendMessage functionality.  This means 
that once a Control.UserAuth Settings Object is successfully applied to a device it will take 
precedence over any Control.SendMessage Settings functionality but will be overridden by any 
LockAndWipe functionality.  This is the case whether the other Settings Objects were previously 
applied on the device or are later applied on the device. 

Control.SendMessage 
When a Control.SendMessage Settings Object is used to configure the LockAndWipe Control 
Module, it replaces the Control.SendMessage Settings Object, if any, that was previously applied 
to the device.  The configuration specified within a Control.SendMessage Settings Object will be 
validated and, if it is valid, the message information in it will be queued on the device for later 
display. 

The LockAndWipe Control Module allows multiple Control.SendMessage Settings Objects to be 
applied serially to a given device.  As each Control.SendMessage Settings Object is successfully 
applied to a device, it will be queued by storing its configuration information into the Super-
Persistent File System known as the Application Partition on the device.  Each successfully 
applied Control.SendMessage Settings Object will replace the Control.SendMessage Settings 
Object, if any, that was previously applied to the device, but this will remove a previously queued 
message from the queue. 

The SendMessage functionality of the LockAndWipe Control Module has lower priority than the 
LockAndWipe and UserAuth functionality.  This means that once a Control.SendMessage 
Settings Object is successfully applied to a device, and its configuration information has been 
successfully queued, the message may not display right away.  SendMessage functionality will be 
overridden by any LockAndWipe or UserAuth functionality.  This is the case whether the 
Control.LockAndWipe or Control.UserAuth Settings Objects were applied before or after any 
Control.SendMessage Settings Objects. 

As conditions permit (e.g. when SendMessage functionality is not overridden by LockAndWipe or 
UserAuth functionality), queued messages will be displayed.  Queued messages will be displayed 
according to their stored message information, in the order they were queued (i.e. oldest to 
newest). 
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Once a Control.SendMessage Settings Object has been successfully queued on a device, there 
is no way to prevent that specific message from eventually being displayed to the Device User.  
Uninstalling the Control.SendMessage Settings Object that caused the message to be queued 
will not remove the message from the queue. 

The only effective way to prevent a queued message from eventually being displayed would be 
to uninstall the LockAndWipe Control Module.  But this might have undesirable consequences 
since this would also prevent all other queued messages from being displayed to the Device User 
and would also cancel any previously configured LockAndWipe or UserAuth functionality. 

Credentials Management for UserAuth 
When using the User Authentication functionality of the LockAndWipe Control Module, User 
Credentials must be deployed to a device for use in authenticating the User Names and/or 
Passwords entered by the Device User on that device.  User Credentials are generally deployed 
to a device by Provisioning a User Credentials File to the device. 

Depending on the nature of the Enterprise, it may be desirable to have a single common User 
Credentials File that is provisioned to all devices.  Or, for some Enterprises, it may be desirable to 
have different User Credentials Files for different devices.  User Credentials Files might be 
unique to a region, a Site, or even, in extreme cases, to individual devices. 

Creating a User Credentials File begins with creating a text file containing the credentials for one 
or more Device Users, with the credentials for one Device User on each line.  The credentials for 
each Device User can consist of a User Name and optionally a Password.  If a Password is used, 
then it must be separated from the User Name by a comma.  Since the delimiter is a comma, a 
User Name cannot contain a comma, but a Password can. 

The text file is then fed into a tool called EncryptUserFile.EXE to produce a User Credentials File, 
which is basically a hashed version of the original text file.  Using a hashed version of the 
credentials permits authentication of User Names and/or Passwords entered on the device 
without the need to store the User Names and/or Passwords on the device in clear text form.  
This enhances security since the User Names and/or Passwords cannot be extracted from the file 
stored on the device. 

The EncryptUserFile.EXE tool is installed onto a Workstation PC as part of the MSP Workstation 
Installer.  This tool can be launched from the Motorola MSP entry that was added to the Start 
Menu of the Workstation PC by the MSP Workstation Installer.  The tool will prompt the User to 
enter a single file name, without extension, and with optional path.  This single entry identifies 
both the input text file (which must have an extension of .TXT) and the output User Credentials 
File (which will always be given an extension of .AUT).  The output User Credentials File is 
always created in the same folder as the input text file. 
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The EncryptUserFile.EXE tool can also be used in a command line mode, which can be useful 
when many different User Credentials Files need to be created, such as via a batch file. The 
following example shows the command line calling sequence for the EncryptUserFile.EXE utility: 

EncryptUserFile <name> 

where: <name> is a SINGLE file name, without extension, but with optional 
path, that identifies both the input text file and the output User 
Credentials File. 

Notes: 

The input text file must have the assumed extension of .TXT. 

Each line of the input text file must contain a single User Name, followed by a 
comma, followed by the matching Password. Each line must end with a CRLF. 

The output User Credentials File will be written to a file of the same name as the 
input text file, but with the extension changed to .AUT. 

The output User Credentials File will always be created in the same path as the 
input text file. 

Aside from the encryption tool, no other specific tools are provided as part of MSP for the 
management or distribution of User Credentials Files.  Nonetheless, the standard Provisioning 
features of MSP can be used to deliver the appropriate User Credentials File to each device. 

When Provisioning a User Credentials File to a device, the file must be named “ld.aut” and must 
be located within the folder “\Application\MSP\Control\LockAndWipe”.  The User Authentication 
functionality of the LockAndWipe Control Module always looks for and requires this file to be 
located at “\Application\MSP\Control\LockAndWipe\ld.aut”. 

One method for delivering User Credentials File(s) to device(s) is to create a Package containing 
each unique User Credentials File and then use MSP Provisioning to deliver a Bundle containing 
the right Package to each device.  Such a Package must deliver the User Credentials File to the 
required folder and with the required name, as explained above. 

Notes: 

For ease of maintenance, when multiple User Credentials Files are being created and managed 
on the same Workstation PC, it may be desirable to place them in different folders on the 
Workstation PC and/or given them different files names. 

When creating a Package, the name and location of a User Credentials File (on the Workstation 
PC) can be different from the required name and, so long as the name and location where the file 
is installed on the device by the Package is the required name and location of 
“\Application\MSP\Control\LockAndWipe\ld.aut”. 
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As an alternative to using Packages to deliver User Credentials Files to devices, Dynamic File 
Settings Object, combined with a File Set Object, can be used.  This can make it easier to deliver 
the right User Credentials File(s) to the right device(s) based on a variety of different criteria by 
leveraging the power of Dynamic Deployment. 

For more information on creating Settings Objects, see the MSP Online Help – Setting Create. 

For more information on File Set Objects, see Chapter 3 - Understanding Dynamic Deployment. 

Operation 
When it is activated, the LockAndWipe Control Module runs each time the MSP Client Software 
executes until it has performed all requested operation(s) and determines that it no longer needs 
to be active, at which time it becomes inactive. 

The LockAndWipe Control Module can be simultaneously configured using up to one Settings 
Object of each of the supported Settings Classes, all at the same time.  When more than one 
Class of Settings Object is applied to the LockAndWipe Control Module at the same time, the 
order in which they are processed is based on the priority of the Settings Classes as described 
below: 

Control.LockAndWipe 
A Control.LockAndWipe Settings Object has the highest priority and will be processed in 
preference to all others.  This is because the Device User must not be allowed to Authenticate or 
view messages via the device UI of a locked device.  Activities requested by Control.UserAuth or 
Control.SendMessage Settings Objects will be held in abeyance until the device is unlocked, at 
which time they can be performed. 

Control.UserAuth 
If no activity needs to be performed at the request of a Control.LockAndWipe Settings Object then 
an activity requested by a Control.UserAuth Settings Object can be performed.  This Settings 
Class has higher priority than the Control.SendMessage Settings Class because a Device User 
must not be presented with potentially sensitive messages until he has successfully 
Authenticated, if authentication is required.  Activities requested by Control.SendMessage 
Settings Objects will be held in abeyance until authentication is complete, at which time they can 
be performed. 

Control.SendMessage 
If no activity needs to be performed at the request of a Control.LockAndWipe or Control.UserAuth 
Settings Object, then an activity requested by a Control.SendMessage Settings Object can be 
performed.  This is because we only want to display messages to Authenticated Devices Users 
on unlocked devices.  Since a message cannot be displayed until all previous messages have 
been displayed, multiple Control.UserAuth Settings Objects can be queued up and will be 
displayed in the order received. 

Lock, Unlock, and Wipe Operation 
Scenarios defined in a Control.LockAndWipe Settings Object are evaluated in their specified 
numerical order each time the Check-In Command is executed.  If a Scenario is met, then the 
Scenario Action for that Scenario is taken and no subsequent Scenarios are evaluated on that 
execution of the Check-In Command.  If none of the defined Scenarios are met on a given 
execution of the Check-In Command, then no Scenario Action is taken on that execution of the 
Check-In Command and evaluation of the Scenarios will begin again with the first Scenario on the 
next execution of the Check-In Command. 
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A Scenario that is Unconditional will always be found to be met.  As a result, any Scenario after 
an Unconditional Scenario will never be evaluated. 

Note: 

Once an Unconditional Scenario has been evaluated and the Scenario Action for that Scenario 
has been taken, no more Scenarios will be evaluated until a Control.LockAndWipe Settings 
Object is applied again.  In other words, the successful evaluation of an Unconditional Scenario 
prevents any further activity from being requested by that Control.LockAndWipe Settings. 

Following an Unconditional Scenario Action, a Control.LockAndWipe Settings Object might be 
applied in one of the following ways: 

 A new Control.UserAuth Settings Object is applied to the device. 

 A Restore Boot is performed on the device, thus causing the Persisted Control.UserAuth 
Settings Object to be reapplied. 

When a Scenario is met, one of the following Scenario Actions will be taken; 

 Lock 

This Scenario Action causes the device to be locked by launching the LockAndWipe UI 
application (ld.exe).  This application presents a UI to the Device User that effectively 
prevents access to the rest of the device UI until the device has been unlocked in one of the 
following ways: 

○ A different Scenario of the Control.LockAndWipe Settings Object that locked the device is 
met and executes an Unlock Scenario Action. 

○ A new Control.LockAndWipe Settings Object is applied to the device. 

○ The Control.LockAndWipe Settings Object that locked the device is uninstalled from the 
device. 

○ The LockAndWipe Control Module is uninstalled from the device. 

The LockAndWipe UI application (ld.exe) will be running whenever the device is locked and 
will automatically be launched following a reboot if the device was locked before the reboot.  
The LockAndWipe UI application will exit when it is no longer needed to support the locking 
or other UI activities of the LockAndWipe Control Module. 

 Unlock 

This Scenario Action causes the device to be unlocked, if it is locked.  Unlocking a device will 
cause the LockAndWipe UI application to exit if it is no longer needed to support other UI 
activities of the LockAndWipe Control Module (e.g. User Authentication or Send Message). 
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 Wipe 

This Scenario Action causes one or more selected Device Wipe Operations to be performed 
on a device. 

Note: 

Since Wipe is a Scenario Action, if a device was locked before this Scenario 
Action was taken, then the device will be unlocked before the Device Wipe 
Operations are performed.  There is no way to keep a device locked 
throughout the execution of all Device Wipe Operations. 

Device Wipe Operations are performed in the precise order they are specified in the 
Control.LockAndWipe Settings Object.  The order in which the fields used to configure Device 
Wipe Operations are presented is carefully designed to maximize the chance of success 
when wiping a device. 

User Authentication Operation 
When User Authentication is enabled by a Control.UserAuth Settings Object and not prevented 
by a higher priority Control.LockAndWipe Settings Object, then the LockAndWipe UI application 
(ld.exe) will be launched to interact with the Device User to accomplish authentication. 

Once authentication has completed, depending on the configuration settings specified in the 
Control.UserAuth Settings Object, re-authentication may be automatically performed.  The 
LockAndWipe UI application (ld.exe) will be running whenever authentication is in progress and 
will automatically be launched following a reboot if authentication needs to be performed following 
the reboot.  The LockAndWipe UI application will exit when it is no longer needed to support the 
authentication or other UI activities of the LockAndWipe Control Module. 

Send Message Operation 
When a Send Message is requested by a Control.SendMessage Settings Object it is queued up 
in the Super-Persistent File System known as the Application Partition on the device.  Multiple 
messages can be queued and will be displayed, when conditions permit, in the order received.  
When not prevented by a higher priority Control.LockAndWipe or Control.UserAuth Settings 
Object, the LockAndWipe UI application (ld.exe) will be launched to display the oldest message to 
the Device User. 

A message can be displayed for the specified duration and/or until it has been acknowledged by 
the Device User.  Once the display of a message has been completed, it is removed from the 
queue in the device and the next message in the queue, if any, will be displayed.  The 
LockAndWipe UI application (ld.exe) will be running whenever a message needs to be displayed 
will automatically be launched following a reboot if messages need to be displayed following the 
reboot.  The LockAndWipe UI application will exit when it is no longer needed to support the 
message display or other UI activities of the LockAndWipe Control Module. 

Device Attributes 
The LockAndWipe Control Module adds or replaces entries in the device Registry to set various 
Device Attributes to indicate the impact it has on the state of a device.  Each of the different key 
functions of the LockAndWipe Control Module (LockAndWipe, User Authentication, and Send 
Message), have their own separate ways of indicating their activities via Device Attributes, as 
shown below: 
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LockAndWipe Device Attributes 
When the LockAndWipe functionality is configured and activated, Device Attributes are set to 
indicate which Scenario of which Setting Object has caused the device to be placed into which 
state.  The following is an example of the Device Attributes produced by the LockAndWipe 
functionality of this Control Module: 

UserAttribute.LockAndWipe.Object MyLockSettings 
UserAttribute.LockAndWipe.Scenario 1 
UserAttribute.LockAndWipe.State Locked 

 
In the above example, the device is currently in locked state “Locked” as a result of the of 
Scenario 1 (first scenario) in the Control.LockAndWipe Settings Object named “MyLockSettings”. 

The possible states are: 

 Locked 

The device UI is locked as a result of taking a Lock Scenario Action. 

 Unlocked 

The device UI is unlocked as a result of taking a Unlock Scenario Action. 

 Password 

The device UI is unlocked as a result of the entry of a valid Password by the Device User. 

 Wiped 

The device UI was wiped as a result of executing one or more Device Wipe Operations as 
part of a Wipe Scenario Action. 

User Authentication Device Attributes 
When the User Authentication functionality is configured and activated, Device Attributes are set 
to indicate the authentication state and, potentially, which Device User is currently Authenticated 
and when that authentication occurred, and, optionally, which Device User was previously 
Authenticated before the current Device User.  The following is an example of the Device 
Attributes produced by the LockAndWipe functionality of this Control Module: 

UserAttribute.UserAuth.state Authenticated 
UserAttribute.UserAuth.currentUser User2  
UserAttribute.UserAuth.lastAuthTime 03/03/2008 17:47:43 
UserAttribute.UserAuth.priorUser User1 

 

In the above example, the Device User whose User Name is “User2” is currently Authenticated 
and the last time he Authenticated was “03/03/2008 17:47:43”.  In addition, the Device User that 
was Authenticated before was “User1”. 

The possible values for authentication state are: 

 Unconfigured 

No Control.UserAuth Settings Object has been applied that would cause User Authentication 
to be required. 
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 Unauthenticated 

A Control.UserAuth Settings Object has been applied that would cause User Authentication 
to be required, but no Device User is currently Authenticated.  This could happen for one of 
several reasons: 

○ Authentication has been configured, but no Device User has completed authentication 
since Authentication was configured. 

○ A Device User has completed Authentication, but re-Authentication was required and no 
Device User has completed Authentication since re-Authentication was initiated. 

 Authenticated 

A Control.UserAuth Settings Object has been applied that would cause User Authentication 
to be required, and a Device User is currently Authenticated. 

Send Message Device Attributes 
At present, no Device Attributes are set when the SendMessage functionality of the LockAndWipe 
Control Module is configured or used. 

SiteRefresh 

Purpose 
The SiteRefresh Control Module provides a means to force a device to refresh the Site Settings 
for the Site to which it is currently assigned. 

If the Site Settings for a Site are altered, and a device remains assigned to that Site, nothing will 
automatically cause that device to apply the new changed Settings for that Site.  Also, if any 
Settings have been applied to a device that overrides the Site Settings for its assigned Site, 
nothing will automatically cause the Site Settings for its assigned Site to be reapplied.  This 
Control Module can be used to manually address both of these cases. 

Note: 

The SiteRefresh Control Module is less important that it was in prior releases of MSP since 
Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policies and Explicitly Dynamic Actions can now be used as a 
more direct and efficient way of accomplishing the same result. 

For more information on the use of Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policies and Actions, see the 
section Variable Bundle References in Chapter 3 - Understanding Dynamic Deployment. 

Installation 
The SiteRefresh Control Module is implemented by the Package SiteRefresh.apf.  This Package 
must be deployed to a device each time it is used.  To make sure that it will be re-installed (and 
hence re-executed) if it has previously been used on a given device, the “Force Install” option 
should be used in any Bundle that contains it. 

Activation 
Each time it is deployed, the SiteRefresh Control Module runs once and then remains inactive 
until it is deployed again. 
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Configuration 
There is no need to configure the SiteRefresh Control Module and hence no means is provided to 
do so. 

Operation 
The key requirement for the use of the SiteRefresh Control Module is that a device must be 
assigned to a Site before this Control Module is executed on the device.  So long as a device is 
assigned to a valid Site, this Control Module can be used to cause the device to refresh the Site 
Settings for that Site. 

The SiteRefresh Control Module may be used in conjunction with any other means of assigning 
devices to Sites, including: 

 Staging the device for use at a Production Site 

 Pushing a Production Site Bundle as Content 

 Using the Automatic Site Assignment Control Module 

 sManual Site Assignment 

When the SiteRefresh Control Module is installed on a device, it determines the Site to which the 
device is currently assigned and requests the MSP Client Software to pull the Production Site 
Bundle for that Site from the Relay Server.  This is similar to how the AutoSiteAssign Control 
Module works when it moves a device to a new Site.  The Site to which a device is assigned is 
defined as the Site whose name appears in the Device Attribute UserAttribute.SiteID within the 
Device Registry. 

Once the request to pull the Site Bundle has been made to the MSP Client Software, it will 
attempt to do so on each subsequent execution of the Check-In Command until it has 
successfully pulled and applied the Site Bundle for the requested Site.  The application of the Site 
Bundle for the requested Site will apply the Site Settings for that Site, which may or may not be 
the same as the Site Settings for that Site at the time the device was previously assigned to that 
Site. 

Many things could go wrong that could cause the Site Bundle for the requested Site to never be 
successfully pulled and executed, including: 

 The name that appears in the UserAttribute.SiteID Device Attribute reported by the device is 
not the name of a Site currently defined within MSP.  This would occur if something was 
wrong with the Site assignment process on the device. 

 The MSP Client Software is unable to successfully check-in with the Relay Server due to lack 
of connectivity.  It will keep trying, but may never get through. 

 The MSP Client Software is unable to successfully check-in with the Relay Server due to 
limits in how available connectivity may be used as a result of Check-In Conditions applied 
via a 30Agent Settings Object. 

 The required Site Bundle is not on the Relay Server.  This could be due to a time window that 
restricts when MSP can distribute Content to that Relay Server.  It could also be due to a 
failure of a Relay Server or a recovery to a backup taken when the Relay Server was in some 
prior state.  When the underlying problem is corrected, the MSP Client Software will pick it up 
when it can. 
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If a device is properly configured with the Site Settings for its currently assigned Site, then the 
installation of this Control Module will produce only a small amount of overhead.  It will execute 
the Bundle and reinstall the Package SiteRefresh.apf (which is small), due to the recommended 
use of the “Force Install” option.   It will pull and execute the Site Bundle for the assigned Site.  
But when it executes the Site Bundle, it will recognize that it does not need to reapply the Settings 
Packages within that Bundle, since it already has the proper versions of those Packages. 

If a device deviates in some way from the Site Settings for its currently assigned Site, then the 
installation of this Control Module will reinstall any Packages required to bring the device back in 
line with the Site Settings for that Site. 

Even when the AutoSiteAssign Control Module is being used on a device, it may be useful and 
desirable to also use the SiteRefresh Control Module on that device.  If a device has been 
assigned to a Site by the AutoSiteAssign Control Module and remains at that Site, but the 
Settings for that Site have changed, nothing will cause the device to be automatically updated to 
use those new Settings.  This is because the device remains at the same Site and the device has 
no way of knowing that the Settings for that Site have changed. 

While the new Site Bundle for the Site will be on the Relay Server, it would be extremely 
inefficient to have the MSP Client Software pull the Production Site Bundle from the Relay Server 
every check-in, just on the possibility that it may have changed.  So, if the Settings assigned to 
one or more Production Sites are changed, the SiteRefresh Control Module can be invoked for all 
affected devices to cause them to check for and apply new Site Settings, if they exist. 

If the Settings defined for a number of Sites have changed, it would be most efficient to push a 
Policy to invoke the SiteRefresh Control Module only on the devices assigned to the affected 
Sites.  This could be done using a Policy with an Applicability Rule using the Values In Operator 
with a Value Set containing the list of the affected Sites names. 

However, if very many Sites have changed, it may be simpler to simply push a Policy to invoke 
the SiteRefresh Control Module on all devices.  While this WILL cause some unnecessary traffic, 
since even unaffected devices will need to pull and install the Package containing the SiteRefresh 
Control Module and will then have to pull the appropriate Production Site Bundle, no Settings 
Packages will be pulled by devices that are assigned to Sites that have not changed.  Whether 
this simplification is acceptable depends on the bandwidth considerations for an individual 
Enterprise. 

Device Attributes 
The SiteRefresh Control Module does not directly alter any Device Attributes when it is installed 
on a device.  Nonetheless, since any Settings defined for the Production Site may themselves 
alter one or more Device Attributes; there could be an Indirect change in the Device Attributes 
reported by a device as a result of the invocation of the SiteRefresh Control Module. 

UserAttributes 

Purpose 
The UserAttributes Control Module enables an individual Device Attribute to be managed on one 
or more devices.  Management activities that can be performed on a selected Device Attribute 
include: 

 Set a Device Attribute to have a value of zero 

 Delete the value of a Device Attribute 

 Increment the value of a Device Attribute 
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 Decrement the value of a Device Attribute 

 Ask the Device User to enter the value of the Device Attribute 

Installation 
The UserAttributes Control Module is implemented by the Package UserAttributes.apf.  This 
Package must be deployed to a device before it can be used. 

Activation 
When it is initially deployed, the UserAttributes Control Module is inactive.  When it is configured 
by applying a Control.UserAttributes Settings Object, it becomes active if the Settings is applied 
successfully and requests that the Control Module become active. 

Configuration 
The UserAttributes Control Module is configured by applying a Control.UserAttributes Settings 
Object. 

For more information on creating Settings Objects, see the MSP Online Help – Setting Create. 

Operation 
The basic operation of the UserAttributes Control Module is to perform the specified management 
activity on the specified Device Attribute whenever a Control.UserAttributes Settings Object is 
applied. 

When active, the UserAttributes Control Module runs when the MSP Client Software executes, 
performs whatever management action has been requested, and then becomes inactive again. 

However, if “Ask the Device User to enter the value of the attribute” is selected as the 
management action, and if “Keep checking every check-in to see if attribute needs to be re-
entered” was selected for “Recheck?”, then the UserAttributes Control Module will continue to be 
active and will continue to run each subsequent time the MSP Client Software executes.  This 
allows it to detect if the value for the specified Device Attribute has disappeared and needs to be 
re-entered. 

Device Attributes 
The UserAttributes Control Module has no Control Module-specific Device Attributes that it uses 
to indicate what it has done.  The only affect the UserAttributes Control Module will have on 
Device Attributes is the effect on the specified Device Attribute performed by the specified 
management activity. 

Prior to MSP 3.3.1, the result of any change made to a Device Attribute as a result of an activity 
performed by the UserAttributes Control Module was not Persistent across a Restore Boot.  If the 
Control.UserAttributes Settings Object that configured the UserAttributes Control Module was 
made Persistent across a Restore Boot, then the activity configured by the Settings Object would 
be re-performed by the UserAttributes Control Module after a Restore Boot.  Thus, the change 
would be “made again” even though the change itself was not Persistent.  This was fine except in 
the case when the activity selected is “Ask the Device User to enter the value of the attribute”.  In 
such cases, the Device User was asked to re-enter the value after each Restore Boot. 

Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, the UserAttributes Control Module has been enhanced such that the 
change made to a Device Attribute as a result of an activity performed by the UserAttributes 
Control Module can now be optionally made Persistent across a Restore Boot.  This is especially 
important when the activity selected is “Ask the Device User to enter the value of the attribute” 
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since it allows the value previously entered by the Device User to be Persistent across a Restore 
Boot. 

Add-on Control Modules 
In addition to the Control Modules described in this chapter, additional Control Modules may be 
available via MSP Add-On Kits.  Where available, these Add-On Kits will be documented in 
separate User Guide documents. 

Best Practices 
The following Best Practices can be followed to help improve the overall success when using 
Control Modules. 

 Deploy a Control Module in the same Bundle as each of the Settings Objects that are 
used to configure it. 

When using a Control Module that is configurable, it is necessary to deploy a Settings Object 
of the appropriate Settings Class to configure and activate that Control Module.  In order for 
the Settings Object to be successfully deployed, the Package containing the Control Module 
must be deployed first, since it provides the Settings Plug-In needed to implement Settings 
Objects of that Settings Class. 

It is fairly common to create a number of different Settings Objects to configure the same 
Control Module.  Frequently, these Settings Objects are included in different Bundles that are 
deployed when the need to configure the Control Module a particular way arises. 

By including the Control Module Package in every Bundle that deploys a Settings Object to 
configure the Control Module, you can ensure that the Control Module will always be present 
when the Settings Object is deployed.  So long as “Force Install” is not used on the 
Deployment Step that references the Control Module Package, that Deployment Step will be 
skipped if the proper Control Module Package is already present. 

 Deploy the minimum number of Control Modules that is needed. 

Control Modules take up space in the Device File System and may increase the memory and 
CPU load on the device.  Some Control Modules, such as those related to Remote Control 
Solutions, can have a noticeable impact on device performance and/or battery life. 

It is best to deploy the minimum number of Control Modules that are required and that will 
actually be used.  It is best to refrain from pre-deploying Control Modules “just in case” they 
might be needed.  If a Control Module is later needed, to perform some activity on a device, it 
can be deployed as needed. 

 Remove unneeded Control Modules and Control Module Settings Objects. 

If Control Modules were deployed and are no longer needed, they can be uninstalled, as can 
the Settings Objects that configure them.  In addition to saving space in the Device File 
System and reducing the memory and CPU load on the device, removing unneeded Control 
Modules and Control Module Settings Objects can reduce the time it takes for a device 
become active following a Restore Boot. 
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Chapter 8 – Understanding Real-Time-
Management and MSP 

What is a Real-Time Management? 
Real-Time Management, also referred to as Tactical Management, is a term used to describe 
management operations that need to provide essentially instantaneous response, but whose 
activities are typically limited in scope (e.g. to one or a small number of devices).  Real-Time 
Management is logically the opposite of Scheduled Management.  Whereas Scheduled 
Management intentionally schedules activity to balance management traffic, Real-Time 
Management intentionally expedites activity to enhance responsiveness. 

Characteristics of Real-Time Management 
The architecture of MSP is primarily optimized to perform Scheduled Management and thus to 
efficiently enable the Strategic Management of large fleets of devices.  However, the need 
sometimes arises to perform Tactical Management of one or a small number of devices in Real-
Time. 

The classic example of a need to Real-Time Management is when a Device User is experiencing 
an acute device malfunction and calls into a Help Desk for support.  In such a case, it is important 
for the Help Desk User to be able to interact with the device in Real-Time as they interact with the 
Device User.  Since the problem may be causing a lack of productivity of the Device User, the 
ability to complete troubleshooting and remediation may be critical. 

Architecture for Real-Time Management 

Point-to-Point Communications Model 
The MSP Three-Tier Distribution Model was designed to support the Scheduled Management of 
large fleets of devices.  While the Three-Tier Distribution Model is nicely enables Strategic 
Management, it is wholly unsuitable for the effective Tactical Management of individual or small 
numbers of devices.  To meet these very different needs, a Point-to-Point Communications Model 
is required that permits a Workstation PC to connect, directly or indirectly, to one or more 
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devices, thus enabling Real-Time Management. 

Contactability 
A key implication of a Point-to-Point Communications Model is an increased requirement for 
contactability.  In the MSP Three-Tier Distribution Model, the Relay Server was the only entity 
that had to be contactable.  So long as the MSP Server and devices could both contact a Relay 
Server, Scheduled Management could successfully occur. 

A Point-to-Point Communications Model means that devices must be contactable from 
Workstation PCs, which can introduce significant new challenges.  While some Enterprise 
networks may have no trouble supporting contactability of devices from Workstation PCs, others 
may have difficulties supporting such contactability.  The use of Firewalls, Network Address 
Translation (NAT), Wireless Wide Area Networking (WWAN), and other technologies may 
interfere with the required contactability. 

To enhance contactability in such situations, MSP 3.3.1 now includes the Motorola Tunnel 
Service, which can be used when needed to address such contactability challenges and help 
enable the use of Real-Time Management when needed. 

For more information on the Motorola Tunnel Service, see Chapter 10 – Understanding the 
Motorola Tunnel Service and MSP. 

Scalability 
A key implication of a Point-to-Point Communications Model is the potential for serious impact on 
scalability.  If a single MSP Server tried to communicate directly with many managed devices in 
real-time, it would likely experience much higher peak loads than it would in the Three-Tier 
Communications Model.  To provide reasonable operation for Scheduled Management, the MSP 
Server might need to be much more capable. 

To avoid such impacts on the scalability of the MSP Server, MSP implements Real-Time 
Management not via direct communication between the MSP Server and managed devices, but 
via direct communication between Workstation PCs and managed devices.  This means that the 
load due to communicating with managed devices in real-time is borne by the Workstation PC(s) 
and not by the MSP Server.  A single MSP Server can thus continue to scale as highly as if Real-
Time Management were not being performed. 

One significant scalability limitation of this approach is that a single Workstation PC can perform 
Real-Time Management for only a limited number of devices. 

First, Real-Time Management is invoked from the MSP Console UI for managed devices selected 
from a Device List View.  Consequently, the maximum number of devices that a single 
Workstation PC can be requested to manage at once in real-time is 1000.  This is seldom a 
significant limitation, however, since Real-Time Management would seldom, if ever, make sense 
to perform on that many devices at once. 

Second, depending on the Real-Time Management function being performed, the performance of 
a given Workstation PC may not be sufficient to effectively manage as many devices at once as 
could be selected.  Again, this is seldom a significant limitation, however, since Real-Time 
Management would seldom, if ever, make sense to perform for more devices at once than could 
easily be handled by most Workstation PCs. 

While the maximum number of devices that can be effectively managed at once in real-time by a 
single Workstation PC may be limited, many different Workstation PCs can be used to perform 
Real-Time Management on different groups of devices at once.  Once a Point-to-Point 
Communication session is established, Real-Time Management of a group of devices by a 
Workstation PC can proceed with virtually no ongoing impact to the MSP Server.  Leveraging the 
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power of multiple Workstation PCs allows Real-Time Management to scale to suit to needs of 
even very large Enterprises. 

Real-Time Operation 
A key advantage of a Point-to-Point Communications Model is that it bypasses unnecessary 
layers, connecting a Workstation PC that is performing Tactical Management directly to the 
device or devices being managed.  All or a significant portion of the resources of the Workstation 
PC and the devices being managed can be dedicated to accomplishing the Tactical Management 
task at hand. 

By tightly focusing the use of dedicated resources, management in near-real-time can be 
enabled.  It must be understood, however, that due to potential communication lags, “real-time” 
cannot ever really be guaranteed.  All that can really be guaranteed is “immediate best effort”, 
which should be more than adequate in most cases. 

High Device Impact 
The use of a Point-to-Point Communications Model would seem at odds with the device 
limitations previously described.  However, when a Device User is experiencing an acute device 
malfunction, the requirements can change, at least temporarily.  This can lead to the following 
relaxation of the normal device limitations: 

 Battery Operation 

If a Device User is non-productive due to an acute problem with a device, then concern over 
battery life can be diminished.  What good does it do for the battery to last if the device 
cannot be used effectively?  Or, to get a device operative again, a non-productive Device 
User may willing to supply external power during troubleshooting, or even change batteries, if 
it results in the device being made operative again. 

 Wireless Operation 

When a Device User is on the phone to a help desk, the availability of connectivity may well 
be increased due to the physical location.  In addition, while minimizing network usage is 
likely considered important, it may be considered less important than enabling the Device 
User to become productive again.  More intensive network utilization for a limited duration 
may thus be considered to be the “lesser of two evils”. 

 Mission Critical Operation 

If the mission critical function of the device is already impacted, then any additional impact 
placed on the device during troubleshooting may be irrelevant or justifiable to get the issue 
corrected in a timely manner. 

High Network Impact 
A Point-to-Point Communications Model can significantly increase network traffic and hence can 
directly conflict with the goals of low network impact previously established.  However, when 
mission critical functionality is being blocked due to an acute device malfunction, the 
requirements can change, at least temporarily. 

Even if the traffic required to troubleshoot and correct a problem on a single device is quite high, 
so long as the number of such devices being addressed at once is low, the impact may be 
considered worth the cost.  And due to the typically high manpower-intensity of such Tactical 
Management, staff limits may well limit the number of devices undergoing Tactical Management 
at any one time. 
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Typical MSP Real-Time Deployment 
Figure 6 below depicts a typical MSP Point-to-Point deployment to support Real-Time 
Management and illustrates the various components in such an MSP System. 

 

Figure 6 - Typical MSP Real-Time Deployment 

As shown in Figure 6 above, a Real-Time Management Function Applet (RTM Function Applet) is 
downloaded from the MSP Server to a Workstation PC and executed within the context of the 
Web Browser on the Workstation PC.  The RTM Function Applet communicates to the RTM 
Function Plug-In via the RTM Agent which is running on a managed device. 

The RTM Function Applet could alternately communicate indirectly via an instance of the 
Motorola Tunnel Service facilitated by the Motorola Tunnel Agent running on the device. 

For more information on the Motorola Tunnel Service, see Chapter 10 – Understanding the 
Motorola Tunnel Service and MSP. 
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Chapter 9 - Understanding Remote 
Control Solutions and MSP 

What is a Remote Control Solution? 
In MSP, a Remote Control Solution is an Add-On Kit that adds to MSP everything needed to 
support Remote Control. 

What is Remote Control? 
Remote control software is software used in remote administration to allow use of computers or 
other hardware at a separate location. A typical use is to control a computing Server or desktop 
computer from another desktop computer. The remote control software consists of two separate 
computer programs, a "host version" that is installed on the computer to be controlled, and a 
"client version" that is installed on the controlling computer. 

(Wikipedia) 

For all Remote Control Solutions used in MSP, the computer to be controlled is a device that is 
managed by MSP, which is commonly a Mobile Device, and the controlling computer is a 
Workstation PC from which the MSP Console UI is being accessed via a Web Browser. 

Remote UI Functionality 
Within MSP, the term Remote UI is used to refer to the classic sense of controlling only User 
Interface (UI) of a device from a remote computer.  Remote UI solutions typically offer the 
following basic features: 

 See what the Device User sees 

When providing help desk support, it is often critical see the screen that the Device User 
sees.  This could be the key to understanding device context, accurately viewing error 
messages, etc. 
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 Take control of the device from the Device User 

When providing help desk support, it is often more effective to take control of the device and 
perform activities directly rather than trying to explain to the Device User how to do those 
same activities.  This can include using the mouse on the Workstation PC to control the touch 
screen of the device and/or using the keyboard on the Workstation PC to enter data on the 
device. 

Remote Control Functionality 
Within MSP, the term Remote Control is used to refer to the functionality of Remote UI plus the 
ability to perform additional functions, usually in a manner that is invisible to the Device User.  
These additional functions are sometimes referred to as Remote Troubleshooting functions, 
which often include: 

 Registry Management 

 File Management 

 Application Management 

 Process Management 

 DLL Management 

 Viewing Device Information 

 Rebooting 

Asset Management Functionality 
To be truly useful, any Remote Control Solution must provide Asset Management functionality 
and/or integrate usefully into the Asset Management of another management system.  When 
managing large fleets of devices, it is imperative that it be made easy to locate the device that 
needs to be controlled. 

Remote Control vs. Real-Time Management 

Similarities 
Given the capabilities described above for Remote Control, it might seem that there is some 
overlap between Remote Control and Real-Time Management.  This is indeed the case, and 
Remote Control can be seen as a special case of Real-Time Management.  Both Remote Control 
and Real-Time Management share a number of common characteristics, including: 

 Real-Time Operation 

Both Remote Control and Real-Time Management are concerned with providing Real-Time 
Operation, allowing Users to see the state of devices with little or no lag time and to perform 
operations with close to immediate response. 

 Point-To-Point Communications Model 

To achieve Real-Time Operation, both Remote Control and Real-Time Management 
circumvent the Three-Tier Distribution Model, relying on communications between a 
Workstation PC and devices, instead of on communications between the MSP Server and 
devices by way of Relay Servers. 
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 Contactability 

Due to their reliance on a Point-To-Point Communications Model, both Remote Control and 
Real-Time Management require that devices be contactable from Workstation PCs.  Both 
Remote Control and Real-Time Management can leverage the Motorola Tunnel Service, 
when needed, to help facilitate this contactability. 

For more information on the Motorola Tunnel Service, see Chapter 10 – Understanding the 
Motorola Tunnel Service and MSP. 

 Scalability 

Due to their reliance on a Point-To-Point Communications Model, the scalability of both 
Remote Control and Real-Time Management are constrained based on the capabilities of the 
Workstation PC rather than the MSP Server.  This both constrains and expands the potential 
scalability.  The capabilities of any one Workstation PC will clearly impact what can be 
performed on that Workstation PC, but through the use of many Workstation PCs in parallel, 
the overall system scalability can be quite high without the MSP Server becoming a limiting 
factor. 

 High Device and Network Impact 

Due to their reliance on a Point-To-Point Communications Model, the scalability of Remote 
Control and Real-Time Management typically both have the potential to cause a high impact 
on devices to which they are applied and on the networks over which those devices are 
communicating.  Since they are commonly applied when investigating real or potential issues 
with devices, such impact is generally considered an acceptable tradeoff for the benefits 
gained. 

Differences 
While there are many similarities between Remote Control and Real-Time Management, as 
described above, there are also some key differences between the two that should be 
understood, including: 

 Single vs. Multiple Function Operation 

Remote Control is designed to provide a collection of functions that can be performed, 
serially or in parallel, to a single managed device.  Real-Time Management is designed to 
allow an individual function to be employed between a single Workstation PC and a group of 
managed devices.  But this distinction is really more a matter of emphasis than one of 
capability. 

For example, Remote Control could be employed such that a single Workstation PC 
performs a single function to each of multiple managed devices, by establishing multiple 
parallel Remote Control sessions to those devices.  Similarly, Real-Time Management could 
be employed such that multiple functions are applied to a single device, by launching multiple 
RTM Functions, each to a group consisting of the same single device. 

 Single vs. Multiple Device Operation 

Remote Control is designed to be employed between individual Workstation PCs and 
individual managed devices.  Real-Time Management is designed to be employed between 
individual Workstation PCs and groups of managed devices.  But this distinction is really 
more a matter of emphasis than one of capability. 
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For example, Remote Control could be employed such that a single Workstation PC controls 
multiple devices, by establishing multiple parallel Remote Control sessions to multiple 
individual devices.  Similarly, Real-Time Management could be employed between a 
Workstation PC and a single managed device by having the Workstation PC apply Real-Time 
Management to a group consisting of only one device. 

As can be seen from the above examples, the key distinction between Remote Control and Real-
Time Management is that the design of each is intended to simplify its intended purpose and 
simplify the initiation of the activities that are most appropriate to achieve that purpose. 

How does MSP benefit from a Remote 
Control Solution? 
As discussed in Chapter 8 – Understanding Real-Time-Management and MSP, there are times 
when a Tactical Management solution that can be applied to a single device in Real-Time is 
required.  A Remote Control Solution is a great example of a Tactical Management solution.  A 
Remote Control Solution offers Real-Time control of the User Interface (UI) of a device as well as 
a set of Real-Time troubleshooting tools to allow problems for a single device to be quickly 
diagnosed and corrected. 

What Remote Control Solutions can be used 
with MSP? 

Athena Remote Control Solution 

What is the Athena Remote Control Solution? 
One of the Remote Control Solutions offered for use with MSP is the Athena Remote Control 
Solution.  For details on the Athena Remote Control Solution, see Using the Athena Remote 
Control Solution, which can be obtained as part of the Athena Remote Control Solution Add-On 
Kit, which is on the MSP 3.3.1 Install CD or can be downloaded from 
http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do. 

Features of the Athena Remote Control Solution 
The Athena Remote Control Solution offers the following features: 

 UI Control 

The Athena Remote Control Solution provides the ability to see and control the UI of a 
device.  It also allows control over the Color Depth to improve performance over slower 
connections (e.g. Wireless WAN).  It also provides support for Screen Scaling and advanced 
features such as Device Screen Image Capture, Device Screen Video Recording, Session 
Macro Recording, and Session Macro Playback. 

 Registry Management 

The Athena Remote Control Solution provides the ability to browse, examine, modify, delete, 
and search keys and values of the Device Registry.  It also provides support for remotely 
importing and exporting portions of the Device Registry. 

 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do
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 File Management 

The Athena Remote Control Solution provides the ability to browse, delete, and rename files 
and folders in the Device File System.  It also allows individual files to be copied from the 
Workstation PC File System to the Device File System or from the Device File System to the 
Workstation PC File System. 

 Device Information 

The Athena Remote Control Solution provides the ability to display useful information about a 
device, including the version of the Remote Control device software, device identity 
information (e.g. Operating System, platform, device owner, etc.), and device capability 
information (e.g. processor, display, memory, etc.), and device status information (e.g. 
memory usage, battery level, charge status, date/time/timezone, etc.). 

 Installed Hardware 

The Athena Remote Control Solution provides the ability to display useful information about 
the peripheral devices and other optional hardware that may be installed on the device. 

 Network Adapters 

The Athena Remote Control Solution provides the ability to display useful information about 
the Network Adapters that are active on the device. 

 Applications Management 

The Athena Remote Control Solution provides the ability to display a list of the applications 
currently installed on a device via Microsoft .CAB files.  It also provides the ability to install 
new .CAB files onto the device. 

 Process Management 

The Athena Remote Control Solution provides the ability to display a list of the processes 
currently running on a device.  It also provides the ability to stop processes that are running 
on the device or start new processes running on the device. 

 DLL Management 

The Athena Remote Control Solution provides the ability to unregister DLLs that are 
registered on the device or register new DLLs on the device. 

 Reset 

The Athena Remote Control Solution provides the ability to reboot the device using a warm or 
cold boot (subject to device capability) or to restart the Remote Control device software on 
the device. 

 Keyboard Control 

The Athena Remote Control Solution provides the ability to perform important functions that 
can often be accomplished via special keys on the device, such as adjusting the backlight 
and keylite state and intensity, adjusting the audio volume, invoking touch screen calibration, 
and activating the Barcode scanner. 

 Send Message 

The Athena Remote Control Solution provides the ability to send messages to the Device 
User via the device screen, with the option to control the font and to make a sound to alert 
the Device User to the presence of the message. 
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Obtaining the Athena Remote Control Solution 
The software components and documentation required to use the Athena Remote Control 
Solution are provided via Add-On Kits that are included on the MSP Installation CD and that are 
separately available for download from the following link: 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do 

Updated versions of the Add-On Kits may also periodically be available for download from the 
same link. 

Important: 

The software components and documentation for the Athena Remote Control Solution are not 
automatically installed.  In order to get the software components and documentation, the separate 
Add-On Kits for the Athena Remote Control Solution must be installed. 

Motorola Remote Control Solution 

What is the Motorola Remote Control Solution? 
One of the Remote Control Solutions offered as part of MSP is the Motorola Remote Control 
Solution.  For details on the Motorola Remote Control Solution, see Using the Motorola Remote 
Control Solution, which can be downloaded, along with the components needed to use the 
Motorola Remote Control Solution, from 
http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do. 

Features of the Motorola Remote Control Solution 
The Motorola Remote Control Solution offers the following features: 

 UI Control 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution provides the ability to see and control the UI of a 
device.  It also allows control over the Color Depth to improve performance over slower 
connections (e.g. Wireless WAN).  It also provides support for variable Screen Scaling and 
advanced features such as multi-format Device Screen Image Capture, Device Screen Video 
Recording, Session Macro Recording, and Session Macro Playback. 

 Registry Management 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution provides the ability to browse, examine, modify, 
delete, and search keys and values of the Device Registry.  It also provides support for 
remotely importing and exporting portions of the Device Registry. 

 File Management 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution provides the ability to browse, delete, and rename 
files and folders in the Device File System.  It also allows files, folders, and even entire 
directory trees, to be copied from the Workstation PC File System to the Device File System 
or from the Device File System to the Workstation PC File System.  It also supports drag and 
drop activities when transferring files and the ability search for files in the Device File System. 

 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do
http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do
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 Device Information 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution provides the ability to display useful information about 
a device, including the version of the Remote Control device software, device identity 
information (e.g. Operating System, platform, device owner, etc.), and device capability 
information (e.g. processor, display, memory, etc.), and device status information (e.g. 
memory usage, battery level, charge status, date/time/Time Zone, etc.). 

 Installed Hardware 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution provides the ability to display useful information about 
the peripheral devices and other optional hardware that may be installed on the device. 

 Network Adapters 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution provides the ability to display useful information about 
the Network Adapters that are active on the device. 

 Applications Management 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution provides the ability to display a list of the applications 
currently installed on a device via Microsoft .CAB files.  It also provides the ability to install 
new .CAB files onto the device. 

 Process Management 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution provides the ability to display a list of the processes 
currently running on a device.  It also provides the ability to stop processes that are running 
on the device or start new processes running on the device. 

 DLL Management 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution provides the ability to display a list of the DLLs that 
are currently registered on a device.  It also provides the ability to unregister DLLs that are 
registered on the device or register new DLLs on the device. 

 Reset 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution provides the ability to reboot the device using a warm 
or cold boot (subject to device capability) or to restart the Remote Control device software on 
the device. 

 Keyboard Control 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution provides the ability to perform important functions that 
can often be accomplished via special keys on the device, such as adjusting the backlight 
and keylite state and intensity, adjusting the audio volume, invoking touch screen calibration, 
and activating the Barcode scanner. 

 Send Message 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution provides the ability to send messages to the Device 
User via the device screen, with the option to control the font and to make a sound to alert 
the Device User to the presence of the message. 
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 DOS Console 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution provides the ability to type “DOS” commands into a 
window on the Workstation PC, have each command executed on the device and then have 
the results of each command displayed on the Workstation PC.  This permits command-
oriented investigation and troubleshooting to be performed without the knowledge of the 
Device User.  It also supports the execution of batch files containing multiple commands, with 
limited conditional logic.  This can be used to perform sophisticated actions repeatedly with 
less likelihood of error. 

Obtaining the Motorola Remote Control Components 
The software components and documentation required to use the Motorola Remote Control 
Solution are provided via Add-On Kits that are included on the MSP Installation CD and that are 
separately available for download from the following link: 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do 

Updated versions of the Add-On Kits for the Motorola Remote Control Solution may also 
periodically be available for download from the same link. 

Important: 

In order to get the software components and documentation for the Motorola Remote Control 
Solution, the separate Add-On Kits must be installed. 

Other Remote Control Solutions 
MSP does not preclude the use of other Remote Control Solutions.  MSP includes “generic” 
support that could be used to interoperate with and possibly integrate other Remote Control 
Solutions. 

Disclaimer: 

Due to the variations and complexities that may be introduced, Motorola makes no claims that the 
use of any other Remote Control Solutions will coexist or interoperate properly with MSP.  Any 
use of a Remote Control Solution that is not formally tested and approved by Motorola for use 
with MSP will be at a customer’s own risk and any problems resulting from the use of such will 
not be covered under an MSP warranty or support contract. 

How Might MSP Work with Other Remote Control 
Solutions? 

Generic Asset Management 
MSP is designed to perform generic Asset Management by discovering devices and collecting 
information about those devices as Device Attributes.  As described in this document in 
Understanding Control Modules, the GetAdapters Control Module provides information this is 
used to launch both the Athena and Motorola Remote Control Solutions from the Device Detail 
page of the MSP Console UI. 

It is highly likely that any Remote Control Solution will need require similar information to permit a 
Remote Control session to be established.  When integrating a Remote Control Solution, existing 
Device Attributes can be used if they serve the need or new Device Attributes can be created as 
needed to provide additional information. 

 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do
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Connection Pages 
The MSP Console UI works together with supported Remote Control Solutions to ensure that 
Connection pages are provided.  Connection pages serve as “launching points” for establishing 
Remote Control and Remote UI sessions.  A Connection page generally allows the information 
that will be used to connect to a device to be viewed and/or edited.  Once the User determines 
that the information is correct, the connection can be initiated. 

It is highly likely that any other Remote Control Solution would also need a Connection page to 
provide the same functionality.  MSP provides extensibility mechanisms that can be used to 
enable a customized Connection page to be defined. 

For more information on MSP extensibility, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – Extensibility. 

Which Remote Control Solution(s) should I 
use? 
This section will provide information that can be used to decide whether to use the Athena 
Remote Control Solution or the Motorola Remote Control Solution. 

Deprecation of the Athena Solution 
The Athena Remote Control Solution has been officially deprecated in favor of Motorola Remote 
Control Solution.  At present, both Remote Control Solutions are fully supported and either can be 
used. 

Important: 

Because it has been officially deprecated, the Athena Remote Control Solution may be 
discontinued and no longer available in any future MSP release.  It is therefore highly 
recommended that customers migrate to the Motorola Remote Control Solution as soon as it is 
practical to do so. 

Existing Users of the Athena Solution 
Since it has been supported in previous MSP releases, the easiest choice for a customer who 
was using a prior version of MSP would be to stay with the Athena Remote Control Solution.  This 
choice would likely make good sense, at least initially, since it helps to minimize the effort and 
potential risks associated with an upgrade. 

A switch from the Athena Remote Control Solution to the Motorola Remote Control Solution 
should be considered, however, to prepare for the future.  The potential future discontinuation of 
the Athena Remote Control Solution, as discussed above, should be considered, as should the 
potential benefits of the Motorola Remote Control Solution, as discussed below. 
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Benefits of the Motorola Solution 
The Motorola Remote Control Solution was designed to provide significant improvements in 
functionality and User experience, compared to the Athena Remote Control Solution.  For details 
on these improvements, see Using the Motorola Remote Control Solution with MSP.  Some of the 
key improvements that may be relevant to choosing a Remote Control Solution are summarized 
in the following sections. 

Important: 

No further enhancements or improvements are planned for the Athena Remote Control Solution, 
whereas new functionality will continue to be added to the Motorola Remote Control Solution in 
future releases. 

Enhanced Remote UI Features 

Improved Device Screen Zoom 
The Athena Remote Control Solution supports zoom-factors of 100% and 200%. 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution supports zoom-factors of 25%, 50%, 80%, 100%, and 
200%. 

The smaller zoom factors can make it possible to avoid scrolling when controlling devices with 
larger screen. 

Improved Image Capture 
The Athena Remote Control Solution supports still image captures of device screens in BMP or 
JPEG formats. 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution supports still image capture in BMP, JPEG, WBMP, PNG, 
and GIF formats. 

The extra formats can be useful depending on the intended usage for the image. 

Enhanced Troubleshooting Features 

Improved File Management 
The Athena Remote Control Solution supports the ability to browse, delete, and rename files and 
folders in the Device File System.  It also allows individual files to be copied from the Workstation 
PC File System to the Device File System or from the Device File System to the Workstation PC 
File System. 

The Motorola Remote Control Solution supports comparable ability to browse, delete, and 
rename files and folders in the Device File System.  It also allows files, folders, and even entire 
directory trees, to be copied from the Workstation PC File System to the Device File System or 
from the Device File System to the Workstation PC File System.  It also allows searching for files 
or folders within the Device File System. 

The ability to copy folders or entire directory trees is a significant improvement that can make file 
maintenance activities much more efficient.  The ability to drag and drop improves the 
convenience and usability of file maintenance.  The ability to search for files can also be quite 
useful when a file may be in the wrong place or in multiple places in a device. 
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The Athena Remote Control Solution had a limitation whereby the maximum size of file that could 
be copied to or from the Device File System was limited to less than one half of the amount of 
Program Memory that was free on the device.  This was the case regardless of how much free 
space was available in the Device File System.  The Motorola Remote Control Solution does not 
have this limitation.  Motorola Remote Control Solution, any size file can be copied in either 
direction, so long as there is sufficient room in the destination File System. 

Coexistence of the Remote Control Solutions 
The Athena and Motorola Remote Control Solutions are separate and independent solutions, 
although they provide similar and related capabilities.  Both solutions can be safely installed on 
the same device at the same time. 

Important: 

Installing both Remote Control Solutions will increase the space used on the device and will 
impact performance and battery life.  As a result, this is not recommended except for brief periods 
when migrating to the Motorola solution. 

Prior to MSP 3.3.1, the Connection pages for the Athena Remote Control Solution and for 
versions of the Motorola Remote Control Solution versions below 2.0 were built into the MSP 
Console.  Since these are still supported in MSP 3.3.1, these Connection pages continue to be 
built into the MSP Server.  This enables the MSP Console UI in MSP 3.3.1 to be used initiate 
Remote Control or Remote UI sessions to devices running versions of the Control Modules from 
versions of MSP prior to MSP 3.3.1. 

Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, the Connection page for Motorola Remote Control Solution versions 
2.0 and later are no longer built into the MSP Server.  Instead, the Connection page for Motorola 
Remote Control Solution versions 2.0 and later is built into the Java Applet that is installed as part 
of the Motorola Remote Control Solution Add-On Kit .ZIP File.   

Important: 

At most one version of the Control Module for the Motorola Remote Control Solution can be 
installed on any one device.  A single MSP Server can support a mixed population of devices 
where some devices have the old (below 2.0) version of the Control Module and some devices 
have the new (2.0 or higher) version of the Control Module.  In such cases, the MSP Console UI 
will automatically use the proper Connection page for each device. 

Migrating to the Motorola Remote Control 
Solution 
The MotoRemoteControl.apf Package can safely co-exist on a device with any one of the four 
Control Module Packages containing Athena components (Monitor.apf, RemoteControl.apf, 
RemoteControlAndMonitor.apf, and RemoteUI.apf). 
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However, to avoid unnecessary duplication of functionality, in most cases, one of the Control 
Module Packages containing Motorola Remote Control software components 
(Moto_RemoteControl.apf or Moto_RemoteUI.apf) would be used alone, if Data Collection is not 
required, or would be used in conjunction with the package for a Data Collection Solution, if Data 
Collection is required. 

Notes: 

For more information on the Athena Data Collection Solution, see Using the Athena Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

For more information on the Motorola Data Collection Solution, see Using the Motorola Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

When migrating from the Athena Remote Control Solution to the Motorola Remote Control 
Solution, changes should be made to the Packages that are deployed, as shown in Table 2 
below. 

Old Package 
Desired 
Functionality 

New Package(s) 

Monitor.apf 
Athena Data 
Collection only 

No change 

RemoteControl.apf 
Motorola Remote 
Control only 

Install Moto_RemoteControl.apf 

Uninstall RemoteControl.apf 

RemoteControlAndMonitor.apf 

Motorola Remote 
Control AND 
Athena Data 
Collection 

Install Moto_RemoteControl.apf 

Uninstall 
RemoteControlAndMonitor.apf 

Install Monitor.apf 

RemoteUI.apf 
Motorola Remote 
UI only 

Install Moto_RemoteUI.apf 

Uninstall RemoteUI.apf 

No Package to achieve this 
result was provided 

Motorola Remote 
UI only AND 
Athena Data 
Collection 

Install Moto_RemoteUI.apf 

Install Monitor.apf 

Table 2 – Athena to Motorola Remote Control Migration 
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Device Differences 
This section explains differences in how Remote Control functionality operates on devices that 
have some different or unusual nature or behavior. 

WT4070 and WT4090 
The WT4070 and WT4090 devices generally do not have a touch panel and hence must be 
navigated and control entirely using the keyboard.  Because of the special nature of the keyboard 
on the WT4070 and WT4090 devices, they do not use the same key combinations to accomplish 
certain functions.  In particular: 

 When Remote Control functionality is used to send a message to the WT4090, the message 
is displayed on the UI and the OK button is highlighted.  Since the OK button is highlighted, a 
User would expect to press the Enter button to select it.  However, this does not work 
WT4070 and WT4090 devices. Instead, the SPACE key must be used, which is a two key 
sequence on the WT4090 (Function + BKSP). 
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Chapter 10 – Understanding the Motorola 
Tunnel Service and MSP 

What is the Motorola Tunnel Service? 
The Motorola Tunnel Service is software that runs on one or more Windows PCs within an 
Enterprise and facilitates the establishment of communication sessions between Workstation PCs 
and devices. 

For more information on the Motorola Tunnel Service, see Using the Motorola Tunnel Service 
with MSP. 

Benefits of the Motorola Tunnel Service 
In order to use a Remote Control Solution or one or more Real-Time Management functions for 
one or more managed devices, it is necessary to establish communications from one or more 
Workstation PCs to those devices.  Depending on the organization of the network between a 
given Workstation PC and a given managed device, it may not be possible establish a direct 
connection from that Workstation PC and that device. 

For example, a NAT or Firewall could exist that prevents any connection from being established 
from outside that NAT or Firewall to a device inside that NAT or Firewall.  Such a NAT or Firewall 
might not prevent communications from being established from that device outwards to a Relay 
Server.  As a result, there may be no issue managing that device via the MSP Three-Tier 
Distribution Model. 

But when Remote Control or Real-Time Management is attempted, the NAT or Firewall might 
completely inhibit the required connection from that Workstation PC to the device.  When an 
instance of the Motorola Tunnel Service is located in between one or more Workstation PCs and 
one or more managed devices it can help circumvent contactability issues introduced by NATs 
and Firewalls. 
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For example, if an instance of the Motorola Tunnel Service was located inside a NAT or Firewall, 
it could initiate connections to devices that could not be reached from outside that NAT or 
Firewall.  Of course, this would mean that the NAT or Firewall would need to be configured to 
allow incoming connections to the Motorola Tunnel Service, but this may be much easier to 
accomplish than configuring the NAT or Firewall to allow incoming connections to each of many 
devices. 

Alternately, if an instance of the Motorola Tunnel Service was located outside a NAT or Firewall, it 
could be contacted by devices inside the NAT or Firewall without issue.  The instance of the 
Motorola Tunnel Service could also easily be contacted by Workstation PCs that were also 
outside a NAT or Firewall.  The Motorola Tunnel Service could then bridge communications from 
Workstation PCs to devices. 

When should the Motorola Tunnel Service be 
used? 
One or more instances of the Motorola Tunnel Service are typically deployed in cases where 
devices cannot be Directly Contactable from Workstation PCs.  An instance of the Motorola 
Tunnel Service is generally required when contactability of devices must be enhanced in order to 
support the initiation of Remote Control or Remote UI sessions or to support the use of MSP 
Real-Time Management functions. 

For more information on deploying and using the Motorola Tunnel Service, see Using the 
Motorola Tunnel Service with MSP. 
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Chapter 11 – Understanding Device 
Classes and Proxies 

What is a Device Class? 
A Device Class is a name assigned to a type or classification of managed devices that all share a 
common set of criteria, can typically be managed using common practices, and often are capable 
of accepting common Content. 

Device Classes in MSP 
Prior to MSP 3.3.1, only a single Device Class named “Mobile Device” was supported.  This 
made perfect sense because prior to MSP 3.3.1, MSP was solely a Management System for 
Mobile Devices.  Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, however, MSP is capable of managing other types of 
managed devices than Mobile Devices.  In particular, MSP 3.3.1 is capable of managing 
Windows PCs.  Future versions of MSP are expected to be capable of managing even more 
disparate types of devices. 

The concept of a Device Class in MSP is used to classify devices and differentiate them when 
they are so different from each other that they need to be managed by following different 
practices and/or when they generally require fundamentally different Content.  For example, 
Mobile Devices, as supported by MSP 3.3 and earlier, are radically different from Windows PCs 
that are now supported in MSP 3.3.1.  These two Device Classes generally cannot share any 
executable content, although they may be able to share non-executable content (e.g. Settings 
Objects, data files, etc.). 

MSP 3.3.1 tracks the Device Class of a managed device as a Device Attribute.  Since it is a 
Device Attribute, the Device Class can be used in Applicability Rules in Provisioning Policies, 
Actions, and Collection Requests to control and limit what is done to devices of different Device 
Classes.  For example, a Provisioning Policy to deploy an application to a Windows PC could 
ensure that it was only sent to Windows PC by including an Applicability Rule of the form 
[Identity.DeviceClass] = ‘Windows PC’” 
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What is a Proxy? 
Prior to MSP 3.3.1, MSP supported only Directly Managed devices.  A device that is managed via 
MSP Client Software running on that device is considered to be Directly Managed by MSP.  Prior 
to MSP 3.3.1, all devices were of Device Class “Mobile Device” and were Directly Managed by 
MSP via MSP Client Software running on them. 

Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, MSP supports Indirectly Managed devices.  A device that is managed 
by MSP via a Proxy is called an Indirectly Managed device.  A Proxy is a software component 
that acts on behalf of otherwise unmanageable devices to allow them to be managed by MSP. 

In MSP 3.3.1, it is most common for a Proxy to be implemented as a Proxy Plug-In that adds 
Proxy capabilities to the MSP Client Software that is running on a managed device.  For example, 
a Proxy could be developed as Proxy Plug-In to the MSP Client Software that is running on a 
managed Windows PC.  Such a Proxy Plug-In would be deployed to a managed Windows PC via 
the MSP Client Software that was running on it. 

Some key advantages to developing a Proxy as a Proxy Plug-In include: 

 The ability to leverage the services of the MSP Client Software to simplify the logic of the 
Proxy. 

 The ability to use MSP Provisioning to perform installation, uninstallation, and updates of the 
Proxy Plug-In on managed devices that are serving as Proxies. 

 The ability to use MSP Asset Management to track managed devices that are serving as 
Proxies. 

 The ability to use MSP Data Collection to monitor managed devices that are serving as 
Proxies. 

Note: 

While it is most common for a Proxy to be implemented as a Proxy Plug-In, is not a requirement.  
A Proxy could be developed as a standalone component designed to run anywhere.  MSP can 
manage devices indirectly through other devices via such a Proxy, but it cannot provide 
management services for a Proxy that is not tightly coupled to the MSP Client Software on a 
managed device. 

What Proxies are Provided with MSP? 
While MSP 3.3.1 supports Proxies that provide all the functionality described above, the only 
Proxy provided as an integral part of MSP 3.3.1 is the Motorola Tunnel Service, which is part of 
the Motorola Tunnel Service.  The Motorola Tunnel Service is provided as a Proxy Plug-In to 
enable an instance of the Motorola Tunnel Service to be deployed, updated, configured, and 
eventually monitored.  All of this is possible when the Motorola Tunnel Service is treated as a 
Plug-In to the Windows PC Client rather than as a stand-alone entity. 

Since MSP 3.3.1 is Proxy-ready, additional Proxies may be released as Add-On Kits.  Please 
contact your Motorola or partner sales or support representative for information on the availability 
of Proxy Add-On Kits for MSP 3.3.1. 

For more information about installing Add-On Kits, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – Add-On Kits. 
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Chapter 12 - Understanding Data 
Collection Solutions and MSP 

What is Data Collection? 
Data collection is a term used to describe a process of preparing and collecting data - for 
example as part of a process improvement or similar project. The purpose of data collection is to 
obtain information to keep on record, to make decisions about important issues, to pass 
information on to others. Primarily, data is collected to provide information regarding a specific 
topic. 

(Wikipedia) 

In MSP, Data Collection is the process of periodically collecting samples of information about the 
status, performance, or operation of a device that is managed by MSP. 

What is a Data Collection Solution? 
A Data Collection Solution is an Add-On Kit that adds to MSP everything needed to support Data 
Collection from devices that are managed by MSP.  A Data Collection Solution can be thought of 
as implementing the “last mile” of Data Collection within MSP.  In other words, a Data Collection 
solution represents the logical interface between MSP and a set of managed devices. 

How does MSP benefit from a Data Collection 
Solution? 
MSP Control Edition contains all the mechanisms to request, receive, store, and utilize Collected 
Data.  But the actual Collection of such data from specific managed devices requires that a Data 
Collection Solution that supports those devices be added.  Another way to look at it is that MSP is 
“Data Collection ready” but in order to perform Data Collection, MSP requires the addition of one 
or more Data Collection Solutions to enable it to collect data from specific devices. 
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What Data Collection Solutions can be used 
with MSP? 

Athena Data Collection Solution 

What is the Athena Data Collection Solution? 
One of the Data Collection Solutions offered for use with MSP is the Athena Data Collection 
Solution.  For details on the Athena Data Collection Solution, see Using the Athena Data 
Collection Solution, which can be obtained as part of the Athena Data Collection Solution Add-On 
Kit, which is on the MSP 3.3.1 Install CD or can be downloaded from 
http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do. 

Features of the Athena Data Collection Solution 
The Athena Data Collection Solution implements the basic feature set required of all MSP Data 
Collection Solutions. 

Obtaining the Athena Data Collection Solution 
The software components and documentation required to use the Athena Data Collection 
Solution are provided via Add-On Kits that are included on the MSP Installation CD and that are 
separately available for download from the following link: 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do 

Updated versions of the Add-On Kits may also periodically be available for download from the 
same link. 

Important: 

The software components and documentation for the Athena Data Collection Solution are not 
automatically installed.  In order to get the software components and documentation, the separate 
Add-On Kits for the Athena Data Collection Solution must be acquired and installed. 

Motorola Data Collection Solution 

What is the Motorola Data Collection Solution? 
One of the Data Collection Solutions offered for use with MSP is the Motorola Data Collection 
Solution.  For details on the Motorola Data Collection Solution, see Using the Motorola Data 
Collection Solution, which can be obtained as part of the Motorola Data Collection Solution Add-
On Kit, which is on the MSP 3.3.1 Install CD or can be downloaded from 
http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do. 

Features of the Motorola Data Collection Solution 
The Motorola Data Collection Solution implements the basic feature set required of all MSP Data 
Collection Solutions. 

 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do
http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do
http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do
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Obtaining the Motorola Data Collection Solution 
The software components and documentation required to use the Motorola Data Collection 
Solution are provided via Add-On Kits that are included on the MSP Installation CD and that are 
separately available for download from the following link: 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do 

Updated versions of the Add-On Kits may also periodically be available for download from the 
same link. 

Important: 

The software components and documentation for the Motorola Data Collection Solution are not 
automatically installed.  In order to get the software components and documentation, the separate 
Add-On Kits for the Motorola Data Collection Solution must be acquired and installed. 

Which Data Collection Solution(s) should I 
use? 
This section will provide information that can be used to decide whether to use the Athena Data 
Collection Solution or the Motorola Data Collection Solution. 

Deprecation of the Athena Solution 
The Athena Data Collection Solution has been officially deprecated in favor of Motorola Data 
Collection Solution.  At present, both Data Collection Solutions are fully supported and either can 
be used. 

Important: 

Because it has been officially deprecated, the Athena Data Collection Solution may be 
discontinued and no longer available in any future MSP release.  It is therefore highly 
recommended that customers migrate to the Motorola Data Collection Solution as soon as it is 
practical to do so. 

Existing Users of the Athena Solution 
Since it has been supported in previous MSP releases, the easiest choice for a customer who 
was using a prior version of MSP would be to stay with the Athena Data Collection Solution.  This 
choice would likely make good sense, at least initially, since it helps to minimize the effort and 
potential risks associated with an upgrade. 

A switch from the Athena Data Collection Solution to the Motorola Data Collection Solution should 
be considered, however, to prepare for the future.  The potential future discontinuation of the 
Athena Data Collection Solution, as discussed above, should be considered, as should the 
potential benefits of the Motorola Data Collection Solution, as discussed below. 

 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do
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Benefits of the Motorola Solution 
The Motorola Data Collection Solution was designed to provide significant improvements in 
functionality and User experience, compared to the Athena Data Collection Solution.  For details 
on these improvements, see Using the Motorola Data Collection Solution with MSP.  Some of the 
key improvements that may be relevant to choosing a Data Collection Solution are summarized in 
the following sections. 

Important: 

No further enhancements or improvements are planned for the Athena Data Collection Solution, 
whereas new functionality will continue to be added to the Motorola Data Collection Solution in 
future releases. 

Smaller Device Footprint 
The Motorola Data Collection Solution was intentionally designed to reduce the device footprint 
compared to the Athena Data Collection Solution.  The device footprint of the two solutions are 
shown in Table 3 below. 

Data Collection Solution Device Folder 
Device 
Footprint 

Athena Data Collection Solution \Application\MSP\Control\Monitor 1.2 MB 

Motorola Data Collection Solution \Application\MSP\Control\MotorolaDC 0.5 MB 

Table 3 – Athena and Motorola Data Collection Solution Device Footprint Sizes 

Additional Collection Modules 
The Motorola Data Collection Solution was intentionally designed to make it practical to add new 
Collection Modules so the code to collect new types of Collection Metrics can easily be added.  In 
MSP 3.3.1, the Motorola Data Collection Solution includes the following new Collection Modules: 
RegistryData, WwanStats, GPSInfo, and SmartBatteryInfo. 

For more information on the Collection Modules supported by the Motorola Data Collection 
Solution, see Using the Motorola Data Collection Solution with MSP. 

Collection Module Extensibility 
The Motorola Data Collection Solution was intentionally designed to support the potential for 
customers to develop new Collection Modules and plug them in. 

For more information on extending the functionality of MSP, contact your Motorola or partner 
sales or support representative regarding the availability of the MSP 3.3.1 Programmer 
Development Kit (PDK). 

Additional Device Class Support 
The Motorola Data Collection Solution was intentionally designed to be capable of supporting a 
variety of Device Classes, whereas there are no plans to ever offer Athena Data Collection 
Solution for anything other than Windows Devices (devices with a Device Class of Mobile 
Device). 
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In particular, in MSP 3.3.1, the Motorola Data Collection Solution supports both Windows Devices 
and Windows PCs, when used in conjunction with the appropriate MSP Client Software. 

Notes: 

For more information on the MSP Client Software, see the MSP Client Software Guide. 

For more information on the Motorola Data Collection Solution, see Using the Motorola Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

Coexistence of the Data Collection Solutions 
The Athena and Motorola Data Collection Solutions are separate and independent solutions, 
although they provide similar and related capabilities.  Both Data Collection Solutions interact with 
the MSP Client Software using a common interface. 

Warning: 

Because both Data Collection Solutions use a common interface to the MSP Client Software, at 
most one of them can be installed on any one device at any one time.  Installing both will lead to 
incorrect operation and should be avoided. 

If both Data Collection Solutions are inadvertently installed on the same device, both should be 
removed and then just one should be re-installed.  This will ensure proper operation of the re-
installed Data Collection Solution. 

Migrating to the Motorola Data Collection Solution 
As noted above, the MotorolaDC.apf Package cannot safely co-exist on a device with either of 
the two Control Module Packages containing components of the Athena Data Collection Solution 
(Monitor.apf and RemoteControlAndMonitor.apf). 

To avoid conflicts, the Control Module Package containing the Motorola Data Collection software 
components should replace any Package containing components of the Athena Data Collection 
Solution that are currently deployed. 

Notes: 

For more information on the Athena Data Collection Solution, see Using the Athena Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

For more information on the Motorola Data Collection Solution, see Using the Motorola Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

When migrating from the Athena Data Collection Solution to the Motorola Data Collection 
Solution, changes should be made to the Packages that are deployed, as shown in Table 4 
below. 

Old Package 
Desired 
Functionality 

New Package(s) 

Monitor.apf 
Motorola Data 
Collection only 

Uninstall Monitor.apf 

Install MotorolaDC.apf 
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Desired 
Old Package New Package(s) 

Functionality 

RemoteControlAndMonitor.apf 

Athena Remote 
Control AND 
Motorola Data 
Collection 

Uninstall RemoteControlAndMonitor.apf 

Install RemoteControl.apf 

Install MotorolaDC.apf 

Table 4 – Athena to Motorola Data Collection Migration 
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Chapter 13 - Understanding Whitelist 
Solutions and MSP 

What is a Whitelist Solution? 
“A whitelist (or white list) is a list or register of entities that, for one reason or another, are being 
provided a particular privilege, service, mobility, access or recognition.  As a verb, to whitelist can 
mean to authorize access or grant membership.  Conversely, a blacklist is a list or compilation 
that identifies entities that are denied, unrecognized, or ostracized.” 

(Wikipedia) 

As used in MSP, a Whitelist Solution allows a User to explicitly authorize certain selected 
applications and processes to run in a device, thereby preventing all non-authorized applications 
and processes from running. 

Whitelist Solution Standard Features 
The following standard features are likely to be supported by any Whitelist Solution that might be 
considered for use with MSP: 

 Monitor running programs and terminate those that are not on the Whitelist. 

Since the intent of a Whitelist Solution is to ensure that programs that have not been explicitly 
approved are not allowed to run, this is the key feature required on a Whitelist Solution.  A 
background process must run periodically, detect when an Unapproved Program has been 
launched, and terminate that Unapproved Program.  This detection and termination must 
occur promptly enough that a malicious Device User would not have an opportunity to use 
the Unapproved Program to cause harm to the device, access sensitive information on the 
device, or otherwise exploit the resources of the device. 

 A means to configure the set of programs defined within the Whitelist. 

Since the intent of a Whitelist Solution is to ensure that programs that have not been explicitly 
approved are not allowed to run, some means to manage the list of Approved Programs must 
generally be provided as part of any Whitelist Solution. 
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Whitelist Solution Advanced Features 
 A means to discover information required to add programs to the Whitelist. 

When managing the list of Approved Programs for a Whitelist Solution, adding new Approved 
Programs generally requires obtaining some information about those programs (e.g. their 
executable file name, Window title, Window class, etc.).  To facilitate the management of the 
list of Approved Programs, a Whitelist Solution can provide tools to help discover this 
information. 

 Limit the Device User options for launching programs that are not on the Whitelist. 

Since the intent of a Whitelist solution is to ensure that programs that have not been explicitly 
approved are not allowed to run, it often makes sense to prevent a Device User from 
launching programs that should not be used.  While such an approach does not eliminate the 
need for background monitoring to detect and terminate Unapproved Programs, it does help 
prevent such programs from being launched in the first place.  A Whitelist Solution can 
provide tools to restrict the User Interface of the device, as exposed to the Device User, and 
thus limit the ability of the Device User to launch Unapproved Programs. 

How can MSP benefit from a Whitelist 
Solution? 
There are a variety of benefits that can accrue to MSP from the use of a WhiteList Solution.  
These are discussed in the following subsections. 

Help Enforce Policy Compliance 
One of the key functions of MSP is to make sure that the right Content is present on each device, 
in accordance with defined Provisioning Policies.  MSP does this quite well, but the opposite is 
not necessarily true.  MSP is not designed to prevent certain Content from being deployed onto a 
device. 

By controlling access to MSP, it is possible to control to a large extent the deployment of Content 
to devices using MSP.  But MSP is not the only entity that may be able to install Content onto a 
device.  A number of methods that are out-of-band, with respect to MSP, could be utilized to 
install Content onto a device. 

A Whitelist Solution could help protect against such out-of-band methods and add to MSP the 
ability control what Content should not be used on a device.  In some cases, a Whitelist Solution 
might even be able to help control what Content is deployed to a device, although such control 
may not be complete.  But any Whitelist Solution should be able to effectively control the use of 
such Content on a device.  So, while it may be possible to deploy Content that is undesirable, if it 
cannot be used, any threat it poses is significantly reduced. 

Avoid Unnecessary Troubleshooting 
One of the key functions of MSP is to be able to detect situations on one or more devices that 
may indicate problems or trends towards problems and to be able to perform activities designed 
to correct or prevent such problems.  Unapproved Programs running on a device can be a source 
of such problems.  In some cases, an Unapproved Program may be a direct source or problems, 
such as when the program is intentionally malicious (such as a virus) or accidentally dangerous 
(such as a malfunctioning application).  In other cases, an Unapproved Program may be an 
Indirect source of problem, such as when it uses resources that are needed by an Approved 
Program and hence causes that Approved Program to fail or to just be less effective. 
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By preventing Unapproved Programs from being used, a Whitelist Solution can help avoid 
situations that lead to problems and hence avoid the need to troubleshoot such situations.  
Whitelist solutions are inherently pessimistic, considering all programs that have not been 
explicitly approved to be unapproved.  As a result, the opportunity for unknown programs to 
cause problems is reduced to near zero when a Whitelist Solution is used.  In the event that a 
known program is explicitly approved and later is determined to be the source of problems, the 
program can be excluded from the list of Approved Programs to prevent a recurrence of that 
problem. 

What Whitelist Solutions can be used with 
MSP? 

AppCenter Whitelist Solution 

What is the AppCenter Whitelist Solution? 
The AppCenter Whitelist Solution is provided as a no-cost Add-On to MSP. 

Important: 

AppCenter is licensed and supported only on Motorola and Symbol Mobile Devices.  Any use of 
AppCenter on other devices is prohibited and unsupported. 

Features of the AppCenter Whitelist Solution 
The AppCenter Whitelist Solution offers the following features: 

 Monitor running programs and terminate those that are not on the Whitelist. 

The AppCenter Whitelist solution includes a robust background scanning process that 
automatically detects and terminates all Unapproved Programs.  This happens very quickly 
and there is no significant opportunity for such programs to be used to cause harm to the 
device, access sensitive information on the device, or otherwise exploit the resources of the 
device 

 A means to configure the set of programs defined within the Whitelist. 

The AppCenter Whitelist solution comes with a Settings Class that can be used to create 
Settings Objects to configure the list of Approved Programs.  This provides a high degree of 
integration with MSP and makes it easy to define the programs that are approved.  Modes 
are provided to define all Approved Programs in a single Settings Objects (Compound Mode) 
and to build up a list of Approved Programs by adding and removing programs as they are 
deployed to and removed from a device (Incremental Mode). 

 A means to discover information required to add programs to the Whitelist. 

The AppCenter Whitelist Solution provides an in-device Administration mode that can be 
used to help assist with the task of discovering new programs and collecting the information 
required to approve them.  In addition, the documentation for the AppCenter Whitelist 
Solution provides the information needed to approve many standard programs. 
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 Limit the Device User options for launching programs that are not on the Whitelist. 

The AppCenter Whitelist Solution includes a powerful Program Launcher that can be used to 
enable Device Users to easily launch Approved Programs.  The AppCenter Whitelist Solution 
allows the User Interface of the device to be constrained in a variety of ways to limit the ability 
of the Device User to launch Unapproved Programs in other ways when the Program 
Launcher.  In addition, the AppCenter Whitelist Solution can actually limit the User Interfaces 
of the device and of Approved Programs to limit the ability of the Device User to launch 
Unapproved Programs while Approved Programs are running. 

Obtaining the AppCenter Whitelist Solution 
The software components and documentation required to use the AppCenter Whitelist Solution 
are provided via Add-On Kits that are included on the MSP Installation CD and that are 
separately available for download from the following link: 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do 

Updated versions of the Add-On Kits may also periodically be available for download from the 
same link. 

Other Whitelist Solutions 
As mentioned above, at the time of the publication of this document, no Whitelist Solutions other 
than the AppCenter Whitelist Solution had been qualified and tested for use with MSP.  
Nonetheless, MSP does not preclude the use of other Whitelist Solutions.  MSP includes 
“generic” support that could be used to interoperate with and possibly integrate other Whitelist 
Solutions. 

Disclaimer: 

Due to the variations and complexities that may be introduced, however, Motorola makes no 
claims that the use of such Whitelist Solutions will coexist or interoperate properly with MSP.  Any 
use of a Whitelist Solution that is not formally tested and approved by Motorola for use with MSP 
will be at a customer’s own risk and any problems resulting from the use of such a Whitelist 
Solution will not be covered under an MSP warranty or support contract. 

How Might MSP Work with Other Whitelist Solutions? 

Packaging for Deployment 
MSP is designed to make deployment of software easy and efficient.  It should be straight-
forward to deploy the device components of just about any Whitelist Solution by building them 
into a Package for deployment using MSP. 

Settings Class Extensibility 
MSP permits customers or partners to customize or extend MSP functionality.  Customizing MSP 
to use a different Whitelist Solution, however, would likely require a lot of work and significant 
low-level coordination with the solution vendor. 

For more information on extending the functionality of MSP, contact your Motorola or partner 
sales or support representative regarding the availability of the MSP 3.3.1 Programmer 
Development Kit (PDK). 

 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do
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Device Attributes Extensibility 
MSP is designed to allow additional Device Attributes to be defined and reported by a device.  
Depending on the amount of control of and visibility into a given Whitelist Solution is available; it 
might be possible to define Device Attributes that reflect the operation of the Whitelist Solution. 

For example, a Device Attribute might signal when the Whitelist Solution is active and when it is 
disabled on the device.  Devices Attributes might be defined to communicate which applications 
and processes are authorized at any given time.  Still other Device Attributes might also be 
defined to communicate the fact that various applications or processes had been terminated 
since they were not authorized. 
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